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Parents get a taste of the BC life

BY JENNIFER HEINE
For The Heights
Chilly rain couldn?t dampen spirits on campus as families
descended upon Chestnut Hill Friday afternoon for Boston
College?s annualParents? Weekend.
For families, the weekend enabled them to gain a deeper
understanding of their children?s education, while catching
up with themafter a month or more away from home. For the
University, the weekendoffered an opportunity to showcase its
best self to those whom University President Rev. William P.
Leahy, S.J. referred to in his parents? address on Friday as ?our

Opportunities abounded for parents to learn more about
their son or daughter?s college experience throughout the
weekend. Many parents took advantageof the chance to attend
classes, and the deans of each undergraduate school, the Office of Student Affairs, and the Academic Advising Center all
offered open houses for parents interested in these on-campus
resources.

At his annualpresident?s address in Robsham TheaterFriday
afternoon, Leahy presented a detailedexamination of BC?s past
and future, tracing its history fromthephilosophy of St. Ignatius
of Loyola and offering insight into promising developments,
such as Stokes Hall, to come. In addition, Leahy emphasized

most important benefactors,? not with regard to donations,but
?because you entrust us with your children.?

Daniel lee

See Parent?s Weekend, A4

/ heights editor

The 20th annual Pops on the Heights concert raised over $3 million for the Pops Scholars.

New data on law opportunities
may serve as a reality check

Gozik takes over OIP with a
wealth of world experience

BY GABBY TARINI

BY JULIE ORENSTEIN

For The Heights

outlook, coupled with high tuition rates,
is prompting many students to think twice

For The Heights

about law school.
Attending lawschool is the worst career
Historically, a law degree was a ticket
to a high-paying job,with new grads often
decision you?ll ever make.
Or at least that?s what the writers at
landing starting salaries of $150,000 or
Forbes magazine think?that astonishingly more. This vision is increasinglylooking like
pessimistic statement was thetitle of a June a blast from the past, however.
2012 editorial.
?Back in 2008, major law firms were
While the rest of the legal world may
not be as cynical as Forbes, the weak job
See Law Students, A4

BC Cable options held back
by cost, not lack of support
BY AUSTIN TEDESCO
Heights Editor
The Boston College cable television
system was implemented 16 years ago as
an academic endeavor, but since 1995 the
program has continued to improve as both
an information and entertainment venue

for students.
?There was a bunch of folks against even
doing it,? said Joseph Harrington, director
of Network Services. ?But they brought a
whole pool of folks together and it was IT
people, faculty and staff, the Jesuit community, and students, and they came up

See Middlemarch, A4

with the initial lineup, which has changed
slightly over the past few years. The intent
at that time was to make it an academic
system, not an entertainment system. So
if you look at the channel lineup you can

that it?s really geared toward learning
information, diversity of views in types of
the channels and stuff like that. And they
triedtokeep the cost down as much as they
possibly could.?
see

BC cable, which has a contract with
Comcast, carries around 68 channels that
include six BC-specific channelsfor campus

See BC Cable, A4

As a young undergraduate, Nick Gozik
had reservations about studying abroad.
Like many students, he was afraid of
missing out on things at school, concerned
about financing his international experience, and at the time, there were not as
many opportunities to study abroad as
there are today. Ultimately, he chose not
to goabroad, instead focusing on his studies at home, tutoring, and being a resident
kylie

montero

/

heights staff

Nick Gozik (above) will serve as the director
of the Office ofInternational

assistant.
In hindsight, Gozik, the new directorof
the Boston CollegeOffice of International

Programs (OIP) and the McGillycuddyLogue Center for Undergraduate Global
Studies, regrets not going abroad as an undergraduate, but certainly made up for the
missed experiencein bothhis post-graduate
educationand subsequent career choice.
Born in Australia to Americans teaching

abroad, Gozik had a taste of international
living from a young age. Growing up in
Rochester, N.Y., many of his friends were
of Indian and Chinese descent, and Gozik
found himself constantly reading about
other countries, trying to fulfill an ?intel-

lectual curiosity? about the world.

See Gozik, A4

UGBC focuses in on ways to advocate effectively
BY ANDREW SKARAS
Heights Staff

The UGBC is best knownaround campus for the two concerts they organize
every year. What is less well-known is the

said Matthew Alonsozana, senator and
policy caucus chairman and A&S ?l4. ?No
policies require student input beforebeing
passed.?

Although lacking implementation
departments have successwork that they do to influence and shape fully petitioned the administrators for
the policies that University administrators substantial policy change. This has been
put in place. While they have no power to
accomplished primarily through the Uniimplement policy, they do offer suggestions versity Affairs (UA) department, led this
based on whatthey perceive to be theneeds year by Director Harry Kent, A&S ?l3,
of thestudents.
and Deputy Director Radha Patel, A&S
?[UGBC] can offer creative solutions ?l3. Their departmentis broken down into
and hold administrators accountable,? Academic Advising, Dining, Academic

See Alumni, A4

power, UGBC

Affairs, Sustainability, Health and Safety,
and Service.
As theformer Service Coordinator, Patel
described the Service Assembly that UA
worked with the Volunteer Service Learning Council, Campus Ministry, and other
BC service organizations to set up. They
put togethera brochure to be distributedto
all incoming freshmen so that they would
know all of the service opportunities available and not just the most-advertised, such
as 4Boston.

See UGBC Policy, A4

See Bus Conduct, A4

TopTHREE
things

to do on campus thisweek

IN THE NEWS

Jon Huntsman

1

Tuesday
Time: 4 p.m.
Location: Robsham
Theater

U. of South Carolina launches

back-to-college degree program

ON CAMPUS
Sloan Center produces study showing
that real age and subjective age differ
Boston College?s Sloan Center for Aging and
Work recently conducted a study that shows the
difference between one?s actual age in years and

online degree program that will allowadults to
affordably complete theirbachelor?s degrees.
Back to Carolina is a pilot program for the
University?s new PalmettoCollege. It enrollsadults
age 25 and over with at least 60 credits from a
South Carolina regional or technical college, the
University of Southern Carolina, or an-out-of-state
four-year institution. Students can earn a bachelor?s
degree in a variety of vocational fields.
Palmetto College charges $367 per credit hour,
which is comparable to tuition for two- and fouryear for-profit colleges in South Carolina.

one?s subjective age.

Tuesday

Its study, ?The Prism of Aging,? explains how
various factors can be combined to discover a
person?s subjective age, or how old that person
feels and acts. For example, the socioemotionalage
category determinesone?s maturity level. A person
who is 65 years old may act like he or she is 40 years
old. Career age measures a person?s acquisition of
knowledge, competencies, and experiencesin his
or her professional field. It is often very different

Time: 7 p.m.
Location: Fulton 511
Boston College political science professors will evaluate the Obama Administration, focusing on employment,
health care, the economy, and foreign
relations.

from a person?s actual age.
The center hopes that new categorization of
age groups can help break down barriers and
stereotypes that different age groups have ofeach
other.
?The kinds of perceptions that we associate
with age reallymay not be true for us or for other

Beyond the Beautiful Forevers
Wednesday
Time: 7 p.m.
Location: Gasson 100
Journalist Katherine 800 will discuss
her latest nonficiton narrative, Behind
the Beautiful Forevers, which profiles
impoverished families who are working for better lives in Mumbai, India.

people,? said Sloan Center Director Marcie PittCatsouphes.

LOCAL NEWS
Issues with MBTA?s fare collection system point to possible theft
State auditors discoveredthat theMBTA?s fare collection system has not beenfunctioning properly. The
system overstatedcollectionsin fiscalyears 2007,2008,
and 2011 andunderstatedthem in fiscalyears 2009 and

2010, raising questions about possible theft.
Twelve cash fare box keys are missing, and the
MBTA is not properly tracking cash boxes during
removal and depositprocedures, accordingto a report
issued by auditor Suzanne Bump.
An outside firm is reviewing security measures in
the MBTA?s money rooms and will provide security

recommendations.

FEATURED STORY

Quonset Hut gets long-awaited makeover
students and the community

BY SIMONLIANG
For The Heights

to exercise.

After a stressful day of
classes, homework, and
exams, many students take
time off to play basketball
for an hour or run on a
treadmill.While many Boston College students who
live on Main Campus go
to the Plex to exercise, students from Newton Campus
have a much longer journey. However, the two-year
renovation of Quonset Hut,
which began in 2010, was
recently completed.
The Quonset Hut, also
known as ?The Hut,? has an
area of approximately5,964
square feet andcontains basketball courts, cardiovascular
machines, lifecycles, Stairmasters, free weights, and
locker rooms. Basketballs,
footballs, soccer balls, and
volleyballs are also available
for student use at the front
desk. Prior to the renovations, the Hut was annexed
by Campus Recreation.
?We felt that it was a little
bit too old, and it was certainly the time to renovate
the whole facility for students and the community,?
said Eric Zeckman, associate

Kelly Bruett

aNdrachi SauNderS / For the heightS

Renovations to Newton Campus?s Quonset Hut include the installationof new basketball court floors.
director of Campus Recreation.

According to Zeckman,
everythingincluding flooring,
the ceiling, cardio machines,
and weight equipment were
upgraded. The only exceptions were two restrooms

that were less often used and
would cost too much money
to repair.

Students can find numerous changes to the Hut. For
instance, the basketball court
floors have been replaced
and the space is now open

for Ping Pong, pick-up basketball games, and group
fitness classes. Although the
renovation was not directly
requested by students, BC
Campus Recreation started
the renovation in order to
provide a better place for

When asked whether there
is a plan for further renovation, Zeckman said, ?The
renovation is thorough and
covers every aspect of the
Hut, so there is no future
plan for further renovation
at this time.?
Charles Gilliam, A&S ?l6,
said he goes to the Hut twice
a week to lift and play basketball. When talking about
his impression of the new
Hut, he said thateven though
the space is still a little bit
too limited for a solid workout and there is only a half
basketball court, ?it is still
a good place to go, and it is
convenient.?
For students like Gilliam
who are living on Newton
Campus, waiting for a shuttle
to get to the Plex can take
too long. Many students are
grateful for the new look of
the Hut.
?Having a nice placewhich
is only a five minute walk
away from my dorm is lucky
since it does saveme a lot of
time, and I?m really appreciative for those who worked
so hard to make all of this
possible,? said Donny Wang,
CSOM ?l6. n

POLICE BLOTTER

VOICES FROM THE DUSTBOWL

9/23/12-9/26/12

?When you were five years old, what did you
want to be when you grew up??

sunday, september 23

Monday, september 24

12:04 a.m. An officer filed a report regarding medical assistance provided to
a Boston college student at Walsh Hall
who was transported to a medical facility
by ambulance.

8:04 a.m. An officer filed a report
regarding medical assistance provided
to a Bc student at Maloney Hall who
was transported by cruiser to a medical
facility.

12:35 a.m. An officer filed a report regarding a suspiciouscircumstance and an
assault and battery in the Mods.

10:19 a.m. An officer filed a report regarding assistance provided to another
police agency.

1:32a.m. An officerfiled a report regarding a fare evasion in the More Hall lot.

8:09 p.m. An officer filed a report
regarding medical assistance provided
to a Bc employee at Stuart Hall who
was transported to a medical facility by

-

-

-

1:57 a.m. An officer filed a report regarding a suspicious circumstance and
possession of a controlled substance in
-

-

-

ambulance.

Tuesday, september 25

2:28 a.m. An officerfiledareportregarding
medicalassistanceprovided toa Bcstudent
at ignacio Hallwho was transported to a
medical facility by cruiser.

7:51 a.m. An officerfiled a report regarding medical assistance provided to a Bc

?A bus driver.?
?Lisamarie DiOrio,
lSoe ?l6

student who was transported to a medical
facility by ambulance.

11:05 a.m.

ing a suspicious circumstance occurring
in the Mods.

garding a larceny from campion Hall.

-

Source: NatioNal

Weather Service
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-

3:01 a.m. An officerfiled areport regard-

?A doctor.?
?Courtney Capistran,
cSoN ?l6

-

Kostka Hall.
-

FOUR DAY
WEATHER FORECAST

The University of South Carolina has created

a First Term That Made history

3

UNIVERSITY

an

Jon Huntsman, former governor of Utah and the U.S.
Ambassador to China and
Singapore under presidents Barack Obama and George W. Bush, will
speak about how globalissues will affect political
and economic concerns in America, including
theireffect on the presidential elections.

2
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?A lawyer.?
?Maria Khoury,

An officer filed a report re-

A&S ?l6

8:30 p.m. An officer responded to the
activation of a local smoke detector in a
dormroom in Gonzaga Hall.

CORRECTIONS

-

9:41

a.m.

-

An officer filed

a report

regarding medical assistance provided
to a Bc student at Medeiros Hall who
was transported to a medical facility by
ambulance.

Wednesday, september 26
12:40 a.m.

11:15 a.m.

An officer filed a report regarding a fire alarm activation at Stayer
Hall.
-

-

officers responded to a re-

quest for medicalaid in cheverus Hall.

?Source: The Boston College
Police Department

?The second baseman
Yankees.?
?Chris Pinto,
A&S ?l6

for the

Please send
corrections to
editor@bcheights.com
with ?correction?
in the subject line.
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Hollywood Eagles
begin to take flight

What it
means to be

American

BY ADRIANA MARIELLA
Heights Editor

Although Boston College offers a club for almost every hobby
and interest imaginable, there
was a void in BC?s club repertoire
that was filled only this year?a
club dedicatedto filmmakingand
the entertainment industry.
That is when Eddie Mele,
HollywoodEagles president and
A&S ?l4; Will Watkins, A&S ?l2;
and Zach Citarella, A&S ?l2;

ANDREW SKARAS

formed Hollywood Eagles, a
club that its founders hope will
serve students interested in the
entertainment industry.
?There is a void on campus
because if you want to make
a movie you can?t get a crew
together, and if you?re not in a

At this point, another Parents?
Weekend has successfully come
to a close. For most students, this
means that their rooms are now
stocked to the brim with all the

essentials?paper towels, toilet
paper, assorted toiletries, snacks,
nut clusters, and writing utensils.
For some students, this meant a
trip to Newbury Street on Daddy?s
credit card. For freshmen parents,
it was a chance to allay the separation anxiety which they have been

suffering from for all of three and
a half weeks. For the rest of the
parents, it was a chance to really
see the school that their son or
daughter attends.
For me, it was something else
entirely. My mother has never
been a fan of football and has always wanted to go to Vermont. A
few years ago, one of her friends
retired and opened a small B&B
near Middlebury. An invitation
extended, my mother jumpedon
the opportunity to visit over Parents? Weekend. For my part, I was
excited for a weekend getaway?
some time for a little R&R.
What I didn?t think about was
the chance to gain some perspective on my extremely sheltered
life. Often, we talk about escaping
the ?BC Bubble,? but by that, we
mean going into the city of Boston?a city that is itself a bubble

with lots of other college students.
We rarely talk about escaping the
bubble that is metropolitanliving.
I grew up in a suburb of Dallas
and was fortunate enough to attend a small Catholic school and

be surrounded by other well-off
families. Although I grew up in
Texas, I spent very little time in
what most would consider the stereotypical smallTexan town. I was
raised in a metropolitanbubble
and only left it to go to another
metropolitanbubble when I came
to BC.

While in Vermont, I stayed at
a smallB&B and spent Saturday

driving around the countryside,
viewing the foliage and taking in

the beauty of small towns. There
I saw what I felt was a glimpse of
Americana. In one of the many
general stores that I saw, there
were a few old men sitting around
and talking. I saw vast fields and
people out tending them. Each

had a picturesque white
church and a matching town hall.
I wondered if many of the people
I saw had ever left the state, much
less the country.
While cities have been expanding for the last century, I think
it is onlyrecently that many city

production class you don?t have

Alex GAynOr

/
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Biologyprofessor Ken Williams? recent research on a key molecule has led to an increased understanding of the
relationship between the body?s immune response to HIV and the prevalence of cardiac disease among HIV patients.

Williams? insights about key
molecule advance HIV research
BY SARA DOYLE
For The Heights
In the research laboratory of
biology professor Ken Williams,
research on a molecule has been
used to make the connection
between the immune response of
the human body and the increasing prevalence of cardiovascular
disease in patients living with
Human ImmunodeficiencyVirus

(HIV).

This molecule, known as
CDI 63, is a scavenger receptor
that is released upon the activation of monocyte and macrophage
cells during the human body?s
response to the HIV infection.
PET imaging showed that there
was macrophage infiltration into
diseased arterial walls and these
macrophages were positive for
and can shed a soluble form of
CDI 63.

Williams hasworked with HIV
research in the past, having done
work at McGill University and the
Montreal Neurological Institute,
Dartmouth College,and Harvard
Medical School on the subject
of dementia related to the HIV
virus. He has seen the research
and the knowledge about the
disease progress as more research
is done.
?In the first 10 to 20 years, it
was all about T cells. Early on,

liams said. ?People with AIDS
live longer, and those effects are
cell immunology,? Williams said. coming out.?
Research on anti-retroviral
The research performed in
drugs now has allowed patients Williams? laboratory gives new
to live longerwith the HIV virus,
information about the connecwhich is for the most part untion between the immune system,
detectable. Many revolutionary HIV, and potential antiretroviral
new developments, including the
therapies. Macrophages and
combinations of anti-retroviral monocytes were shown to be condrugs, have changed the lifestyles nected to the debilitatingdiseases
of those with HIV.
faced by those infected with HIV.
?Now we?re at the point in this These effects are faced despite
treatment with anti-retroviral
country where we?ve gone from
single-drug use to treating those therapies, which are able to stop
at high risk for HIV prophylactithe progression of HIV.
A large numberof HIV patients
cally, before they?ve even been
didn?t find out as much about

we

HIV, but we learned a lot about T

infected,? Williams said.
With medication that can allow those infected with HIV to
live longer, new medical issues
are

being seen.

Sixty percent of people with
HIV have cardiac problems.

?These are people with non-traditional risk factors,? Williams
said. ?We know from this that
it?s related to HIV.? Furthermore,

neuropsychologicalproblems are
also likely associated with problems from blood vessels, a result
of long-term infection.
In addition to cardiac problems, more HIV patients are observed to be developingdementia.
?The presence of dementia is
increasing, and that?s because
people are living longer,? Wil-

show non-calcified coronary
atherosclerotic lesions. These
lesions increase with the markers of macrophage activation,
showing the link between HIV

and cardiac disease.The recently
published report in The Journal of

the American Medical Association
(JAMA), however, demonstrates
using PET macrophagesdirectly
in the ascending aorta.
The research team also included Tricia Burdo, research
assistant professor of biology,
and Harvard Medical School researchers Sharath Subramanian,
Ahmed Tawakol, Suhny Abbara,
Jeffrey Wei, JayanthiVijayakumar,
Erin Corsini, Markella V. Zanni,
Udo Hoffman, Janet Lo, and Steven K. Grinspoon. n

suburbanites at

leastknew some

relatives out there. While this
may just seem like the inevitable
progress of history, it also has
ramificationsfor how connected
Americans are to each other.
I feel that it is safe to say that
most BC students will either go
to graduate school or get a job in
a city after college. That is where
they will live, work, and raise

family,unless they move to a
nearby suburb. Those children
too will be sheltered and see just
a fraction of the vast expanse of
a

Americana.

Perhaps this is just inevi-

table. America is a vast country
and each region has a distinct
subculture that weaves into the
great tapestry of Americana.
While we certainly all share some
values that bring us together as
a country, there are seemingly
more things that are unique to a
region. While the era of strong
state loyalty has long since
passed (except, perhaps, in my
native Texas), I think it has been
replaced by something much
more amorphous. Now, we are
all American, but I?m not quite
sure that we really know how our
fellow Americans understand that
simple adjective.

AndrewSkaras is a staff columnist
for The Heights. He welcomescomments at news@bcheights.com.

ever.

?My freshman
year, they had the
Baldwin Awards,
which was a really,
really, great event
where student

filmmakers atBC
submitted films. We
are working with

the film department
to bring the awards
back.?
?Eddie Mele,
President of Hollywood
Eagles and A&S ?l4

Mele said that he also hopes
to match students up with Los

Angeles-based alumni who are
involved in the entertainment
industry to help them get internships and industry experience.
In the future, the club hopes
to organize workshops for students to learn the basics of the
Final Cut Pro program(which is
often a prerequisite for film internships), bring back the Baldwin film awards, and organize
a ?Beanpot? film festival, which

wouldinclude student-produced
filmsfrom Northeastern,Boston
University, BC, and Harvard.
?My freshman year, they had
the Baldwin Awards, which
was a really, really great event
where student filmmakers at
BC submitted films,? Mele said.
?We are working with the film

department to bring the awards
back.?
Additionally, the club hopes
to do a service for otherclubs at
BC by filming promotional videos to increase student interest
in their respective clubs.
?If any club approachesus, we
will assign them a director, and
we will assemble a crew to put
a project together for the club,
overseen

by myself and other

senior members. The creative
board will review the project

[and script],? Mele said. ?Media
content is generally pretty lacking among BC clubs. You don?t
really want to join a club with
just a flyer. You don?t internalize
[what they?re about]. You need

it.?
Finally,

to see

as BC

celebrates its

150 th year, Mele said thatHolly-

are just avid movie watchers, this

wood Eagles could be an integral
helping to bring more
multimedia attention to events.
?It?d be great to get involved

club would be good [for them,
too],? he said.
Mele said that he hopes the
club will function almost as

with the sesquicentennialevents
at BC,? Mele said, following the
club?s modelof doing a service to
other clubs at BC, as well as the

a pre-professional organiza-

school itself.
The first-ever general meeting of the club will be Oct. 2 in
Cushing 001 at 8 p.m. n

?We

want [to]

to filmfestivals

do trips and go
and differentfilm

events. So even for

people who

tion for eager entertainment

industry go-getters, similar to
the organizations available for

part in

Tuesday, oCt. 2 at 7

p.m. in devlin

town

dwellers have lost touch with any
relatives living in the countryside. A generation ago, there
were more people living in Small
Town, USA, and many urban and

the resources to make a movie,?
Mele said of the outlets available
for film production at BC and
student collaboration.
Mele stressed that the club
is not just for film majors, how-

students interested in law, not
only through networking with
BC alums already in the industry, but through grasping a full,
real-life understanding of the
industry as a whole.
?This isn?t just for [filmmakers],? Mele said. ?We need
PR people, marketing people,
producers, directors, distributors, writers, everything. We?re
teaching the whole business of
film.?

Students aim to bring Jesuit
Leadership Conference to BC
BY ELEANOR HILDEBRANDT
Heights Editor

July, a group of Boston
College students attended the
16th annual National Jesuit
Student Leadership Conference
(NJSLC) at the College of the
Holy Cross in Worcester, Mass.
The conference, which began
at Regis University in 1997 and
Last

has been hosted at a different
one of the 28 U.S. Jesuit colleges
and affiliate universities every
year since, lasted four days and

focused around the theme ?Live
the Mission.? Every day had a
keynote speaker, as well as leadership sessions led by Holy Cross
faculty, Holy Cross students, or
students from the delegationsof
other schools participating in the
conference.

BC?s

own delegation included

rising sophomores, juniors, and
seniors from UGBC, the Residence Hall Association (RHA),
Campus Ministry, the Student

Organization Funding Committee (SOFC), and the Peer
Leadership Consultantprogram
(PLC). Also attending from BC
were Jessica Graf, resident director of CKM (Cheverus, Kostka,
and Medeiros) and RHA advisor;
Hannah Trost, SOFC graduate
assistant; and Adrienne Dumpe,
SPO assistant director.
?It was a great way to improve
on your skills as a leader, to work
on time management, how to be
more effective with social media
advertising in your club, or how
to make time for yourself,? said

Maria Ireland, A&S ?l5, whorepresented RHA at the conference.
?So just building on personal

Raddell, A&S ?l5, who also represented RHA. ?Just the small
things, you know?people gave

leadership skills, personal quali-

presentations on how to run a

ties you want to growin, and also
improving your organizations at
your own colleges.? She said that
the speakersstressed taking time
after the completion of programs

and thereby improve planning
for future events. Attendees were
also encouraged to reevaluate

cheering section, or how to organize yourself, or how to think
more like a Jesuit. It?s been the
small things for me personally
becoming a better leader.?
Nowak, Ireland, and Raddell
recently collaborated to submit
a bid to hold the 2014 NJSLC
at BC. ?It?s never been hosted

their commitments, and to de-

at BC before,? Raddell said.

cide whether or not they would
serve better by focusing on a few
organizations rather than try to
be involved in as many groups

?We had a great time, all of us
learned a lot so coming back,
we all decided that we want to
host it here.? The trio will find
out theresults of their 21-page
bid this November, and should
BC be selected for 2014, planning will start immediately.The

to reflect on what was successful,

as possible.

Accordingto Kathryn Nowak,
A&S ?l5, who represented both
SOFC and PLC, the conference
was a unique opportunity to

?

?

collect fresh ideas and fresh
perspectives. ?It?s interesting
because even though everyone

three will be co-chairs for the
conference: Ireland would be the
education chair, Nowak would
be the logistics chair, and Rad-

comes

from a different location
around the country and from
different schools, their own
respective communities, a lot of
their issues, and the challenges
that they face within their orga-

dell would be the special events
chair. Each would supervise
different committees made up
of student volunteers, and BC
student leaders would also be
needed to lead sessions within

nizations are similar across the
board,? she said. ?For instance,
I?m on SOFC, the funding committee here, and it was really
interesting to see the ways that

the conference itself.
?If we get the bid, we?re going
to try to get as manyBC students
involved as we can because it
was a really inspiring week,?

other schools allocated their

Ireland said. ?We have such an
enthusiastic student body here,
and the kind of students who
we think could benefit from
the conference and also be a really great resource to share with

funds, see what issues they were

having, and relate themback to

ours.?
?The leadership skills I personally learned, I definitely think
those are kicking in,? said Teddy

other schools.?

n
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Gozik wants abroad to
move beyond ?awesome?

Channels
limited
by price

Gozik, from A1

BC Cable, from A1
programming. Channels such as
AMC, National Geographic,NESN,
MSNBC, and Fox News have also
been added in recent years, but as
students continue to request more
channels and more HD channels,

the ability to expand has become
difficult.
Every year a student group will

more

rObyn kiM / heights stAff

University President Rev. William P. Leahy, S.J. (above) spoke to parents who visited this weekend on Friday afternoon.

Parents hear from the president

meet with Network Services to dis-

cuss expanding the lineup or swapping channels, but cost and efficiency
have prevented much change.
?A lot of times the channel the
students might be requesting are
[part of] a bundled channel,? Harrington said.?So in other words, they
want X, but you?ve got to get X, Y, Z,
W, V, and N as part of the bundle,
otherwise you can?t just get the one.

And typically when they?re bundled
it?s huge per-unit costs to do it. So
typically we haven?t beenable to do
thosekinds of things.?
Some popular requests from
students have been Fox Soccer
and ESPN HD. Fox Soccer, which
manyinternationalstudentsrequest,
would only be possible through one
of the bundled packages, and ESPN
HD would require an expensive
encryption system.
Two years ago, Network Services worked with Comcast to get

all of the local channels upgraded
to HD, which required replacing
the equipment both on the head
end at Comcast and at BC to make
that functionality possible. ESPN
HD would require studio driven
encryption, which would only be
possible through set-top boxes in

dorm rooms, totaling around $7OO
apiece. Network Services is looking for cheaper alternatives, but

BC cable carries
around 68 channels
that include six BCspecific channels for
campus
the technology is not yet therefor a
reasonable price.
?We know the technology is going to catch up,? Harrington said.
?Smart TVs are coming out with the
encryption built right in to the TV,
but then the expectation is every
student is going to go out and buy
an HD-capable smart TV?and how
realistic is that? Then you?d have the
haves and the have-nots. We?re trying to takea slow approach and we?re
trying to do it the right way.?
The cheapersmart TVs that come
with HD encryption cost over $l,OOO.
It would be possible to get around
the set-top box issue by running
programs over the IP Network via
computers.
?That?s not satisfying for everybody,? Harrington said. ?How do we
do that in the dining halls? Or how
do we do that in the big classrooms
and stuff? So we can doit, but it?s not
optimal for everybody.?

Studentsalso alreadyhave access
to live sporting events on ESPN3.
com andtelevision or news programs
on multiple websites through their
computers. In the end, Harrington
expects that at some point Comcast
and BC will get a digital head end

that can do all of the encryption at
a smaller cost, or a new technology
will be able to do the encryption over
the IP Network. n

Parents? Weekend, from A1
the seminal nature of this year for
the BC community. As part of the
University?s sesquicentennialyear,
this Parents? Weekend was meant
to be a particularly reflective one,
he said.

?[Parent?s Weekend] gives us an
opportunity to reflect on who are
we, where do we come from, and

where are we going,? Leahy said.
Parents? Weekendcelebratedanotheranniversary this year, with the
20th annual ?Pops on the Heights?
concert. The sold-out concert raised
more than $3 million to benefit
the Pops Scholars, an organization
dedicated to financing high-achieving students? BC education.
In addition, the annual concert
was renamed the James and Barbara Cleary Scholarship Gala this
year, in honor of longtime trustee

and founder of the concert James

F. Cleary, BC ?5O, who passed away
in February. Throughout his time
as a trustee, Cleary served as chairman of the annual concert. In its 20
years of existence, the ?Pops on the
Heights? concert has raised more

than $l9 million in financial aid
assistance.
This year, the concert featured
performances by the Boston Pops
and the University Chorale, as well
as actor, philanthropist, and big
band leader Harry Connick, Jr.,
who was joined on stage by noted
saxophonistBranfordMarsalis.
Notwithstanding the variety of
activities, many families seemed
most excited simply to spend time
together.
?Since I am from Oklahoma, it
was great getting to see my parents

and siblings because they won?t be
able to make it up here very often,?
said Margo Borders, A&S ?l6. ?I
loved getting to show my parents
around campus!?

Saturday marked another beloved Parents? Weekend tradition:
the football game.Despite a disappointing 45-31 loss to Clemson
University, the stands remained
fuller than usual as both parents
andstudents cheered theEagles on,
with many students forgoing their
usual places in the student section
to spend time with family across

the stadium.
The weekendended on a reflective note with the family liturgy.
With all denominationswelcomed,
andheld in Conte Forum to accommodatethe crowd, the mass offered
a final opportunity for BC families
to gather and celebrate together.
As Leahy noted in his address,
the goalof liberal arts education, as
interpretedby BC, is to ?help people
becomemore free and more whole,?
just as the Jesuit philosophy is to
?educate thewhole person.? Parents
got just a taste of that educationthis
weekend. n

Law market highly competitive

Although he did not initially
know what he wanted to do for a
career, he jumped at the chance to
travel and study abroad after college, getting his master?s degree in
French and a Ph.D. in international
education at New York University.
While living in Paris as he was
earning his master?s degree, Gozik
had what he said to be his most influential international experience.
?It?s easy to stay with a lot of
other U.S. students, and I saw
some of my fellow students doing
that, but I intentionallymoved out
of my comfort zone and I became

friends with French people, and
with Germans, and with Vietnamese students
and in that process
I was able to really learn so much
about myself andabout theseother
cultures,? Gozik said.
?I think that?s ultimately what
has stayed with me: that ability to
explore and not just see a bunch of
different locations but to be more
reflective and to consider what I?m
learning andthenhow I?m developing as a result.?
Learning to be adaptable to
new surroundings, getting better
at negotiating all types of foreign
systems, and being able to speak
other languages are all benefits
Gozikreapedfrom studying abroad,
andhe believesthat allstudents can
gain these skills if they go about
theirinternational experience with
an open mind and a willingness to
adapt.
?We have a natural tendency
to be drawn to other people who
?

are similar to ourselves,? he said.
?So I think it?s really easy to go to
a city and want to stay with your
friends and not have any other

type

Law Students, from A1
competing to see who could offer

the highestsalaryto attract thebest
students from the best law schools
to join theirfirms,? said Jeff Thomas,

the directorof pre-law programs at
Kaplan Test Prep.
Because the job market for
newly minted lawyers is the most
competitive it has been in 30 years,
Kaplan recently conductedsurveys
of pre-law students and new law
school graduates.
?As a result of these lucrative
salaries, we saw a major spike in
applications to law school, and
there were more students in law
school than ever before,? Thomas
said. ?Three years down theroad in
2011, what we see is an over sup-

ply of attorneys for jobs that have
historically been available.?
According to the American Bar
Association (ABA), only 55 percent
of the class of 2011 had full-time,

longterm jobs that required a law
degree nine months after graduation. The ABA defines ?longterm?
jobs as those thatdon?t have a term
of less than one year.
Compare this to the 78 percent
of MBA graduates wholanded jobs
within three monthsof getting their
degree.
Couple these figures with declining starting salaries. Since 2009
the median starting salary for new
law graduates has fallen 17 percent.
This salary decline is surprising in
its scope?nearly all of the drop
can be attributed to the continued
erosion of private practice opportunities, with its salaries dropping
35 percent since 2009.
Maris Abbene, associate dean
for academic, career, and student

services at Boston College Law
School, agrees.

?Anyone thinking about law
school needs to take a long hard
look at the data. Students need
to understand that the majority

only making
$50,000 or $60,000 per year, with
the public sector much lower,
around $37,000.?
But whilesalaries and jobplacement rates are declining,lawschool
tuition continues to rise. With
annual fees of $30,000 to $40,000,
students are taking on enormous
amounts of debtand are graduating
of new

lawyers

are

law school saddled with over six

figures of student loans.
So what is a pre-law student
to do?
?Students should seriously consider working between college
and law school,? Abbene said. ?It
is incredibly advantageous to get
real legal experience before going
to law school.?

According to Abbene, it is
crucial for students to be in a legal
setting before law school to gain a
solid idea of what type of law they
want to practice upon graduation.
Thomas agrees.
?The major lesson of this [Kaplan Test Prep?s] survey was that
it is very important that students
understand that a JD is not an end

dents today need to be a lot more
introspective aboutwhythey want
to go to law school, what type of
lawthey want to practice, and what
jurisdictionthey want to practice
in,? Thomas said.
Dom DeLeo, associate director
career
of
counseling at BC, agrees
that today, more than ever, it is

crucially important for students to
dotheirhomeworkbefore entering
law school.
?The idea is that when you?re
thinking about any career, you want
to think about it in terms of not just
the situation in the nexttwo to five
years, but you want to thinkabout
the long term goals as well,? DeLeo
said. ?Do youreallywant to do what
lawyers do? Do you need a law
degree to do what you want to do?

There are other alternatives.?
DeLeo sees his job as helping
studentsmake effective choices for
the career they want to take.
But despite these caution signs
and warning bells, each of the professionals interviewed thought it
was ridiculous for students to give
up the legal profession altogether

simply because of the job market.
?I would not give up a passion
just because of the job market,?
Abbene said. ?It is those students
who are undecided who need to
take more time?talk to lawyers,

but rather a means to an end,? he

talk to law students, get experience

said.
What Thomas means by this
is that historically, many students
applied to law school because prelawstudents needfew prerequisites
other than high GPA and LSAT
scores. They appliedassuming they
could figure out what they wanted

and find out what a lawyer actually does?in order to make a fully
informed decision.?

to do later.

?Given the legal job market and
its extreme competitiveness, stu-

DeLeo suggests a more philo-

sophical approach.

?One of the things I hopeBC has
taught us is to judgefor ourselves,
to judgebeyond the numbers and
statistics, and take a longer view
at who we want to be and what we
want to do.? n

of interactions. I think what

happens [when you do this] is you

lose all of thatrichness. The whole
you?re going abroad is for
something different, and to expose
yourself to a different cultureand so

reason

I think it is a risk. You have to take
the initiative.?

When students find a balance
between focusing on their international immersion and staying
connected with friends and family
at home, Gozik thinks their study
abroad experience becomes even
more influential, and their fears
about the daunting prospect of
traveling out of their comfort zone
slowly fade away.
After years of travelingthroughout the world, teaching, working,
and researching in places such
as South Korea, Brazil, England,
and the French Caribbean, Gozik
returned to the U.S. and held positions in education abroad at the
University of Richmond and Duke
University. A former research assistant and later visiting professor
at New York University, he was also
a consultant for the Social Science
Research Council, according to a
recent feature by the BC Chronicle
and his profile on the Office of InternationalPrograms website.
He most recently served as assistant directorof the GlobalEducation Office for Undergraduates
at Duke before succeeding Bernd
Widdig as the director of the OIP
in July.
Coming to BC, Gozik said he
is still working to settle in and understandthe complex nature of the
school,but was pleasantlysurprised
by the sense of community and the
small-school feel of the outwardly
large university.
?I?ve been really impressed
with the welcoming aspect of the

University,? he said. ?I came from
Duke, and it was an excellent
place. Before that I was at NYU,
and I enjoyed both places. There?s
somethingspecial about BC. I don?t
know if it?s the Jesuit aspect, [but]
there?s a community and a sense of
caring. Ifind that with administrators, faculty, and students, I really
feel welcomed.?
As he joins the OIP, Gozik has
several goals to expand the reach
of BC?s programs and get even
more students involved with study
abroad,though he emphasizesthat
the office is looking to improve the
quality, and not necessarily the
quantity, of students? international
experiences.

?We?re

not

concerned about

numbers,? Gozik said. ?In the past
there was a concernas to how many
students [were] going abroad. Today we send 1,200 students abroad

and of course we want to see more
students go abroad,but we?re really
more concerned at this point in
making sure the experiences that
they have abroad are meaningful.?
AmongGozik?s most important
objectives are to bolsterBC?s presence in ?non-traditional locations?
such as the Middle East, Asia, and

Latin America, where he sayswork

and research opportunities are
growing, and also to encourage
students from underrepresented
departments, such as science and

math disciplines,

to study

abroad.

Furthermore, Gozik would like to
continue expanding opportunities

for students of allsocial and financial backgrounds to go abroad.
He hopes to accomplish these
goalsby working with BC faculty to
add to existing courses, incorporate
time studying abroad into students?
course sequencing plans, andidentify specific internationallocations
appropriate for certain fields of
study, among other initiatives.

Ultimately, Gozik feels that
study abroadcan provide students
with a unique experience that will
help them not only compete in the
workforce but also growas people.
Communicating how their time
abroad changed them, he says, is
the key to making the experience

worthwhile.
?Often what students say when
they come back is, ?lt was awesome,?? Gozik said.?And the reality
is, yes, it was awesome, but how do
youarticulate that? What skills did
you gain? What did youlearn? How
are you different??
Gozik posted to the BC Study

AbroadFacebookpageabout ?moving beyond ?awesome.??
?Without an abilityto articulate
what has beenlearned I find that
students miss a criticalopportunity
to capitalize on their time abroad
as theyreintegrate into campus life
and ultimatelyprepare for graduate
school and post-graduateemployment,? he wrote.
While traveling andlivingabroad
on five continents, Gozik has seen
things from Lance Armstrong
crossing the finish line victoriously
at the Tour de France, to President
George W. Bush visiting Beijing?s
Forbidden City, to a historic election in Senegal. For Gozik, though,
?

it is the peoplein the places that he

hasvisited thathave remained with
him the most.
?One of the things about an
international career is that the
world really becomes small,? he
said.?The kinds of connections that
I?ve had have made the worldthat
much more exciting. [Study abroad]
opens up so many windows and it

really allows you to have a whole
new outlook on the world.? n

Academic advising, dining are two areas where UGBC concentrates
UGBC Policy, from A1

students at the end of the year. In

One of the big changes thathas
occurred on campus in the last
few years is the introductionof the

the works for the last three years,
the forms will include a 15-question survey that will be solely for
the advisors, department chairs,
and deans. On the project since he
was a freshman, Kent describedthe
effort as an attempt to hold advisors

Seeking Help for Alcohol Related
Emergencies(S.H.A.R.M.E.) policy
for alcohol, which came from the more accountable.
health and safety directorship.
?One administrator told me
?At one time, the fear of discithat advising has been a problem
at BC for 30 years,? Kent said. ?That
plinary repercussions overshadowed theneed for providing mediamazed me. Students say ?My advical assistance to students who sor is terrible,? and advisorssay that
needed it,? Kent said. ?Now, UGBC students don?t show any interest in
has changed campus culture in coming to advising meetings. This
order to promote proper Health will recognize fantastic advisors
and Safety protocols that allow and hopefully encourage other
students to prioritize the wellbeing advisors and the department to do
of others over theirfear of getting better. But as students, we need to
in trouble.?
recognize that advisingis a two-way
Currently, the department is street and that we need to take the
working with the Provost?s office first step in improving therelationto put the finishing touches on the
ship with our academicadvisors.?
Advisor Evaluationforms that will
In additionto the advisorevalube distributedto all undergraduate ationforms, UA has also helped the

Academic AdvisingCenterredesign
their website and post suggested
topic guides for students when
they meet with their advisors.Kent
described it as ?a one-page cheat
sheet with questions geared for
each year.?
One of their major focuses for
this year is Dining Policy. Patel
explainedthe new role thatUA has
taken regarding dining this year

BC Catering has not always been
able to be authentic, while outside
vendors have.?
In order to address this problem,
as well as thefrustrations that Hill-

and their collaboration with ALC,
Asian Caucus (AC), and Senate to

sistant director of Student Life and
LSOE ?l4, want to get student input
similarto that gainedfrom the State
of the Heights last year on concerts

collect data and understand from
wherethe changeshave come. One
of the major concerns is the yet-tobe-implemented changes that will
require all BC organizations to use
BC Catering for all food events on
campus.

?This directly affects culture
clubs,? said John Wang, co-director
of AC Policy and A&S ?l4. ?Food is
an important trait of culture clubs.

They are proud of their food culture, and it needs to be authentic.

side has been taken off the mandatory meal plan, the policy groups
are working with StudentLife to
put on a State of the Heights event.
ChrisDuffy, directorof StudentLife
and A&S ?l3, and JennaDenice, as-

and events policy.
?We view our role as it relates
to policy as helping facilitatea dialogue between administratorsand
students on campus,? Duffy said.
AlthoughStudentLife is primarily focused on programming and
providing support, such as State of
the Heights events, for policy initiatives, Duffy and Denice described
one of theirnew positions,Plex and

Facilities Coordinator, as having a
role in policy formation. George
Radford, the inaugural officeholder
and A&S ?l5, is a trainer and works
with supervisorsin the Plex.
?The Plex is such an important
part ofstudent life here on campus,?
Duffy said. Looking to the future,

he described an important role for
the coordinator to play in shaping
policy for the new recreational
facility that the University is planning on building in the next five to
10 years.
In the process of formingpolicy,
on of the major roadblocks that
Kent, Duffy, andtheirpredecessors
have run into is the student turnover. Kent describedpolicychanges
as a three-year process.
?The first year is focused on data
collection,? Kent said. ?We conducted focus groups in 11 dorms
on campus and presentedour findings [to] administrators regarding

the

state

of Academic Advising.

The second year, we implemented
a pilot program in CSON, modified the Advisor Evaluation Form,
and helped CSON identify ways in

which theiralready stellar advising
system could be improved. The
final and current phase is implementation, so look for the Advisor
Evaluation Form this spring. The
challenge with being in a policy
department is that you don?t often
get to see the fruits of your labors
because policy, by its nature, takes
a long time to enact, and I?m very
proud that the BC student community helped UGBC made this
initiative a reality.?
In spite of these roadblocks,

Duffy and Patel are working with
underclassmen to ensure thattheir
visions for changeare seen through.
They have already started talking
with administrators and faculty to
re-evaluate the core curriculum,
and hope thatit can be changedand
improved in the next five years. n
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Community
Help

wanted

Community

Newton SKI/BOARD Shop
seeks P/T SHOP-Experienced
sales and backshop staff. Flexible hours, informal atmosphere,

Used bicycle wanted. Mild to
moderate use preferred. A bright
paint color is desired. Willing to
pay variable price but will also take
it off your hands for free. Please
contact carljones@yahoo.com if
interested.

Study buddy needed. BC freshman looking for study companion
for Literary Themes. Will take any
available assistance, not particular.
Open to help from freshmen to
seniors. Inquiries may be sent to:

some ski/equipment privileges,
indoor plumbing. Email Centreski@aol.com.

jennlamonca@yahoo.com.

Check out the B-Line at
theb-line.tumblr.com

Directions: The Sudoku is played over a 9x9 grid. In each row
there are 9 slots, some of which are empty and need to be filled.
Each row, column and 3x3 box should contain the numbers 1 to
9. You must follow theserules:
Number can appear only once in each row
Number can appear only once in each column
Number can appear only once in each 3x3 box
The number should appear only once on row, column or area.
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EDITORIALS

QUOTE OF THE DAY

Current UGBC projects
deserve attention

Don?t go around saying the world owes you a living. The world owes you nothing.
It was here first.
-

Samuel Clemens, better known as Mark Twain (1835-1910), American author

The Heights urges UGBC to make students more aware of
their policy achievements
The Heights would like to applaud of the Boston College experience that
the UGBC for the policies it has been many students feel could use much
able to change and implement, and its improvement. The forms will hopefully
be a good first step toward fixing the
recent successes. The UGBC must constantly deal with thechallenge of lacking academic advising system. Another area
implementation power and serving in that deserves extra attention from the
a purely advisory role, and the amount UGBC is dining, specifically the effects
of time and energy the organizationhas that the dining changes will have on
spent petitioning the administrationfor culture clubs. Food is a crucial part of
change is praiseworthy. The service bro- the events that culture clubs organize,
chure created by the University Affairs and requiring these clubs to use BC
department, the S.H.A.R.M.E. policy Catering for on campus events could
(which deals with alcohol amnesty) and seriously damage the cultural authenticlast year?s State of the Heights events ity of these events.
The Heights would also like to urge
were all examplesof the UGBC working
the
student
This
the
body.
year?s
to serve
UGBC to broadcast their recent
of
the
the
workthe
achievements
Heights
events,
State
to the student body.
Plex and Facilities Coordinatorwill do, Unfortunately, many Boston College
and the Advisor Evaluation Forms that students are largely unaware of what
will be distributedat the end of the year the UGBC does besides organize conare more examples of the UGBC catercerts. The UGBC has been successful
the
needs
of
students.
in catering to the student body?s needs
ing to
The Heights hopes that special atrecently, and more publicity of these
tention will be paid to the information achievements would help to improve
collected from the Advisor Evaluation the UGBC?s image among the student
Forms. Academic advising is an area body.

Boston Pops and
Connick light up Conte
Annual fundraiser was not only an artistic feat, but an
event that propelled the BC community forward
On Friday evening, parents and
students flocked to Conte Forum to
witness a masterful performance by
the Boston Pops, accompanied by
multi-talentedvocalistand Broadway
legend Harry Connick, Jr.
The Pops? crisp, collective sound
was a spectacle to behold during the
event?s first half, but the real showstopper was Connick, who headlined
the latter portion of the evening. He
displayed a showmanship and professionalism that was appropriate to the
tone of the evening, and more importantly, demonstratedBoston College?s
ability to attract a large-scale celebrity
to its hallowedhalls. Performing songs

like ?The Very Thought of You? and
the final number, ?Down on Bourbon
Street,? Connick brought the house
down time and time again with the
helpof special guest, saxophoneplayer
and world-renowned musician Branford Marsalis.
Additionally, the annual event
?which celebratedits 20th anniversary
this year?raised more than $3 million, which ensures that close to 150
students are able to attendBC. It was
a ceremonious and truly awe-inspiring performance and an evening that
highlighted both the best of the arts
at BC and the propensity to celebrate
a worthy cause.

JulietA Biegner/
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Quonset Hut renovations

jason

much needed on Newton

Improvements provide quality resources to Newtonites
that are on par with those offered on Main Campus
quick and convenient access to quality
equipment and space.
The Heights would also like to thank
the administration for approving the
renovation, even though a new 8,500
square foot exercise facility is planned
for construction on Newton in accordance with the University?s Institutional Master Plan. The current improvements,albeit only effective for the
next few freshman classes, will surely
?The recent makeover, increase gym attendance throughout
the Newton student body.
however, is an important
In addition, it will also increasemoOften, Newton students say that
rale.
step toward evening the
they have inferior resources compared
proverbial playingfield and to their Upper counterparts. With no
giving all students easier printing center, undergraduate library,
or social center similar to theO?Connell
access to better
House, this feeling is in some ways
legitimate, and the old Hut certainly
contributed to this sentiment. The
recent makeover,however,is an imporThe Quonset Hut was known for tant step towardevening the proverbial
its run-down demeanorand outdated playing field and giving all students
equipment. Machines were frequently easier access to better facilities.
?out of order,? the basketball court
The Heights urges the administration
was poorly lit, and fitness classes were to continue to look for ways improve
few and far between. Many Newton the Newton Campus during the next
students would opt to exercise at the few years. Freshmen will undoubtedly
Plex, despite the Hut?s central location appreciate any work done to improve
to their dorms. Now, students have their Newton experience.
The Quonset Hut, the exercise
facility on Newton Campus, recently
underwent a renovation that included
a new basketball court, space for fitness classes, and upgraded exerciseand
weight machines. The Heights would
like to commend Campus Recreation
for initiating and carrying out such a
project.
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A sweet morsel for your conscience

Thumbs
Up
Slowly, but surely, improv-

knew
ing- Although
were doomedfrom the beginning, Boston College football
we

we

had a great first half against
Clemson Saturday. Yes, it

probably a little bit of
luck and that the Tigers were
playing like they partied until
3 a.m. the night before, but we
will give credit where credit
is due. Chase and crew, you
looked awesome out there,
and we hopeto see that energy
was

continue.

Literal Bieber Fever- While
performing in Arizona, Justin
Bieber puked not once, but
TWICE all over the stage. We
give him a thumbs up because
1) He finished the show, 2) He
didn?t even try to make it to
the bathroom,but just straight
up blew chunks on the feet of
his backup dancers, and 3) he

tweetedlater that ?milk was
bad choice.? If you are going to throw up and have the
video go viral in .2 seconds,
that?s the way to handle it like
a

a champ.

Old Refs are back- Now that
the lockout is over, Twitter and
Facebook will return to their

peaceful state and no longer

be filled with angry statuses
about respective teams being
?screwed over by amateurs?
(we cleaned the language up
on that one a lot). We are a
little sentimental though. We
hoped this would last longer
so players could start doing
some sneaky, highly illegal
moves and get away with
them. Like a running back
hidingthe ball underhis shirt
and then casually walking into
the end zone. Or the defense
incorporatingkarate into their
tackling methods.Possibilities
are really endless.

reading of post-Kantian analytic philosophy?
The short answer is, you shouldn?t. But
without even delving into the eye-stabbingly
complexphilosophy of JekyllM. Hyde?as
his friends knew him?the realization that we
can inhabit different states ofBeing will lead
us to a more profound question that is at the

WILL ADAMOWICZ
This phrase, adaptedfrom Herman
Melville?s Bartleby the Scrivener, is to therest
of the book as tailgating is to actually going
to the football games?i.e., this one bit is
brilliant, but the rest of the ordeal is about
as exciting as whatever was being lectured
to you this morning while you drew penises
all over your friend?s notebook. Lucky for
you, that?s aboutthe only thing this piece
has in common with Moby Dick (pun not
initially intended, but obviouslyhad to stay).
The original titleof thispiece was ?A sweet
taste of Martin Heidegger,? and with the help
of myroommate?s constructive criticism,
?That sounds so [expletive]boring I?d rather
[expletive] myself in the [expletive]with a
chainsaw,??thanks for the honesty?l managed to retain the essence of the title, AND
make a great literary reference.
That?s what you call skinning two rabbits
with onebutterknife.
It turns out that our friend Martin Heidegger,despite being a Jew-hating-Nazi,is
praisedfor having written a littlegemcalled
Being and Time. The book is extremely technical?a real Weiner schnitzel, as ze Germans
say?but its beauty lies therein. It asks the
simplest question of all: What is being?
While you may think this is an obvious
question, Heideggershows us that it?s not.
When I say somethinglike, I?m IN the elevator, I mean something very differentfrom
when I say I?m madlyIN love.When I say,
I?m feeling ON edge, I mean somethingvery
differentfrom when I say, I am ON the floor
#sorryforpartying.The first is an example of
the spatial usage of the preposition, while the
second is its existential usage. Inother words,
when you?re UNDERpressure, or all OUT of
luck, or hard AT work, those phrases don?t
describewhere you are existing, but rather
how you are existing?they describe your
states of Being.
Now Iknow what you?re all thinking.
Why should I care about the ontologicalimplications that may arise from a sociocultural

of a lifetime to see the painting
in New York City.

Thumbs
Down
Passing of Arthur Sulzberg-

er-

The influential former

New York Times publisher
passed away at 86 on Sept.
29. Sulzberger, who guided
the Times through the postwar era to the
over a stretch

20th century
of 34 years,
will be forever remembered
for his innovative business
strategy and his decision to
publish the PentagonPapers.
Mr. Sulzberger, thanks for all

you?ve done for the newspaper
industry.
Not double checking sourc-

es-

Iranian news outletFARS
published an article saying
thatrural Americans preferred
Iranian President Mahmoud

Ahmadinejad to Obama, a fact
they learned from an American media source. Unfortunately for them, that source
was The Onion. Not sure how
sentences like ?60 percent of
rural whites said they at least

respected that Ahmadinejad

doesn?t try to hide the fact that
he?s Muslim,? didn?t tip them
off that the article was a fake,
but lookslike Iran needs to get
a sense of humor.

?ma?am? and ?sir.?

This is not an easy task. And it doesn?t
mean you should invite your teacher to your

tailgate. By reconcilingall your forms of Beingwith-others,you will spend less time ?acting?
and being different people?as a result, you
will have more energyto pursue genuine happiness, the kind that only comes from within.
Every attempt you make to dissolve the air of
nervousness that floatsaround the conversations you have with an authorityfigure is a
step towardauthentic living.
So what?s it going to be then, eh?
Some of you may think thatthis is all
nonsense, since you are alreadyliving authentically. If you are and have alwaysbeen
a single, undivided Being, I hopewe never
have a conversation. It is the immorality and
the dishonesty in the darkestcorners of our
consciousness that feeds our humanityand
makes us interesting people. By forcing us to
exercise our rationalpowers, we suppress the
proverbial Id, and we embracehonesthuman
life. Those of us who deny their sinister nature
will never orient theirmoralcompass. By lying
to yourself, you validate lying to others. So
accept that weird foot fetish you have,and say,
?Okay, I won?t act on it, because I can?t start
touching everyone?s feet, nor will I tellanyone
about it, because they?ll probably stop being
friends with me, but I will AT LEAST admit
it to myself You owe it to yourself to have
that conversation and embrace the qualities
that make you who you are. Our quest to be
honest, authentic,and trulyhappy individuals
alwaysbeginswith a meaningful look into the
self.
Now as I bid youfarewell and present you
with this sweet morselfor your conscience,
refrainfrom devouring it like a beast. Save it
for later. When you wake up in the middleof
the night, have that conversation with yourself.
Think aboutthe numberof peopleyou are,

and about the numberof peopleyou?d like to
be. Take it out then, and savor it as you meditate on your life?s authenticity.
It alwaystastes better as a midnight snack.

BERNADETTE DERON
I am a liar. I am a liar in every
sense of the word. I have lied to others, I have been lied to, and I lie to

myself. I have lied throughout my life
so much so that it has becomesecond
nature to omit the truth. Now, I am
not saying that I never tell the truth,
because I do tell the truth, when I
have to. For example, I could never
lie in court. Well maybe I could. I
don?t know. I?ve never been to court.
The point is that I don?t live a lie?l
just lie through life. Lying is like casting a curtain over anything I don?t
want to see and hiding myself from
the world. Everyone has insecurities,
and what good will come out of me
sharing those insecurities? I can turn
my whole life around with a simple
alterationof subject, verb, and adjective within a sentence. And you know
what? A lie is better than the truth,
?

because it?s what I want to hear. So
call me a liar, I don?t care. After what
I?ve been through, lying may be the
only way I can achieve the ability to
get up in the morning, drag myself
out of bed, and do all the things I

have to do. You?re a liar too, and don?t
deny it. Just because you decide to
tell the truth more doesn?t make you
less of a liar. So admit it, you?re a liar.
Even parents lie. And why? Who
says Santa Claus needs to exist? Do
you know how upset I was after I
found out about thereal ?Santa?? I

Will Adamowicz is a staff columnist for
The Heights. He welcomes comments at
opinions@bcheights.com.

Scoring the cinematic
absence of spoken word, Giacchino?s
music establishes not only the tone of

We all scream for ?The

Scream?- One of the versions of Edvard Munch?s
The Scream, which was sold
for $220 million dollars last
spring, will finally be on display at The MoMA Oct. 6.
Theother three versions are in
Norway and have not traveled
in years, so it reallyis a chance

forefront of college life, namely: How does
one live an authenticlife?
Clark Kent and Bruce Wayne are not
the only ones who get to live more than one
life ?we all experience different modes of
Being on a day-to-daybasis. When I wake
up in the morning, alone in my bed, I am a
particular type of person. I tell myself certain
things that Iwill neverreveal to anyone else
in my life. We all carry an intimate discourse
with ourselves that allowsus to share our
darkestsecrets without having to tellother
people about them. But when you goto
thebathroom with your friend (and I think
this mostly applies to our female readers),
and you look up into that mirror, you see a
strangerin the reflection, one that does not
correspondto that same person you were
talkingto inside your head this morning.
That?s because we all experienceat least two
existential states: Being-with-oneself,and
Being-with-others.
WhileBeing-with-oneself is our truest
form, Being-with-others does not necessarily
mean having to put onan act. Nevertheless,
the question of authenticity arises when we
discussdifferent forms of Being-with-others.
For example, my friendhas toldme that
he can never be himself around his grandparents. His Being-with-grandmais a different
person from hisBeing-with-friends. Infact,
most of you might find thatwhen you really
think about it, even amongst your different
groups of friends, you act like a different person based on the peoplewho surround you,
inhabiting different states of Being without
even having to think about it.
Growingup, in school, all of us had to behave differently around parents and authority
figures. But as a college student, that line is
beginningto blur. As you begin your search
for a career, you are forced to behave in a certain way, but it still feels differentfrom when
you are hanging out with your friends. What
I am getting at, finally, is that in order to live
authentically,you have to beginreducing the
numberof Beings in your life. By talking to
adults in the same waythat you talkto your
friends, you will be recognized for being

genuine, and you will quickly learn thatadults
care much more abouthearing your real
voice than they care about being addressedas

Liar, liar,
pants on fire

the film but the personalities of the two
major characters, Carl and Ellie. As
the montage clips along in captivating

BOBBY WILLIAMS
Imagine a crowded airplane. You
weren?t fortunate enough for a window
seat, so here you are, squished helplessly
between what?s-her-name and what?shis-face, just trying to pass the time.
After enduring the shrieking cries of a
despondent toddlerfor as long as you
possibly can, you stuff in your headphones, pull out your laptop, and pop
in, say, Pixar?s Up, hoping to drown your
traveling sorrows in the sugary goodness
that only Disney can provide.
The movie starts and you are greeted
with a familiar, beautifully animated
montage of childhoodfriends falling
in love, marrying, and building a life
together. Then somethingchanges. In
a sudden, quickly panning shot it is
revealed that the wife has suffered a miscarriage and can no longer have children.
There is no dialogueto communicate
this and the shot itself is quite brief?yet,
you find yourself choking back tears.
Hardly the pick-me-up you were looking

for.
What?s-his-face next to you sees this
and is dumbfounded.He?s been watching
the movie over your shoulder the whole
time and seems to havemissed whatever it is that has you breaking out the
Kleenex. He simply assumes that, lacking
headphones, he?s missed some important
moment of exposition and goesback to
cursing the noisy toddler. He?s right to
assume that his misunderstanding stems
from his lack of headphonesbut, as you

know, it isn?t dialogue that he?s missed?it?s music.
In the opening scene of Up, the
stunning visuals only account for half
the storytelling?the other half is left to
composer Michael Giacchino and his
Academy Award-winning score. In the

Lecture Hall

swatches of bright colors and warm light,
Giacchino scores a soundscape that positively soars with the dauntless optimism
of newlywed love. Muted trumpets and
mellowviolins add a note of nostalgia
and provincial charm, culminating in
what the composer dubs ?Ellie?s Theme.?
When the camera pans to reveal the

the Titans or, more generally, anything
with Denzel Washington in it). Astonishingly, all this scoring only constitutes
what a composer wouldcall ?incidental
music,? or music that corresponds to an
action or situation on screen.
Beyond this, a composer shares an essential task with the film?s screenwriter:
characterization.The screenwriter defines a character?s personality, his mannerisms, his desires?anything about
him that can be articulated in language.
The composer takes this description and

tragedy of Ellie?s lost child, the music
undergoes a dramatictransformation.
The dazzling strings and soothing brass
fall away into nothing, leaving behind
only a few melancholic piano chords to
carry the tune. The effect is intensely
emotional.By reducing Ellie?s bright and
lively theme to its barest tonalroots,

finds its parallel in the realm of sound.
In this way, a character?s theme?Ellie?s,
for instance?is born. When properly
employed, a theme can add nuance and
depth to a character and accent his presence on-screen. Character themes can
foreshadow future events, invoke the
presence of an off-screen actor, or even

Giacchino communicates her emptiness,
malaise, and inarticulate griefin ways

contain clues vital to the plot. Watch
your favorite murder mystery over again
and see if the composer slips in a bar

that mere dialoguecannot.
So, why go to the troubleof pointing this out? The fact is, most people
don?t even realize they?re listening to
music while watching a movie?even
if they do, they?re probably not paying
much attention to it. Which, of course,
is a terrible shame, because film scores
are hand-tailored to make everything

of a character?s motif to suggest
whodunit.
Some critics have argued that the
symphony, as an art form, has fallen out
of the public consciousness. As long as
cinema remains a cornerstone of popular
culture, I strongly disagree.Listen to
John Williams? staggeringly beautiful
or two

you see on screen more vibrant, more

score for E.T. and tell me it does not

dynamic, and?in the case of Ellie and
Carl?more meaningful.Simply put, you
haven?t really seen a movie until you?ve
listened to it.
The art of creating a film score entails
the hard work and considerable time of
countless writers, arrangers, musicians,
and technicians. From start to finish,
the process can take just as long or even
longer than the filming of the movie
itself. Directors collaboratedirectly with
composers at the outset and throughout the entire project to determine the
overall tone of the film in musical terms.
From there, the composer writes pages
and pages of scoring?most of which will
never be used?to highlight everything
from rainfall, to slamming doors, to

belong among the symphonic masterworks of the 20th century. Richly layered
with motifs, orchestrated to perfection,
and performed by some of the best
musicians in the world, many scores can,
indeed, stand alone as great works of art.
Their true beauty, however,is only fully
realized in the context of film. Properly
employed, a fantastic score can make a
lackluster movie enjoyable, a good movie
great, and a great film unforgettable. So,
imagine a crowded airplane. Givewhat?shis-face an ear bud and tell him what
he?s been missing.

inspirationalspeeches (think Remember

BY PAT HUGHES

Bobby Williams is a staff columnist for
The Heights. He welcomes comments at
opinions@bcheights.com.

was devastated. Santa was my hero.
He was my absolute favorite fairytale
characterand the most awesome
guy on planet earth. And to find out
he was a figment of my imagination
initiated by my own parents from
some random fourth grader at school
might have qualifiedfor one of the
worst days of my life. If I hadknown
that it was my parents hiding the gifts
under the tree all along I wouldn?t

have gone through that childhood
tragedy. This was the moment in my
life when I truly understood ?the lie.?
In middle school I was thrown
into an environment where I was
more independent as a student. I
had more responsibility and more
opportunity to mess up. I messed up
a lot, but who would ever find out?
I just lied my way through all of my
mishaps, and it seemed to be working
pretty well. I had an essay to write in
sixth grade, and I hadn?t even written
my first draft until two days before it
was due. So for the rest of the week
and weekend I worked my 11-yearold ass off as I wrote what was the
worst collection of written work in
the history of mankind. I typed up
my first, second, and final drafts
with a fake peer edit sheet attached
to the bundle and put it in a folder.
I wrote a note from ?maintenance?

which stated that they had found
my submission under the class futon
over the weekend, stuck it on to my
folder, snuck into school extra early
on Monday before the principal even
showed up (which is completelyunheard of for a middle-schooler) and
put the folder in my teacher?s mailbox. Score! I got an 80/100, which

teacher appreciated
?efforts.? That cracked me up for
a week straight. And after this fabrication fiasco I thought, ?I wonder
what else I can get away with?? And
the crazy thoughts started to fill my
head.
was not bad. My

my

Like Thumbs Up, Thumbs
Down? Follow us
@BCTUTD

Bernadette Deron is a staff columnist for
The Heights. She welcomes comments at
opinions@bcheights.com.
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Trip to ?Transylvania? adds disappointing chapter to Dracula legend
BY LUIZA JUSTUS
For The Heights

believes it to be extremelydangerous and

It is a sad experienceto leave a movie
with a sigh and a thought of how much
better it could have been. Hotel Transylvania, the most recent graphic animation
film to hit theaters, had so much potential.It was expectedto be a fun and modhotel transylvania: ern twist

full of horrible humans who will kill her
the first chance they get. The guests at
the hotel are all old friends of the family,
and they come by every year for Mavis?s
birthday. Frankenstein and his wife, Big
Foot, and a family of werewolves are
among the party guests. The young girl
feels extremelyisolated, though,because
no one is her own age.

Count

An interesting guest shows up, and

on

things start to get odd. A young man
story, comnamed Jonathan is backpacking around
Tartakovsky
plete with the world when he comes across Count
Columbia
young love Dracula?s hotel.Dracula gives him a Franand quirky monsters causing a ruckus. kenstein-like disguise so that the other
And it did have all these elements?but monsters do not realize that the boy is
not much else.
human. However, Mavis is intrigued by
The story follows Count Dracula and Jonathan?s stories of his adventures in
his daughter, Mavis, as they plan her the outside world, and falls madly in love
118 th birthday party, to be held at his re- with him. This presents an issue, because
clusivehotel for monsters. His aversion to vampires and humans cannot possibly be
human beings is apparent from the very together romantically(as contemporary
fiction has taught us so verywell).
beginning, and is the root of how overprotective he is of his daughter. Mavis?s
This animatedfeature was extremely
lifelong dreamhas been to leave the hotel disappointing. It was only an hour and
and explore the world, but she does not a half long, but somehow the credits
have the permission of her father, who took several vampire lifespans to finally

D

Genndy

Dracula?s

appear. It was even more of a severe disappointment due to the very prominent
cast. The voice of Count Dracula was
none other than Adam Sandler, with a
silly accent that fit in awkwardly with
the regular American accents of the
othercharacters. Among the other voices
were Andy Samberg, Selena Gomez,
Kevin James, and Steve Buscemi. Their
performances were fine, but these stars?
talents disappeared behind a curtain of
poor scriptwriting.
Movies like these are generally expected to appeal to wideaudiences. Since
it is a movie made for kids, obviously
their enjoyment should be the priority.
However, big time 3D animation films

have had a history of beingexcellent not
only for the children watching them, but
also for their older siblings, parents, and
grandparents as well. Movies such as Toy
Story and Finding Nemo are absolutely
ageless, and are entertaining to everyone
in the family. Hotel Transylvania was
a colorful mess. Young children might
enjoy thenonsensical parading around of
poorly developedcharacters just for the
sheer silliness of it all, but this film does

CoußTesy

of

Despite being loaded with comedic talent, ?Transylvania? fails to provide consistent laughs.
not cut it as entertainment for all. Movies

like this need real world and pop culture references embedded in them. The
film does this a little bit, but not nearly
enough to cause a consistent comedic
effect. It briefly mentions the ludicrous
portrayal of vampires in Twilight, and

the charactersmake jokesabout common
hotels,but that is it. If the

occurrences in

writers had developed these witticisms a
bit more, then perhaps the movie might
have been able to trigger more laughs

from the audience. The temptation to
stop watching mid-movie is unfortunately very much present throughout.
With all the interesting films that came
out this weekend, time should not be
wasted on Hotel Transylvania. n

Science of time travel made easy in ?Looper?

BOX OFFICE REPORT
weekenD gross

weeks in release

1. Hotel transylvania

43.0

1

2. looper

21.2

1

3. enD of watcH

8.3

2

4. troublewitH tHe curve

7.5

2

5. House at tHe enD of tHe street

7.2

2

6. finDing nemo 3D

4.1

3

7. resiDent evil: retribution

3.0

3

8. won?t back Down

2.7

1

9. DreDD 3D

2.3

2

10.tHe possession

1.5

5

title

CoußTesy
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Joseph Gordon-Levitt provides an intellectualand action-packed journeythrough timein ?Looper,? the latestfilm from directorRian Johnson.
BY ARIANA IGNERI
Heights Staff

Looper deftly delves into and cleverly
explores the convoluted, futuristic concept of
time travel in away that is both unique and

masterful.It transcendstypical genre categorization?neatly entwining action, romance,
and even subtle comedy into its intricate
plot?and silooper:
multaneously
solidifies its
Rian Johnson

b DMG
sci-ficlassic.
b+
Unraveling the story of a young, trained
place as a sure

assassin named Joe (Joseph Gordon-Levitt),
Looper is initially set in urban Kansas in
2044, before time travel was invented. Three
decades later, though, time travel becomes
a concrete reality. Because it?s ruled illegal,
however,it exists only in thehands of an illicit
and reprobate mob. Enlisting loopers, such
as

Joe, to kill and dispose of their adversar-

ies, these gangsters sendtheir victims, heads
bagged and hands bound, back to the year
2044 to be exterminated from the future.
The procedureis generallyclean, quick, and

simple, until the day that Joediscoversthat his
targetis 2070?s version of himself(Bruce Willis)?failing to ?close his loop,? Joemistakenly
breaks the onlyrule given to loopers:never let
your targetescape. Now, Joemust hunt down
and destroy his futureself beforehis ruthless
employers fire andgun him. However, when
he meets Sara (Emily Blunt), a bold single
mother, and Cid, her odd, mysterious son
(Pierce Gagnon), Joe?s past, present, andfuture are complicatedin ways that are almost,

but not entirely, irreparable.
Evidently, the plot is carefully construed
and brilliantly connected, but Looper is a notable success not justfor its skillfully crafted
storyline, but also for its accomplished,
talented cast. From the main characters?or
character, depending on how you look at
it?to theminor characters,each actor delivers an exceptional,idiosyncraticperformance.

Blunt, for example,eccentric yet sympathetic
in her part, commendablycarries a great deal
of the middle of thefilm on her own,retaining
the audience?s interest when Gordon-Levitt

and Willis are not on screen.
It?s a rarity and a certain challenge for
two actors to play the same character at different ages, side by side. Still, Gordon-Levitt
and Willis achieve the feat with uncanny
exactitude. Adroitlyadopting Willis?s facial
expressions, vocal inflections, and even his
habitual mannerisms, Gordon-Levittsupplies
yet another impeccable performance, proving his flexibilityand dedication as an actor.
Willis, with his commanding presence and
undeniable dynamismwith a gun or two in
hand, portrays olderJoe with all of thepower
that?s expected of his character. In addition,

nose and colored contacts in order to resemble Willis more closely,and despitethe
fact that Johnson?s attempts are not perfect,
it?s evident that the delicate details were
an explicit goal of his. His depiction of a
futuristic cityscape, moreover, highlights

this same importance. Viewers catch brief
glimpses of hovercrafts and holographic
computers, but clearly care is taken so as
not to makethepresence of thefuture seem
exaggeratedand contrived.Rather, the urban setting is stark and visuallyassaulting,
balancing future possibilities with present
realities. Also, though action and violence
absolutelyhave a place in the film, they are
dispersedthroughoutthoughtfully and appropriately,making each scenea distinctive
facet of the film.
The plot and the script are prudently
refined in similar ways. As earlier stated,
time travel movies can be overly elaborate
and difficult to follow, but Looper presents
all of the vital facts and specifics about the
concept through Gordon-Levitt?s character?s
voice-over. Johnson provides the audience
with justenoughinformationto follow along,

though, he brings a sense ofemotional complexityanda degreeof indirect,raw humor to
therole that makes Joe just that much more

withoutdetractingfromtheparticulars of the
suspenseful storyline. In this way, Looper is
able to embedweighty themes into its plot.
Setting part of it in a destitute metropolis,

intriguing.
The success of the actors and of the
film is obviously in part the result of Joe

Johnson draws a blatant contrast between
poverty and mobster wealth. He investigates,
furthermore, theideas ofchoice and fate, na-

screen writing. Focusing on subtlety,
Johnson ensures that nothing in Looper is

looping aroundfull circleand creating a film
that is not only romance-lacedand actionpacked, but also intellectually provocative
and profound. n

Johnson?s keen directing and insightful

overdone.For example, through the entire
movie Gordon-Levitt dons a prosthetic

ture and nurture,and selfishnessand sacrifice,
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BESTSELLERS OF HARDCOVER FICTION
1. stolen prey
John Sandford
2. 11tHHour
James Patterson
3. Columbus affair
Steve Berry
4. DeaDlockeD
Charlaine Harris
5. calico Joe
John Grisham

6. innocent
David Baldacci
7. in one person
John Irving
8. winD tHrougH tHe
keyHole

Stephen King
9. bring up tHe boDies
Hilary Mantel
SOURCE:Publisher?s Weekly

?Wallflower? provides whimsical insights into teen troubles
BY LUIZA JUSTUS
For The Heights
?We accept the love we think we
deserve.? Charlie?s teacher utters this
phrase whenasked why peopleconstantly choose to be with those who mistreat
them. This incredibly accurate insight
into the human soul is the most memorable moment of the film, and one of the
the perks of being a many lines
wallflower: that make
screenStephenChbosky this
job
writing
Summit

a+

ligenthighschool freshman who spends
more time with literary characters than
actual human beings. He is an awkward
kid?a wallflowerwhoobserves and understandspeople, but is always too shy
to participate. After a series of troubles
in his home life, he begins high school

No one is perfect, everyone

feels lonely and helpless
sometimes, and it is the

people we choose to surround
ourselves with that really
cable. The beautiful transparency with
which all the characters and dialogues make life count.
so impec-

are constructed is a reflection of this

movie?s infallible harmony between the
writing, directing, and acting. This film
not only entertains the audience in a
comicaland endearing way,but it forces
the viewer to sit and reflect on his or her
own life as well
a much sought-after
feature in a film, yet also one that most
are not able to achieve.
?

The Perks of Being a Wallflower,
based on thenovelby Stephen Chbosky,
is a story about the bittersweet confusion of early teenage years. Charlie
(Logan Lerman) is an incredibly intel-

with
friends and no courage to socialize.
At first, the only person who realizes
Charlie?s true potential is his English
teacher, Mr. Anderson. Although Charlie has no friends, he has thissignificant
role model on whom he can rely. His
in a less than desirable manner,
no

whole outlook on life shifts when he
meets two seniors who bring him into

their friend group, and Charlie finally
begins to feel like he belongs. His story
turns into one of love, loss, and the im-

measurablevalue of friendship.
know them in real life. The kids are both
When Charlie meets this quirky deep and troubled, and their dialogueis
group, he notices that he is no longer exceptionallywitty and clever. Watching
alone. Sam, played by Emma Watson, a scene is almost like being in a room
particularly stands out to him. They hanging out with them, observing, as if
form a deep connection, and he inthe viewer himself is the wallflower.
The film ended with applause from the
stantly finds himself enthralled by her.
Lerman?s excellent acting makes this repacked audience, and deservedly so. The
lationship seem painful and bittersweet story is so genuine andmeaningfulthatit is
in the way that platonic love often is.
Their bond seems so real that Watson?s
failure to produce an American accent
can almost be forgotten by the time the
movie ends.
The synopsis of this film does not do
it justice, andneither does the trailer. In

difficult to think of someone whocould not
relate to any of its characters or situations.
The end of this movie calls for a period of
personal reflection. No one is perfect, everyonefeels lonelyand helpless sometimes,
and it is the people we choose to surround
ourselves with that really make life count.
It is important to pick the right ones. We
accept thelove we think we deserve. n

the film, the essence of each character
is perfectly captured. The whimsical nature of their lifestyle is contagious. This
movie makesthe viewer look inwardand
examine each of his or her own personal

relationships and whatthey mean. The

starktruth of the story can be attributed
to the fact that whileit is an adaptation,
the film was both written and directed
by Chbosky. Many times, a story can
get filtered down to only a sliver of its
true essence if passed along from hand
to hand. This is not the case with Wallflower. This groupof eccentric, quirky
characters makes the audience wish to
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ezra millerand emma Watson provide two solid supporting roles in the Chbosky adaptation.
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Connick enchants audiences with Pops
Pops, from

AlO

however, stands out from the rest, thanks to headliner
Harry Connick, Jr., who dazzledthe audience after intermission.
Conductor of the Boston Pops Keith Lockhart and
the University Chorale opened the concert with a fewfan

favorites, including selectionsfrom ?Carmina Burana.?
The two groups collaborated skillfully with a beautiful
rendering of the well-known masterpiece. Considering many Boston College students are familiar with
?Carmina? from hearing it during the football games,
this evening provided a welcomed exploration of the
depth of this moving music. The Chorale exhibited an
impressive mastery of the complicated score and Latin
phrasing to compliment thePops? crisp sound in the large
arena. The remainderof the first act was spent in what
has become an annual tribute to Lockhart?s predecessor,
As Lockhart stated, Williams? music has
become ?the soundtrack of our lives.? Star Wars? ?Imperial March,? ?Far Away,? and the main themefrom E.T. are
belovedfavorites even to the younger generation.

John Williams.

The star of the second act needed no introduction.
The crowdroared as Connick took the stage in a stylishly tailored suit that had the audience swooning from
the start. The New Orleans native opened on the piano
alongside his unforgettable big band with an upbeat
piece that set the mood perfectly. The next song was
an old Sinatra favorite called ?All the Way,? doubtlessly
chosen to highlight the evening?s surprise guest, Branford
Marsalis. The audience was on the edge of their seats as
Marsalis took center stage with his tenor saxophone.
Connick modestly explained that after his main sax
player had taken ill, he boldly decided to ?call his idol?
and offer Marsalis the spot for evening, expecting him
to decline. To everyone?s astonishment and delight,
Marsalis accepted. These two unparalleled artists came
together in the alliance of the decade.
Connick followed with a few selections from his

album releases, including ?And I Love Her,? ?The Very
Thought of You,? and ?You Don?t Know Me.? The highlight of the evening, however, dwarfedthem all.Connick
introduced ?Danny Boy,? saying that he finds the lyrics
hard to sing because he considers them to be some of
the most beautiful ever written. He performed the song
as a duetwith Marsalis. The particular tone on the tenor
saxophoneunder Marsalis?s practiced handblended perfectly with the smooth hue of Connick?s voice to create
one of the most moving performances ever heard at a
Pops concert. There mustn?t have been a dry eye in the

when the last chordrung through therafters.
The mood changed again with thefinale song,?Down
on BourbonStreet.? Connickresumed the New Orleans
big bandcelebration with solosfrom boththe trombone
and trumpet players. Both performances were very impressive and a great deal of fun to hear. It?s truly a mark
of excellence for Connick?s big band players that each
musician is capable of offering such excellent solos. The
Pops joinedin the fun to finish the final number with
a bang. The audience responded enthusiasticallywith a
standing ovation lasting long enough to encourage the
musicians to play an encore. Connick selected ?Zulu
Queen? to keep in theme with the New Orleans jazz.
About halfway through the song, he declared that he
would showus ?how they dance down in New Orleans.?
He started with a strut that vaguelyresembleda Bernie,
and movedinto a boogie woogie walk in the traditionof
room

the Mardi Gras Strut down Bourbon Street. As the Pops
and band continued playing and the audience clapped
along, Connickshook his way backand forth across the
front of the stage. The audience erupted with cheers,
applauding the star?s unforgettableperformance.
The Pops and the Chorale finished off the evening
by playing ?For Boston,? followed by ?Stars and Stripes
Forever? with a New Orleanspiano twist from Connick.

Needless to say, the concert was an enormous success
and a fantastic contribution to the sesquicentennial
celebration. n
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The music worldhas gone crazyfor Grimes in recent months, as evidenced by her sold-outBoston show.

Grimes graces Paradise with her tour
Grimes, from AlO

stride during her most well-knownand loved songs.
Favorites like ?Oblivion? and?Circumambient? both

crowdthat seemed to driftoff.
After a fairly quick changeover, a cascade of
wind chimes and a darkening of lights announced
the incoming appearance of Ms. Boucher. Dressed
comfortablywith a dark hood over her forest-green
hair and pink glitter-decoratedeyes, Grimes was
flanked by the two female members of theelectronic
group Myths, who served as back-up dancers/singers/technicians throughouther performance. Bursting right into some of her songs, her stage presence
was fantastic?somewhat due to the amazement that
such a tiny human can dance, sing, and mix all at once
and that quickly. As with most artists, she hit her

seemedto be ignitedwith some extra energyandfury
due to the crazy reaction of the crowd. Boucher, in
fact, seemed to be surprised by the enthusiasm of
those whohad come to see her in Boston, thanking
thecrowd multiple times and calling themthe?loudest? shehas had all tour. She originallyclosed her set
with most recent single ?Genesis,? which caused an
unprecedentedreaction in theaudience, manyof who
tried(and failed) to sing alongwith her startlinglyhigh
vocals. Overall, this concert, like Space Mountain
itself, was well worth the cost, full of energy, and, at
theend, madeone wish that it couldhave gone on for
much longer than it did. n

Martin uses wit to plug new special
to it.My dadreally likedBill Cosby,and Bill Cosby was

Demetri Martin, from AlO

on HBO a lot at back then so those were really my
first introductionsto stand-up. But then I saw Steven
Wright on TV, and that was thefirst comedianthat I
was really struck by and I felt like wow, his ideasare
so great.I just likedthe wayhe did it. As for working
withpeoplein the future, it?d be pretty cool to work
?

poem titled?Dammit I?m Mad? (read the titlebackwards). To call Martin?s sense of humor ?unusual?
wouldbe an understatement.He revels in the quiet,

subtle absurdities,rather thanthe overt humor more
commonplacein American culture.
The Heights: So, Demetri, What can you tell us
about your new special on ComedyCentral? How is
it differentfrom your olderstuff?
Martin: My new special is based in jokes there
are a lotofone-liners. In theothertelevisionspecials
that I?ve done, I?ve had friends come on stage, and
they?re wearing costumes, and there were decorations, like a tree or something.But this time, Ireally
tried to simplify it and just tell a big bunch of jokes
?

?

DAniel lee

/ heights eDitOr

Connick, Jr. brought his Broadway talents to Conte Forum for the 20th anniversary of the annual Parents? Weekend event.

Rowling returns with racy adult fiction
?Vacancy,? from

AlO

and includes mentions of Rihanna, Facebook, texting,
and computers (no more taking notes with a quill and
parchment here!).
On the book sleeve, the brief description of what?s
inside does not do much justice: ?When Barry Fairbrother dies in his early forties, the town of Pagford

pens? Murder, deception, lies, secrets, mystery, and
scandal? Nope, just their children hate them so they
write anonymous posts about their parents on the

Parish Council website. That?s not a joke: That?s the
central conflict.
The only really dramatic storyline belongs to 16year-oldKrystal Weedon, whose mother is a heroin
addict, whose little bother is neglected, and whose
is left in shock
but what lies behind the pretty fafamily gets constant visits from a social worker. Krystal
cade is a town at war Pagford is not what it seems.? is foul-mouthedand the epitome of rebellious, but she
Perhaps the lines that give the best indicationof what has a terrible home life, so it?s expected.Krystal is not
the novel is truly about are ?Rich at war with poor, much of a likable character, but the readerdoes tend
to sympathizewith her at times.
teenagers at war with their parents, wives at war with
their husbands, teachers at war with their pupils,? and
There are so many different characters and sto?a big novel about a small town.?
rylines going on in this book that at first, one might
Basically every family living in Pagford?or at get discouraged and think aboutforgetting someone?s
least the ones readers are introduced to?is extremely name or what their relationship is to the story, but
dysfunctional. Either the father is abusive, the wives Rowling does a good job of not letting that happen.
hate their husbands, the children are neglected or Unfortunately, it must have been hard for even her to
rebellious, and so on.
keep up, because at the end, she onlybrings together
This novel contains many adult themes that aren?t a handful of story plots and gives closure for those,
quite suitable for all the younglings who read the but readers may still be left wonderingabout thelives
Harry Potter books. There?s sex, drugs, swearing, of Gavin, Kay, and her daughter Gaia; Tessa, Colin
cutting, thoughts of suicide, alcohol?lots and lots of and their son Fats, and particularly Mary Fairbother,
alcohol?and, of course, death. Rowling particularly who one would think would be a dominantcharacter
doesn?t hold back her tongue when it comes to the because, after all, it was her husband, Barry, who
diedand caused this spiral of events. Yet she is hardly
swearing.
Although the book is well-written, as expected, the mentioned.
central conflict is really quite silly. Barry Fairbrother
In an interview with ABC News, Rowling said that
dies, leaving an empty seat on the Parish Council,
she would classify the genreof her novel as a ?comic
and so various men decide to stand up and run for tragedy.? The writing is beautiful and descriptive, and
the position. All these men have problems, though: even though it doesn?t take readers into a magical
world, it does evoke feeling like a part of the small
one beats his family, another has OCD, and another
is the son of the head of the council. So what haptown of Pagford, even if only for a little while. n
?

?

for lack of a better description.

The Heights: What inspires your stand-up?
Martin: Well, I livedin New York for a long time
and I?m a big walker, so I think from walkingaround
and not talkingto anyoneyou pick up a lot. This way
my mind just wanders and it feels like I?m working.
T Heights: Is therea comedianyou really look up
to? Or a comedianyou?d reallylike to workwith some
day in the future?
Martin: Well, let?s see therewas a lot of comedy
on televisionwhen I was a kid in the?Bos. Iremember
when Iwas really young Eddie Murphy was really big
and ?Eddie Murphy Delirious? was a cassette at that
time and a lotof my friends had it and we alllistened
?

with Woody Allen someday.
The Heights: Any advice for the aspiring comedians of Boston College?
Martin: Really try to make money separately from
stand-up. If you can make money separately, you can
develop your creative career without making decisions based on money. And I have to say, New York
City is a greatcity for that.

The accessibility of Martin?s stand-up undoubtedly stems from his approachable demeanor. And by the accessibilityof his stand-up,
I mean to say that anyone can enjoy his jokes. His
comedy doesn?t require any special knowledge or,
as Martin put it, ?You don?t have to know who
Salvador Dali is or anything like that.? Martin?s
new special premiered on Comedy Central
Saturday night, Sept. 29. The DVD/CD of this
comedy specialwillbe released on Oct. 2, along
with 15 minutes of jokes not aired in the original broadcast. So if you enjoy simple, fun jokes
without any lofty pretense, be sure to check out
Martin and his new DVD/CD Demetri Martin.
Standup Comedian. n

Junot Diaz scores again with
?Lose Her,? from AlO
-az?s previous writings, to become immediately
wrapped up here.
The opening story, ?The Sun, the Moon, the Stars,?
is written in first person from Yunior?s perspective.
He opens with the defensive statement ?I?m not a bad
guy? before explaininghis current romantic predicament: His girlfriendMagdalenahas discoveredthathe
cheatedon her with ?this chickwhohad tons of eighties free-style hair,? and as a result theirrelationship is
on the rocks. The opening paragraph alone reveals

how feckless and immature Yunior is, and much of the
book is devoted to exploring the ramificationsof his
character?for this is only thefirst story of many about
Yunior?s infidelities.Like much of the book, the story
is by turns sarcastically witty and painfully sad, and it
ends with a perfectly succinct moment of emotional
honesty in which Yunior tries to menda relationship
that?s far past saving.
This first story is characteristicof the collection?s
themes and tone, but Diaz manages to keep things
fresh with shifts in style. A few stories are written
entirely in the second person, with Yunior addressing himself. One of theseis ?Alma,? the shortest story
in the book and one of the best. The story features
some of Diaz?s funniest, most outrageous lines (most
of which are unprintable here due to a proliferation

offour-letter words), but the second-person address
helps carry a tone of self-loathing and regret that
penetrates to the story?s darker core. ?The Cheater?s
Guideto Love,? whichconcludes the book, uses second person to similar ends but in a more extended
format, with Yuniordetailingthe year-by-yearprocess
of trying to get overhis ex-fiancebefore determining
that perhaps he never will, for ?the half-life of love
is forever.?
This Is How You Lose Her is about a lot more than
one man?s repeated infidelities, though. One of the
most affecting storiesis ?Invierno,? a sensitive account
of Yunior?s family assimilatingto American life during
theirfirst winter in New York.Full ofvivid sensorydetailsand an acute sense of socialmilieu, the story also
offerskeenly and lovinglysketchedcharacterportraits
of Yunior?s mother (?Mami?) and brother Rafa, who
appear repeatedly in the book?most notably in ?The
Pura Principle,? a moving story aboutRafa?s unusual
response to a deadly cancer diagnosis.
This Is How You Lose Her is a unique beast among
short story collections, with themes, characters, and

plot threads resonating across the stories even as

each story stands on its own. For thosereaders with
schedules too busy to accommodate lengthy novels,
it offers an appealingmiddle ground, and a chance
to becomeacquainted with one of the liveliest, most
acclaimedauthors of the past decade. n

A rare blend of comedy and social insight, ?Louie? is a television gem
SEAN KEELEY
I didn?t watch last Sunday?s Emmy
Awards?when it comes to awardsshows,
the Oscars are my main indulgence,and
I have comparativelyfewer horses in
the Emmy race. At therisk of appearing
completely out of touch, I confess to never
having seen an episode of Breaking Bad or
Game of Thrones, let alone last Sunday?s
big winner Homeland, which was barely
on my radar before it took home the award
for Outstanding Drama Series. Yet there
was one win that I can enthusiastically get
behind: Louis C.K.?s win for Outstanding
Writing for a Comedy Series for his hilarious, intelligent and ever-unpredictableshow
Louie.
I?ve onlyrecently gotten invested in
Louie (thank you, Netflix Instant Streaming)
and I?m stillplayingcatch-up, but I don?t feel
too presumptuous in suggesting that it?s the

adventurous half-hourof television
currently on air. It also provides a nice counterpoint to the Emmy voters? ideaof the
best comedy. That wouldbeABC?s Modern
Family, the wildly popular sitcom that?s shot
in the mockumentarystyle madeso fashionable by The Office. Like anyone else, I admit
that I?m susceptible to Modern Family?s
most

charms. Each member of theensemble cast
works togetherlike a well-oiled machine,

from Sofia Vergara?s voluptuous trophy wife
Gloria to Ty Burrell?s hilariouslydelusional
?cool dad? Phil. Like How I Met Your Mother
or any number of sitcoms, it?s slickand
entertaining, television as comfortfood.
But Louie is something quite different,
and frankly more interesting: Call it the feelbad comedy. That may not initially sound
appealing,but it goesa long way toward
explainingwhat makes the show so unique.
Most sitcoms go out of their way to make
their viewers feel warm and fuzzy?any
conflicts that arise are usuallyresolved by

episode?s end and, especially in the case of

nothing,? but it findshumor in the small
Modern Family, are tied up with a wholebusiness of everyday life. Louie is alsobrusome littlelife message. Louie locates its
tally honest and surprisingly insightful in its
humor in sadder, more ambiguous territory. comedy. It gets a lot of mileageout of conIts main character?a divorced, middle-aged trasting Louie?s various personas, especially
stand-up comic taking care of two daughters how he puts on a maskof mature authority
in New York?is a schlub who spends his
when interacting with his kids despite essendays loafing aroundhis apartment eating ice tiallybeing a dirty joke-tellingteenager at
cream. Louie?s romantic prospects typically
heart. The insights about the difficulties and
fizzle out in date nights full of cringe-worthy rewards of parenthood are at once subtler,
more honest, and more complicated than
awkwardness.An attempt to get in shape at
the gymnear the end of Season One ends
anything Modern Family offers.
in a sudden collapse and trip to the hospital,
What really distinguishes Louie from
where Louie awakesto the mercilessmockthe pack of generic TV comedies, though,
is its willingness to experiment with form
ery of Dr. Ben, playedbyRicky Gervais (in a
and new storytellingdevices.The show
recurring role) as the world?s most hilaridoesfeature the basicframing device of
ously inappropriatedoctor.
Still, the show invites empathy, not
Louie?s standup act, whichbookends each
episode, but beyond that, anything goes.
mockery. Despite his several pathetic
One episodeis almost entirely takenup by
qualities, Louie is a goodguy, devoted to his
an extendedflashback to Louie s Catholic
daughters and trying to make it work day
school childhood, specificallya class where
by day.Like Seinfeld (or any goodstandup comedy), theshow is essentially ?about
he learns about the crucifixion in graphic

detail?it?s a treatment of Catholic guilt
that seemsripped from a Scorsese movie
(seriously).
The sheer unpredictabilityof Louie is
a testament to the circumstances of its
making. FX took theunusual step of allowing Louis C.K. completecontrol of the
enterprise. He writes, directs, produces,
edits, and stars in every episode. It?s an
unheard-of amount of creative control for
a TV show, and it shows.There?s nothing
else quite like it on TV?nothing with such a
blend of darkness and humor, profanity and
sincerity, naturalismand surrealism.Louie?s
Emmy success suggests promising things for
its future, and perhaps its examplewill open
up further doors, paving the way for new
possibilities in comedybeyond the usual
formulas and canned laughter.

Sean Keeley is a staff columnist for The
Heights. He welcomes comments at arts@
bcheights.com.
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AN EYE ON CULTURE

You can quote
me on that

Pops celebrate 20th
performance in Conte

TAYLOR CAVALLO
I?ll let you in on a little secret that?s fit to

print.
I have a little, black leatherMoleskine
journalthat?s full of quotes. Not inspirational, cheesy?carpe diem? self-helpquotes,
but ones that really matter. They?re mostly
lines from my favoritebooks, small snippets
of lyrics from beautiful songs, or quippy
sayings from great thinkers.
I guess you could say I?m slightly
obsessed with quotes. Iread Brainy Quote
online when I?m bored, have websitesof
my favorite quoters bookmarked, and
use Goodreadsprimarilyfor its extensive
quotes section.
I rememberexactly when this quote obsession started. First semester of my sophomore year, I took an English elective called
Literary Monsters wherewe dove deep
into the horror novel genre. While sitting
outsideand reading Bram Stoker?s Dracula
for the third time (it?s one of my favorites), I
was struck by a particular quote.

Branford Marsalis and Harry Connick, Jr. joinedthe Pops for the evening.

Boston?s orchestra visits the Heights
BY ERICKA SCHUBERT
For The Heights
The 20thanniversary Pops on the Heights concert took place last Fridayat
Conte Forum to kick offParents? Weekend. Conte Forum was abuzzwith ac-

tivity, completely transformedfrom the familiarbasketballand hockey arena
to suit the evening?s semiformalatmosphere. A cappella groups, including
the Bostonians and the Heightsmen,set the moodfor the families entering
the galawith a selection of popular hits. Benefactors enjoyed table dinners
preceding the show, this year including an open bar on either side of the
floor. In his introduction,chairman JohnFish, P ?l3, honored thecelebration?s
founder James F. Cleary, BC ?5O, H ?93, P ?B4, P ?B9, who passed awayearlier
this year. Since its conception, the fundraiser has grownenormously and now
offers scholarships to over 125 students annually. This year?s performance,

?No man knows till hehas suffered from
the night how sweet and dearto his heart
and eye the morning can be.?
My jawdropped thenand there. I wondered how I could have forgotten this one
beautiful, poignant sentence the first two
times I had read the book. Usually I have
a pretty goodmemory, but I was almost
angry with myself for not remembering this
gem.
Right then and there, I decided to make
a change. I wasn?t going to letanother
beautiful, almostartistic life-altering quote
slip through my fingers again. So began
my slightly neurotic obsession. While I am
undeniablypicky with my quotes, I stumble
upon ones I love pretty frequently.I somehow mark them or copy them down, and
then transfer them by hand into the quote
book. Somethingabout writing them out
makes them mine.
I?ve made a rule for myself that I don?t
want to go seek out quotes to add to my
little black book. Part of the beautyof this
process is having them come to me naturally byreading a novel, throughword of
mouth, or seeing onerandomly referenced
somewhere.And I can?t justwrite down

See Pops, A9

PHotos

feelings.
Some have really stuck with me. Here
are some to chew on. Happy Monday.

?There comes a time when one asks,
even of Shakespeare, even of Beethoven, ?ls

that all there is???-Jean Paul Sartre
?What do I care about the purring of
one who cannot love, like the cat?? -Friedrich Nietzsche

?It is often hard to bear the tears that we
ourselves have caused.? Marcel Proust
-

?Each friend represents a world in us, a
world possibly not born until they arrive.?
-Anais Nin

Taylor Cavallo is the AssociateArts
Review editor of The Heights. She can
be reached at arts@bcheights.com.
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Martin jokes around
in new TV special

Honestly deep
Diaz delivers

BY JOHNSCHETTINO
For The Heights

BY SEAN KEELEY
Heights Staff

ity, whileothersembrace a more self-deprecating style of comedy. Then there are comedians
like Demetri Martin, who can salvagehumor
in the everyday and the mundane: the stuff
most of us dismiss without giving a second
thought. Audiences have come to love Martin
for his witty one-liners, often accompanied

courtesy of google images

Her first novel since ?Potter,? Rowling?s
?Vacany? is entertainmentfor adultfans.

by guitar/keyboard/harmonicaplaying, and
his ?large pad? full of simply drawn sketches.
Martin?s observational comedyfirst caught the
public?s attention on Comedy Central?s standup showcasePremium Blend.Comedy Central
continued to feature Martin?s comedictalent
on a stand-up comedy special and eventually on his own show, Important Things with

BY MOLLY MOLTZEN
For The Heights

BY CAROLINA DEL BUSTO
Heights Staff
Once someone has created, or starred, in
somethingso incrediblysuccessful, it?s not easy
getting awayfrom that reputation. What I?m
referring to here is the massive popularity of
the Harry Potter bookand film series, as well
as thebooks? author, Joanne?J.K.? Rowling. In
2007, after the fifth installment of the eightpart film series, Daniel Radcliffe, known to
many as Harry Potter, triedto show the world

that he was more than just a wizardwhen he
playeda completely different characterin the
West End (and later Broadway)production of
the darkand erotic play Equus, which naturally
shocked everyone.
Now, it appears that it?s Rowling?s turn to
show the world that she?s more than just the
author of children?s fantasy literature.She?s a
real, hardcore writer. With the release of her
new adult novel The Casual Vacancy, fans
don?t know what to expect?so that?s what
I?m here for. I should start by saying that if
readers are expecting anything like the Harry
Potter books, they?ve come to the wrongplace.
This new novel centers on a smalltown called
Pagford in England, and even though thename
recalls SiriusBlack?s transfiguredalter egoPadfoot, this story has nothing to do with magic
or an alternatereality. It takesplace in the current century with all our current technology,

See ?Vacancy,? A9

Its hard to describe the feeling one gets
when at a concert performedby experimental-electronicpixie Grimes. While seeing her
sold-out show at the Paradise Rock Club on
Sept. 26, I began trying to think of ways to
describe the experiencebeyond the standard
?it was amazing.? After careful consideration,
I feel as though the best way to describe it is
akin to being on theride Space Mountain at
Disney World?flashing lights, unexpected
drops and turns, and pure, unaltered rushes
of endorphins.
Grimes, for thosewhomaybe unfamiliar,is
Canadian-bornClaireBoucher.Shestartedher
experimentationin music atMcGill University
in Montreal, eventuallybecoming so involved
in the endeavorand devotingso much time to
it thatthe University expelledherfor failing to

attendclass.Unlike most undergrads,however
thatseemedto workin herfavor?after releasing two albums on independent Montrealbased Arbutus Records, Grimes was signed
to indie music powerhouse 4AD. It was this
label thatreleased her most recent effort, the
crazy-dreamy-synthy,insanelycatchy Visions,
and with it came praise from everyonefrom
The New York Times to Pitchfork to SPIN.
When walking into the show this past
Wednesday, the stage setup immediately
struck me. There were your usualelectronicconcert mainstays?microphones,keyboards,

mixers with a thousand complicatedlooking
buttons?but they were all wrapped in delicate
fabrics and covered in flowers. The whole

This Is How You Lose Her, the new short
collection by Junot Diaz, can be read
rapidly. With its snappy, slangy, streetwise
prose and hilarious zingers, this is a bookthat
compels gleeful page-turning. Butbeyond the
collections energetic style and bawdy humor
lies a sadder book, one that delvesinto painful, emotional territory. Most of the stories
are about relationships falling apart because
of cheating and dishonesty, and they also
touch on themesof immigration, parenthood,
and the emotionaleffects of terminalillness.
These are all heavy topics, to be sure, but Diaz
handlesthem with a defttouch.The result is a
bookthat is immediatelyaccessibleand entertaining, but which lingers in the mind with a
powerful impression of melancholy.
Diaz?s talent for mixing disparate tones,
styles, and themes has been celebrated by
story

courtesy of google images

Demetri Martin. Some may also remember
Martin as the ?Senior Youth Correspondent?
on The Daily Show with Jon Stewart. In addition to his televisionsuccess, Martinpublished
a New York Times bestseller, This Is ABook, and
released his successful comedy album, These
Are Jokes. And we must not forget his crowning achievement: a 224-word palindrome

J.K Rowling
returns with Grimes electrifies the Paradise
?Vacancy?

Chbosky?s Perks fires on all levels
INSIDE ARTS
The
of the
noveltakes theroleof direcTHIS

Daniel lee

Some comediansrevel in offensiveprofan-

ones that are beautiful?they have to be
beautiful and meaningful.I have to get that
coveted jaw-dropping,wow feeling that I
got while reading Dracula. Who knows why
I became so emotionallyand artistically

awakened to quotes at this time in my life,
but it happened.
Not to soundlike a therapist,but I?ve
found thatthe quotes peopleare drawn
to can tella lot about them.One friend of
mine loveslittle inspirationalmotivators.
Thanks to her they?re written in beautiful
script in magnet-form on our fridge, and
little ceramic tile signs in our bathroom
that get us ready for the day ahead.I, on the
other hand, seem to be drawn to the grimmer, but certainly not less beautiful, quote
archetype. The most frequented quoters
in my book are Sylvia Plath, Friedrich
Nietzsche, andthe one and only Anais Nin,
my personal spirit animal.For days when
I?m feeling particularly witty, I?m drawn to
Oscar Wilde.
The beauty of a quote is that it can say
so much, so powerfully, in such few words.
Sometimes I flip through my quote book,
read a quote I?ve forgotten about, and say,
?Yes! That?s exactly how Ifeel, Simone de
Beauvoir. You hit the nail right on the head.?
The collectionthat I?ve compiled is not
just an amalgamationof quotes, but one of

courtesy of

See Demetri Martin, A9

stage, in fact, was envelopedin a canopy that
reminded me of one of those princess-style
beds I had always wished for as a kid. The
crowd itself was just as unexpected?everything from hipsters to kids who lookedlike
theyemergedstraightfrom Anime drawingsto
one tallman dressed up as Grimes herself.

The opener for the show was Minneapolisbased experimental-popact Elite Gymnastics.
I was curious to see the performance considering that, very recently, with the departure
of one of the duo?s members, the former
group became a solo project. Since the split,
the remaining member, James Brooks, has
continued on the current tour with Grimes
and even madenew music in his lone status.

Brooks appeared on stage that night dressed
like someone who had dropped out of art
school to gospend time in the desert discovering whohe was. That, infact, wouldprobably

be the best description for some of his songs
too?ranging in everything from spokenword
to highlystylized sound frequencies to basic
pop melodies.
Elite Gymnastics, though, is quite an
entertaining act?Brooks himself seems to
be an extremely awkward person but in a
way that was endearing to the audience. At
various points he interacted with his viewers,
even inviting one small surprised girl onstage
to teach him and everyone elsehow to do the
?Gangnam Style? dance. He closed with his
most recent song, and first solo one, ?Andreja
4-ever,? which, with its more traditional pop
sensibilities, served to revive and rejuvenate a

See Grimes, A9

admirers of his two previous works, the short
story collection Drown andthe Pulitzer-Prize
winning 2007 novelThe Brief WondrousLife of
Oscar Wao. The new collection brings back a
recurring characterfrombothbooks: Yunior, a
Dominican immigrant who grows up in a poor
section of New York and struggles duringhis

teenage and early adult years with drugs and
unstable relationshipsbefore eventuallygoing
to college and making it as a writer. Yunior
shares many biographical details with Diaz,
and it?s not a big stretch to see the character
as the author?s alter ego?but you don?t have to
make that connection, or befamiliar with Di-

See ?Lose Her,? A9
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Junot Diaz?s delivers a compelling
compilationof short stories about love
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WEEK FIVE
CLEMSON 45

DeFilippo
kept his word
15 years later

31 BOSTON COLLEGE

STRUGGLING TO KEEP UP
After a strong first half, BC can?t stay
even

with explosive Clemson offense

BY CHRIS MARINO
Assoc. Sports Editor
On Saturday,theBoston Collegefootball team (1-3, 0-2 ACC) hosted
No. 17 Clemson University (4-1, 1-1), and, despite a strong offensive
output, was unableto win the 45-31 shootoutat Alumni Stadium.Chase
Rettig, who threw for 341 yards and three
Clemson
45
touchdowns, matched up well with Tigers
Boston College 31

GREG JOYCE
?We will win with class andlose with
class, but we will haveclass.?
Fifteen years later, Gene DeFilippo has
remained true to hisword.The aboveis

quarterback Tajh Boyd, who finished
the day with 367 passing yards, three passing touchdownsand one
rushing score. BC wide out Alex Amidon had the most impressive
performance for the game with eight catches for 193 yards and two
touchdowns.
HeadcoachFrank Spaziani notedthat, whilehis team stayedwith
Clemsonfor the majority of the game, theEagles needed to make a
better impact defensively.
?We did some goodthings on both sides of the ball, a coupletimes,
but not enoughon defense,? Spaziani said.
While theEagles definitely proved their offensive worth, Clemson
was just that much better, with 576 total yards.
?It was a pretty high offensive game,? Amidonsaid. ?They score and we
were able to score.It?s pretty new for us to beable to move the balllikethat.
It?s fun beingable to move theball on offenselike that.?
The Eagles opened up the day?s scoring with a 30-yardrun down the
right sideline by running backAndre Williams.The junior, whofinished
the day with 61 yards and a touchdown on 22 carries, broke through
several arm tackles at the line of scrimmage, and accelerated through the
secondaryuntouched.
While theBC defense was able to make some plays, the Clemson offense utilizeda quick-pacedhurry upoffense to keep theEagles? defensive
unit on the field andtired. In the first series, Boyd looked to exploit the
secondarywith some longballs to the end zone, however BC succeeded
in forcingthe Tigers to kick a field goal,making the score 7-3.

what DeFilippo said during his introductory press conference on Sept. 16,1997, after
he was introduced by University President
Rev. William P. Leahy, SJ.
?We wanted to do everything we could
to ensure that BC wouldbe taken to the
next levelof athletics and academics,?
Leahy said on that day 15 years ago.
Despite allof the criticism DeFilippo
has received, especially over the last few
years, he has done exactly what Leahy
askedof him on his first day. From 1997 to
2012, Boston College has beentaken to the
next level of athletics and academics, much

thanks to the leadership of DeFilippo.

See DeFilippo,

See Football, B3
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MEN?S SOCCER

Rain doesn?t slow down BC
Medina-Mendez tallies two assists in the ACC win
BY CHRIS MARINO
Assoc. Sports Editor
risha G. hess / heiGhts archive

Friday night, the Boston College
defeated conference
opponent North
Boston College 2
Carolina State,
NC State
1
2-1, during some
heavy rain showersat the Newton Sports
Complex. Despite a slow offensive first
half, the Eagles (5-3-1, 1-1-1 ACC) were
On

Gene DeFilippo emphasizedclass at his
introductory press conference in 1997.

Eagles get
shut out by
Pepperdine

GrahaM Beck/ heiGhts editOr

Charlie Rugg scored thesecond goal for theEagles, sparking them to their first conference win.

soccer team

given an offensive spark from sophomore
Diego Medina-Mendez, who assisted on
goals for Stefan Carter and Charlie Rugg.
The Wolfpack (7-4-0, 0-3-0) was stunted
for the majority of the match, due to a

See Men?s Soccer, B4

Field hockey picks up two on the road

BY ALEX STANLEY
For The Heights
Callie Payetta of the No. 20 Pepperdine Waves scored the lone goal to upset
the No. 5 Boston College women?s soccerteam, 1-0, on
1
Pepperdine

Saturday afternoon. The game,
played at Harvard?s Soldiers Field Park,
was scoreless until just after the start of
the second half, when Payetta converted
a low cross off of a throw-in into the back
of goalkeeper Alexa Gaul?s net.
Boston College 0

Pepperdine came out strong in the
game plan heavily
relying on the speedof right-winger Ally
Holtz and forward Lynn Williams.
first half. It stuck to a

The consistent pace of these two gave
the BC backline some problems.
Lynn bagged up five shots with three
of them on target, mainly gaining her
chances from long through balls and using her pace to slip past defenders.
However, BC maintained a good
amount of possession and kept up some
pressure on the Waves? defense.

Perhaps the bestchance of thehalf for
the Eagles came from freshman substitute McKenzie Meehan, who jumpedon
an excellent through ball, but ended up
poking the ball directly at the opposing
keeper, while battling a defender.
Meehan also put another shot wide,

See Women?s Soccer, B4

men?s

tough defensiveeffort and torrentialrain
conditions.
Head coach Ed Kelly was excited to see
that his team seems to have begun coming together after facing serious injuries
at the start of the season.
?We?re getting some people back.
Charles looks much better now,? he said.
?[Kyle Bekker] is better. All these guys
were hurt at the start. Bekks was playing
hurt. We still don?t have [Matt Wendelken]. He?ll maybe be back next week,
which will be a big help. Justin [Luthy]
had a good game tonight. Things have

BC gets wins over No.
21 Duke and Longwood
BY MATT BELNAP
For The Heights
The Boston College field hockey team
entered this weekend?s road trip south
with a 5-5 record and without an ACC
win. The Eagles
Boston College 3
took significant

1
steps toward improving both of those stats with two big
wins this weekend, defeating both No.
21 Duke on Friday night and Longwood
University on Sundayafternoon. With the
two wins, the Eagles improve to 7-5, and
are now on a three-game winning streak
Longwood

after defeatingProvidence last week.
On Friday night in Durham, BC took
down the Blue Devils 2-1, behind goals
from Hannah Nedeau and freshman Ash-

Leigh Sebia, who talliedthe game winner
barely a minute into the second half. BC
had gotten on the board first, 14 minutes
into the game with Nedeau connecting on
a cross from Virgynia Muma.
Duke evened the scoreas time expired
in the first half. Brenna Rescigno scored
her third goal of the season on a corner,
beating BC freshman goalie Leah Settipane. It was the only goal that Settipane

would surrender that

night?the BC

keeper stopped each of the other nine

shots that Duke put

on

goal during the

contest.

After a halftime break that was extended by a short rain delay, it didn?t
take BC longto seize control of the game.
The Eagles earned a penalty corner only
a minute and 17 seconds into the half,
and promptly took advantage. Emma
Plasteras inserted the corner, where Paige
Norris made the stick stop and passed
the ball to Jacqui Moorfield, who found
Sebia for the goal. It was Moorfield?s
10th point of the season?the senior cocaptain from New Zealand leads BC in

that category.
Duke continuedto put pressure on the
BC defense, launching five second half
shots at Settipane, but the freshman was
equal to the task and stopped every one
to make the BC advantage hold up until
the final whistle.
Head coach Ainslee Lamb was extremely pleased with her team?s performance against the Blue Devils.
?It?s always nice to get thatfirst conference win,? Lamb said. ?But more than that
I think we proved that we can play with
and beat a top level program, and that?s
what I?m really pleased about coming out

BC spiked by Virginia Tech at home
BY MARLY MORGUS
For The Heights

the Eagles fought hard, Virginia Tech
proved too much for them, as BC came

A Sunday matinee against Virginia

away with a disappointing3-0 loss.
It was a slow start for BC in its second

Tech rounded out Parents? Weekend for
the Boston College volleyball team. The
Hokies, who en3
Virginia Tech
tered the match
Boston College 0
ranked sixth in
the ACC and just in front of the Eagles,
brought their impressive size and offen-

match of the weekend. The considerable
size of the Hokies was an asset, as they
jumped out to a 10-5 lead to open the
match. The play was quickly paced, with
both teams putting in scrappy hustle
plays, but Virginia Tech capitalizedmore
on offense. Houndedby errors, BC failed

sive skill to Power Gym for BC?s second

See Field Hockey, B4

Workman ahead of curve
INSIDE SPORTS
The
ACC Freshman of the Week has
THIS
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Libero Lauren Fields andher team were unable tostart off strong, and itcame back to hurt them.

ACC matchup of the weekend. Although

Basketball?s trip to Spain

See Volleyball, B2

Eagle Roundup..............................B2
two-time
Head coach Steve Donahue and the Eagles reflect
on their August trip to Spain
helped BC immensely this
Quote of the Week........................B2
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As a rookie,
Workman
fits right in

Eagles sweep ACC foe

BY EMILY MALCYNSKY
For The Heights

suffering on theroadlast weekend,a solidweek
of practice helpedtheEaglesthroughtwo long
overtime sets to get the best of the Cavaliers,
taking the match in straight sets 3-0.

BY MARLY MORGUS
For The Heights
Thursdaynight was Student NightinPower
Gym as the volleyballteam had its ACC home
opener against the University of Virginia. After

Most freshman athletes spend their first
season tirelessly working to prove themselves
and gain recognition from coachesand teammates. Theirfirst season acts as an opportunity
to adapt to a collegelevelof play andhoneskills
for three more years to becomean outstand-

ing player.
For freshman volleyballplayer Katty
Workman, this transition took less than half
a season. Twice named the Atlantic Coast
Conference Freshman of the Week so far this
year, Workman currently ranks fifth in the

With a week to prepare for the Virginia
College knew what it was up
against, but head coach Chris Campbell was
team, Boston

GrahaM Beck/ heIGhTS eDITOr

Katty Workman has already made a name for herself after only half a season on the Heights.
tion to statistics, however.
?Once I start thinking about stats and all
the little things, Idon?t play as well,? Workman
admitted.
Being a consistent player is veryimportant

ACC and 50th nationallywith an average of
to Workman.Whileshe considers hitting and
4.00 kills per set.
Despiteperformingsuccessfullyat the colpassing her areas of strength, she is aware
legiatelevel, the California native admitsthat that she may have room for improvement in
high school volleyball and college volleyball other areas.
are two ?wildly different? games.
?My blocking is anarea I needto improve
?The whole level is a lot faster and a lot at, and just my overallconsistency,? she said.
bigger,? Workman said.?The girls on the other ?And I think I couldbe mentallytougher. If I
team are huge. You?re used to seeing one or
start getting blocked or I?m not havinga great
two of those types of players playing against
game, I start getting out of it. It?s easy to play
a club or high school team, but not the whole really well when you start off really well, but
team being at such a high level. So it?s just a
certain days I feeloff and I need to beableto
step up.?
listen to the coachesand letthemhelpme get
In order to keep up with the increased back to thelevel I want to be at.?
competition, Workman learned quickly exWith about half the season behind them,
actly which aspects of her game needed to the Eagles currently have a record of 8-9.
be adjusted.
Reflecting back on the season so far, Work?In terms of hitting,you can?t get awaywith man is optimistic for the rest of the 2012
certain shots or doing certain things that you
campaign.
could in high school because theblocks weren?t
?I think the season started
so big,? Workman said. ?And it took oneor two
off really well. Hopefully we
can maintain it?especially
gameswhereI would just get blocked to start
going into more ACC games.
changingandrealizingyou justhad to workon
it different.You need to justbe smarter
But it?s lookingreally good so far.
with theballbecausethe other team
The team?s really coming together,
is going to defend it a lot better.?
and we justkeepimproving,? Workman said.
Workmancertainly adjustedher
She also does not think
gamewell, since shewas namedACC
Freshman of the Week for asecond time
on Sept. 24.This recognition came
after her performances against
Georgia Tech and Clemson.
During these games,Workman
averagedfive kills per set, with
a total of 30 kills.
Heading into this weekend?s tilts with Virginia and
Virginia Tech, Workmanled
the league with an average
of four kills per set.
Workman tries not
GrahaM Beck/
heIGhTS
to pay too much atten-

the outcome of recent losses
is a fairrepresentation of the

team?s capabilities.
?We allkind ofagreethat we
were playing well and had the ability to win. We just let it slip awayfrom us,?
Workman said. ?It didn?t really feel like we
gotbeaten, just that we let an opportunity

go.?

Workman believes that the key

to fur-

ther success lies in the team?s personality.
?Our roster is very athletic and very
good, but it?s not going to be the biggest
or the highest-jumping,?

Workmansaid.?We

focus on developing a personality of being
really tenacious andscrappy and justfighting
every game and being a courageous team in
that sense.?

AlthoughWorkmanhas proven herself to
be a valuable asset to the team, she remains
conscious of her role as a team player, as well
as one of the younger girls on the team.
?I feel like people just look to me andthe
other outside and they expect to be able to
play a certain wayand execute certain things,?
she said. ?I feel like everyone is pretty equal
and contributes equally, but I feel like I look
to theolder players [for influence].?
In particular, senior captain Krystle Higgins and sophomorecaptain Kellie Barnum
have helped Workman both on and off the
court. Additionally,Workmanadmires junior
Cagla Sen?s leadership and skill as the setter.
AlthoughWorkman has hopesof being
a captain sometime in thefuture, she remains
focused on improving her level of play and
beinga team player.
?I just want to keep feeling like I?m contributing a lot. I just want the team to do
well,? Workman said. ?Our goal this year for
the team is finishingmid-to upper level in the
ACC. And I just want to continue to improve
by the time I?m a senior.?
As for her recent recognition as the twotime ACC Freshman of the Week, Workman
continues to keep the attention fromeffecting
her game.
?It?s more justbeen a nice thing it hasn?t
really changed that much,? she said. ?If anything, it just gives you more confidence. But
I don?t think I?ve reallythought aboutit once
I start playing.?
This mindsetseems to have served Workman well, as she recorded 15 kills in the
Eagles? 3-0 win over Virginia on Thursday.
She followed that up with a match-high 13
kills yesterdayafternoon. While she continues
to improve her game in her first year at the
Heights, Workman seems to bea ways ahead
of thefreshman learning curve. n

find its rhythm in the opening half of the
set, costing them dearly.A timeout at 10-5 did
little to slow the powerful play of the Hokies.
An8-3 run thatled up to a 15-8 Virginia Tech
lead causedheadcoachChris Campbellto use
BC?s second timeout of the set. After a few
quick words, the Eagles came out swinging,
putting up five straight points and narrowing
the Hokie lead to only two.
Yet a powerful service and offensive effort from the Hokies was too much for BC in
that first set, and they were able to jump back
ahead, takingeight of thefinal 10points of the
set to come away with the 25-18 win.
The Eagles surgedback in the second set,
stabilizingthemselvesand maintaining cleaner
play in orderto hangwith theHokies.BC came
to

out strong to jump out to a 5-1 lead thatit was

able to hold narrowly through the beginning
of the set. Campbell was glad to see his team
hangingwith the Hokies, but noted that they
were never quite able to stretch their lead.
?When they makeone of their conservative
shots, we play wellenoughto keep theballalive
but not well enough to really return that with
a lot of heat and put some pressure on them,?
Campbell said. ?That?s a lost opportunity for
some extra points.?

The Hokie offense engaged toward the
middleof the set, taking awaythe Eagles? narrow lead at 12-11. The quick tempo from the
first set remained, but BC was able to stay with

SPORTin SHORT

Atlantic

?

pleasedwith what we did against their primary
options. We just have to learn, as ayoung team,

Florida State
Clemson
Wake Forest
NC State
Maryland
Boston College

Conference

Overall

2-0
1-1
1-2
0-0
0-1
0-2

5-0
4-1
3-2
2-2
3-2
1-3

Coastal
Miami
Duke
Virginia Tech
Georgia Tech
North Carolina
Virginia

3-0
1-0
1-0
1-2
0-1
0-1

4-1
4-1
3-2
2-3
3-2
2-3

out

with their two point

Virginia wasnot goingto godownwithout
a fight, andfought back in the thirdset, with
the Eagles unable to force themback to take
any sizablelead. Their greatest lead came at
9-6, until the Cavaliers foughtback through
the middle of the set to take a 18-15 lead.
Errors were up since the last set, blocking
was down, and the offense wasn?t flowing.
The teams remained close, though, battling

back and forth.
A scary moment came at 23-all, as the
Eagles were hopingto closeout the set. Workman, anoffensiveand defensiveasset whohad
fivekills in the set, stayed downon the court
after landingawkwardly.After a quick check
from the BC training staff, she was back on
her feet and helped the Eagles to close out the
match in extra points, 27-25. n
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The volleyball team celebrated a 3-0 win over the VirginiaCavaliers on Student Night last Thursday.

GrahaMBeck

/
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Castle and the Eagles couldn?t get past Va. Tech.
Eagles, Campbell maintained there was
something that he wantedhis players to take
awayfrom it.
?Their success is within their control,? he
said. ?There are chances and opportunities
that we could take advantage of that don?t really requiremore skill. We don?t have to jump
six inches higher.Our improvement can come
fromthe mentalside.? n

finished 11 over par to steal the tournament
by a wide margin.
While no golfer finished in the top five
individually,the Eagles? depth was apparent.
Sophomore AndyMai ledBC, finishing plus4, exploiting par 3s during the tournament.

The strength of the sophomore class was
further displayed by Josh Jackopsic, who
finished second on the team (225, plus-9),
and Max Christiana, whorecordedthe team?s
best scorein theindividual field (232 plus-16).
Luke Feehan (226, plus-10), Ryan Coughlin
(226, plus-10), and NicholasPandelena(237,
plus-21) rounded out the Eagles? top five.
The Eagles will try to to capitalizeon their

Numbers to Know

330
Passing yards per game by quarterback
Chase Rettig, which leads the ACC so
far this year.

8
Field goals made by kicker Nate
Freese, who is perfect through four
games this season.

2
Points per game for women?s soccer
player Kristie Mewis through 12 games,
which puts her at third in the nation.

when they arrive in
South Bend, Indiana for the Fighting Irish
Gridiron Classic. The three-day tournament
is important in order to set the tone for the
rest of golf season.
recent success on Oct. 7,

When Drew Kayser rose to the position
of BostonCollege men?s golf coach, he stated
that his goal was to ?provide a rich and energetic environment in whichthe players of the
Boston College golf teams can flourish.? On
Tuesday, Kayser displayed the full forceof the
culture he had begun to promote.
Early in the week, the golf team traveled to Connecticut to play in the Hartford
Hawks invitational. In a 16-team field, the
Eagles combined for a score of 895 and
31 over par. The performance was good
enough for an impressive second-place tie
with Sacred Heart. The University of Hartford, however,playing on its home course,

?We practiced against that there?s always
that reactionary gap between practicing and
actually playing it live,? he said. ?But I was

ACC Football Standings

the Eagles coming

BY CHRIS STADTLER
For The Heights

the first set as Virginia Tech used alternative
offensiveoptionssuch as tipping and dumping
the ball into the back court to avoid an Eagle
defense that was able to read their main offensive options. Campbell, in his preparation
for the game, saw thatthesesecondary options
could be an issue.

the attempt was too little, too late, and a strong

strong offensive efforts from Workman and
Castle led the teams into overtime points as

their point.?

Men?s golf grabs second place

for the thirdand final set looking a bit shaken
by the up-and-down ride from the first two
sets. The play returned to the scrappy style of

angled shot from one of the Hokies? outside
hitters endedthe set andthe match, 25-22 for
the 3-0 win.
While it was an upsetting loss for the

of the matchsaw both teams battlingback and
forth, neither taking a commandinglead.After
a short run by the Cavaliersput them up 12-8,
however,Campbelldecidedthat it was time to
have a wordwith his team.
Following the timeout, the Eagles continued to struggle against the Cavaliers? small
lead, nearly tying the game three times, but
allowingsmall spurtsfrom the Virginia offense
to get thebetter of themuntil,after being down
24-21 on the brinkof a set point for the Cavs,
theEaglespushed back, forcing Virginia to take
a timeout as they weren?t able to score their
one point to end the set. The Eagles, after the
timeout, quickly evened the score at 24, and

man had five kills, Higgins had three, Kellie
Barnum had 13 assists, and Fields had five
digs. As Campbell put it, ?We just stopped
making mistakes. We forced them to score

EAGLE ROUNDUP

it, and the defecitremained withinreach until
deepin the set when a final offensivepush from
the Eagles sprung BC out ahead. The effort,
however, was quickly reversed when Virginia
Tech went on a 5-0 run and held its lead to a
set victory of 25-22 over the Eagles.
After a 10-minute break, BC tookthe court

how to deal with the secondary.?
Toward the middleof the set, the Hokies
started to use their size to their advantage
and controlledtheEagle offense with a strong
blocking presence at the net, and were able to
maintain a lead until set point at 24-18. Although BC put in one final push withreliable
serving from sophomoresetter Kellie Barnum,

six of Courtney Castle, Franny Hock, Melissa
McTighe, Krystle Higgins, Katty Workman,
andCalga Sen, plus defensivespecialistLauren
Fields, set right offto workas thefirst 15points

leads as their defenseand offense connected
efficiently and effectively, working with
small three-point runs in order to expand
their lead.
In this decisive 25-15 set, contributions
were spread out amongst the team. Work-

?

Eagles spiked by Hokies 3-0
Volleyball, from B1

adamantaboutthe importanceof focusing on
the team?s own game.
?We knowwhat we dowell,? he explained,
?and we have to execute that well.?
After taking the court for the National
Anthem and paying tribute to theirfans by
tossing out mini BC volleyballs, the starting

margin at 29-27 to takethe first set.
Campbell was verycalm in his explanation
of thosefinal points.
?We?ve been on the reverse side of that,
we?ve been up big and lost. Every time we go
through thatit?s painful, but it teachesyou that
it can happento anybody,? hesaid. ?Every team
in the country is susceptibleto nerves.?
Both teams came out into the second set
hoping to capitalize on the high energyfrom
the intense first set. But it was the Eagles
that were able to take the upper hand from
the beginning, jumping out to 8-4 and 14-7

Cross Country Falls Short
The BC men?s cross country team started
the year strong with a second place finish at
the lona Meetof Champions in early September. This past Friday, though, the Eagles took
a step back. At the Paul Short Invitational, BC
faced a competitive field.Located in Pennsylvania at Lehigh University, the 37-team meet
played host to a group of the best teams in

collegiatecross country. Despite some of the
Eagles? top runners scoring personalbests on
the 8kcourse, BC finished 16th out of 37 with
504 total points.
Senior Jordan Hamm set the tone early
with a team-best time of 24:42. Hamm?s
time put himself in the top 35 out of 332

participants. Finishing close behind were
Louis Serafini (52nd), Anthony Bellitti
(90th), Danny Kane (153 rd) and Joseph Mc-

Conaughy (178 th).
Villanova came awayon top with an overall score of 69, blowing awayrunner-up William and Mary(100) and third place finisher
Georgetown(101).
On Oct. 7, theEagles look to rebound at
the New England Championships in Westfield, Mass. n

Quote of the Week

?He was just
being Alex.?
Quarterback Chase
Rettig on Alex Amidon?s
193-yard, two-touchdown
day in Saturday loss to
Clemson

s
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QUOTE OF THE GAME

KEY STATS
yards by Alex
193 Receiving
Amidon
Total yards let up by the BC
576 defense
Yards per carry average for
4.5 Clemson

That?s all it?s about, is winning, so at the end of the day you come away
and we?re 1-3. That?s really the only thing I?m looking at right now. It?s
p ttyfrustra ting.

re

Alex Amidon
Junior Wide Receiver
-

KEY PERFORMERS

GAME-CHANGING PLAY
BC was about to take a 21-17 lead nearing
halftime,but afterdriving his team downthe
field, Tajh Boyd rolled to theoutside and hit
his tight endBrandon Ford for a touchdown
near the end of the half to put Clemson up

for good.

IT WAS OVER WHEN...

daniel lee

/

daniel lee

heights editOr

With BC trailing by 10 early in the fourth
quarter, Clemson WR DeAndre Hopkins
faked a deeproute up themiddle thencut back
to theoutside on C.J. Jones beforecatching a
wide open touchdown for 35 yards.

/ heights editOr

Clemson quarterbackTajh Boyd (left) took advantageof the BC defense through the air and on the ground, while Alex Amidon (right) had a career day receiving.

FOOTBALL NOTEBOOK

Amidon records a career day in loss
BY STEPHEN SIKORA
Heights Staff

Despite his personal success,
how the team fares is what matters
to Amidon.

On a day whenthe offense once

again came through with over 30
points, wide receiver Alex Amidon
was the star. He caught eightpasses
for 193yards and two touchdowns.
After coming into the year with
558 yards in his first two seasons,
the junior has already surpassedthat
total this year. His 559 yards rank
seventhamongDivision 1-Aplayers,
and that?s with Boston College playing one less gamethan most teams in
the country. Yet Amidon continues
to bemodestabout his success.

?It?s a lot to do with our scheme,?
Amidon said. ?If [they play zone]

someone?s

going to come open.
Chase[Rettig] has been playingawesome. It?s a lot to dowith him too.?
Early in the second quarter on
Saturday, Amidon hauled in a 49yardreception to set up a touchdown
a few plays later. He broke free of

the Clemson defender with a great
stutter-step move, and Rettig had a
15-yardcushion to work with when
he threwto him.
Just five minutes later, Rettig
found Amidon going over the middle, and the receiver used his speed
to beat the onlyman left to the front

of the end zone. That score gavethe
Eagles a 21-17 lead, but it was the
last time they would be ahead in
the game.
?It?s something that?s new to uson
offense, being able to move the ball
like that,? Amidon said. ?When you?re
in the game, you don?t notice it. You
just gowith it. It?s fun being involved
in an offenselike this, for sure.?

?That?s allit?s aboutis winning, so
at the endof the day you come away

with 1-3. So that?s the only thing I?m
looking at right now,? Amidon said.
?It?s pretty frustrating.?
Defense Allows 40 points Again
The BC defense struggled to
make playsthroughout the course of
the game.It allowedClemson quarterback Tajh Boyd to throwfor 367
yardsand threetouchdowns, including 197 yards to wideoutDeAndre
Hopkins. The Tigers receivers were
routinelyopen on plays downfield.

?They?re extremelytalented, and
havelotsof weapons,? saidlinebacker
Nick Clancy. ?They aren?t afraid to
use them.?

?We have to take responsibility
on the back end, challenging more
routes, and putting more on our
shoulders,? said cornerback Sean
Sylvia.?The offense is clearlyputting
points on the board. Now we have
to take more ownership and start
stopping some people.?
The Eagles were also beat by the
rushing attack, as Clemson gained
209 yards on the ground.At times,it
seemedthat the Tigers? backs could
pick up four or five yards with ease,
as BC?s defenders just could not
matchup with the speed andathleticism of Clemson?s runners.
?We were lined up right most of
the time, but weren?t able to make
some plays,? said head coach Frank
Spaziani. ?Those are very goodplayers, and they?ve [had success] against
a lot of people.?

Clemson runs past BC in second half
Football, from B1

TheBC defense has now allowed
yards in its past two

over 1,100

games, and even with an offense as
explosive as BC?s, the defense is giving the team littlechance to win.
?We let up too many big plays,?
Clancy said. ?We?ll look at the film
tomorrow, and we?ll see what the
problems were, and we?ll get them
corrected. We?ll be ready to gofor
Army, I?ll tell you thatmuch.?
Revamped Offense

BC?s offense over thepast couple
of seasons hasbeen predictable and
stale. That?s changed with new offensive coordinator Doug Martin?s
scheme, which hasfeatured numerous formationsand lots of passing
yardage.
Saturday?s game saw a couple
of trick plays, which rarely happened underthepreviousoffensive
regime. The Eagles? third drive of
the second quarter began with a
reverse to receiver Bobby Swigert,
who then threw on therun and hit
Jonathan Coleman for a 28-yard
gain.
Later in the game,Rettig contributed a trick play of his own. The
Eagles lined up on a fourth and 10
inside Clemsonterritory, and Rettig
took the snap and kicked a perfect
punt, which pinned the Tigers on

theirfour-yard line.
BC also went for it on fourth
downfour times, and wassuccessful
twice. One of those was a 31-yard
touchdown pass to Amidon. The
team has shown a propensity to go
for it on fourth down this season,
which wasn?t doneoften in previous years. n

to

In the team?s next series, BC tried
keep the ball on the ground with

three straight runs by Williams, but
the team had limited success and it
was forced to punt.BC punter Gerald
Levano struggled to pin them deep,
giving the Tigers solid field position.
Clemson took advantageof this opportunity when Boydkept the ball
on an optionplay andran it in for the
six-yardscore.
At the end of the first quarter,

Clemson had already amassed 209
yards, whilethe Eagles were at 110total yards, as the Tigers led by three.
Clemsoncontinuedriding its momentum into the start of the second
quarter when Boyd hit receiver Sam
Cooper for a 15-yardtouchdown on
the first play. This score cappeda sixplay, 41-yard drivefor the Tigers, and
gave Clemson a 17-7 advantage. Yet
Rettig and theoffense wouldrespond
quicklyin the quarter after some help
fromthe defense.
Followinga failed fourth down attempt for theEagles,Boyd attempted
to hit the deepballfor anotherscore,
but he threw into a tight doublecoverage. Cornerback Sean Sylvia was
playingunder thereceiver and made
a diving catch for the pick.
The offense took advantage of
this opportunitythrough the passing
game.Rettig hit Spiffy Evans for a
26-yard gain on third down,followed
by a 49-yard pass to a streaking Amidon down the left side of the field.
Amidon made a great move after
the catch to avoid his defender and
gain the extrayardage. Rettig finished
the series with a three-yard laser to
Johnathan Coleman, who cut across
the middleof the end zone through

heavy traffic.
The defense came through again,
forcing Clemson to punt, and the
offense followed through once more
with another touchdown. In this
series, BC utilized some trickery to
gain yards. Receiver Bobby Swigert,
who was returning to the field for the
first time this season, took a pitch
on the first play of the series and hit
Evans downfield for 28 yards. Not
to be outdone, Rettig threw a 31yard score to Amidon, who lost his
defender on a slant route, giving BC
the 21-17 lead.

Clemson drove down the field
one more time in the half to con-

tinue this chain of scoring. The

relied on a combination of
short passes and runs by Boyd and
running back Andre Ellington. On
third and goal, Boyd rolled out to
his right and found Brandon Ford
just in front of the goal line. After a
quickreview, the play was confirmed
as a touchdown, giving Clemsonthe
team

24-21 halftime lead.
Heading into the second half, the
Tigers continued their attack, as the
Eagles seemed unable to regain any
momentum. On a third-down play,
running back Roderick McDowell
rushed for 16 yards and the score to
make it 31-21 Clemson, putting the
pressure on BC?s offense. There was
a

lull by both teams following this

last score, however, as they punted
a combined four times before Rettig
was intercepted by Rashard Hall in
one series.
The Tigers pounced on this scoring chance, starting at BC?s 33-yard
line. Boyd completed a 30-yard pass
to JaronBrown to put his team at the

goal line, and Ellington jumpedover
the pile to score. Ellington finished
the day with 132 yardsand one touch-

down on 25 carries.
With the Eagles now down by
17, the offense looked to get back
into the contest. Rettig tossed a 20yard pass to Amidon, who made a
nice catch whilefalling backwardsat
the sideline. Amidon followed this
acrobatic catch with a 42-yard score
on anotherslant. The junior receiver

finished the day with the third-best
single gamereceiving performance
in school history.
Rettig felt thatpeopleshouldn?t be
surprisedby his teammate?s success.
?He was just being Alex,? he said.
?He never stops. He probablyplayed
everysnap. He played well.?
The Tigers responded at the
start

of the fourth with a 35-yard

passing play to DeAndre Hopkins,

who rivaled Amidon on the day
with 11 receptions for 197 and
one score.

From that point forward, the
Eagles were onlyable to muster a field
goal, as Rettig threwhis second pick
of the day on one of the team?s final

scoring chances.

Linebacker Nick Clancy believed
that his team was prepared for this
kind of offensive attack.
?We practiced and we prepared
for them to come out in the Wildcat
and almostany formation, and they
didcome out in all thoseformations,?
Clancy said. ?So, we were prepared
for it, but you can?t take anything
away from Clemson. They?re extremely talented. They have lot of
weapons and they?re not afraidto use
them, and that?s whatthey did.?
Spaziani, though disappointed
in some aspects of his team?s play,
agreedthat Clemsonwas theteam to
beat coming into thematch up.
?Those are very goodplayers, and
they?ve done it to a lot of people.? n
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Medina-Mendez?s assists help get first ACC win
Men?s Soccer, from B1

The elements certainly had an impact
the teams combinedfor
16 fouls (10 for BC and six for NC State)
on the halfalone. There were also a number of handballs due to the wet turf.
This turf gets really slippery when
it?s wet, which is a good thing really,
because the ball moves faster,? Ager
said. ?However, it gets a little too slippery sometimes, so there are a few freak
bounces and this and that, so you have to
be a littlecareful.?
The team?s abilityto maintain possession and control the ball in the midfield
may have been the deciding factor in
the match.
The second half saw the Eagles come
flying out of the gate, maintaining their

ran

momentum from the first half. The team

NC State.

on the match, as

been a littlebit bumpy with all the new
guys in the back.?
Junior defender Chris Ager saw the
team?s first conference victory as a major milestone for the team as it moves
forward.
?It?s massive,? he said. ?You can?t even
describe how big it is. It was a huge team
effort. Everyone came togethertoday. We
really needed that.?
The Eagles definitely had the momentum throughout the match?s first
half. While the two teams had four shots
apiece, BC had the edge with all four
shots on net. With 13 minutes left in the
half, the Eagles unleashed an onslaught
of shots on the Wolfpack goalkeeper. It
began when freshman midfielder Jason
Abbott blasted a shot from just outside
the box.The goalkeeperwas ableto knock
the ball out of play, setting up an Eagles
corner kick. Medina-Mendez sent a sharp
pass to Rugg, but the goalkeeperwas able
to make a nice play on the ball.
On the other end, senior goalkeeper
Justin Luthy showed good form on his
two saves for the night. One play in particular saw NC State cross the net on a

free kick, forcing Luthy to block the ball
with a sliding Wolfpack forwardflying at
him. For the most part, the BC defense
played physically and was able to detain
the NC State offense.

continued to dominatepossession in the
midfield, and at the 62-minute mark,
Carter put the match?s first score away.
Senior Kyle Bekker sent a strong corner
into the box, whichRugg sent towardthe
net. The NC State goalkeeperstopped the
initial shot, but Medina-Mendezwas able
to get a foot on it before Carter sent it
home for the game?s first score.
Then, with just under 25 minutes left
in the match, Medina-Mendezbecame a
scoring catalyst once more. The forward
made a swift steal in between two Wolf-

pack players before streaking down the
right side of the pitch. Rugg, who snuck
past the defense on the opposite sideline,

through the middle of the box

to

receive the low cross and hit the back of
the net, putting the Eagles up 2-0.
NC State managed to get on theboard
with only a few minutes left to play. Moss

Jackson-Atogi sent a ball towards net
from the midfield, and teammate Monbo
Bokar rushed ahead of the defense. Bokar
pushed the ball past Luthy on a slow dribbler to cut the Eagles? lead in half. This
wouldbe all the Wolfpack could muster,
however, and the home squad preserved

the victory.
Kelly pointed out thatthis win should
influence the team down the road in
terms of momentum and conference
positioning.

?They?ve lost the last four,? he said of
?They were pretty aggressive
at the start, but now they?ve gone0-3 [in
ACC play], so that?s even better. Besides
us winning the game, they?re 0-3 and
we?re 1-1. Thatputs us back in. We?ve got
a couple of big games coming up. We can
go on a bit of a run.?
From the players? perspective, Ager
commented that this was a great team
effort, and that the group showed its
growth in this match.
?I think communication was big
today,? Ager said. ?Everyone talked to
everyone and was on their game and
ready to play. We just helped each other
out. It was a huge team effort more than
anything else.? n

risha g. hess

DeFilippo, from B1

was.

?I have a philosophy that I have and
will continue to live by. It?s four simple,

but successful steps,? DeFilippo said on the
day he was hired. ?First off, every decision made is going to bemade with the
students in mind. Secondly, we are going
to be

jOnOkeedy / heights staff

SOCCER NOTEBOOK

BC offense comes alive in win over NC State
Corner Kicks

BY KEVIN GENDRON
For The Heights
After a slow start

to

the season, the

Boston Collegemen?s soccer team is now
5-3-1 and looks poised to be a contender
in the ACC. A major part of the offense
is senior Charlie Rugg, who, after coming back from injury, has 11 points in
just 6 games. Against NC State, Rugg
continued this scoring streak, tallying a
goal and an assist to lead the Eagles past
the Wolfpack. Rugg?s goal put the Eagles
ahead 2-0 with about 25minutes left and
would eventually be the game winner.
Sophomore Diego Medina-Mendez was
also a major factor, as he assisted on both

goals for the Eagles.
On Rugg?s goal, Medina-Mendezwas
ableto cut throughtwo NC State defenders and play a low cross into the middle
for Rugg, who then slid the ball into the
back of the net for BC?s second goal in
five minutes.
?Last game, I had a chance to do the
same thing so this time I had to make
something happen,? Medina-Mendez
said.?Charlie made a great play to get on
the end of it and give us another goal.?

game, making numerous strong tackles

Are a Factor
The other goal BC scored was off
of a corner kick, as corners turned out
to be a major factor in this game. The
Eagles scored on their 12th corner kick
of the game to go up 1-0 with about 29
minutes left in the secondhalf. There was

ber was called.Luthy made a point blank
save from aboutfive yards out at the end

a major scramble in the box that three
BC players got their heads on, including

of the first half that would have given
the Wolfpack the lead, and changed the

Medina-Mendez and Rugg, as defender
Stefan Carter would ultimately put the
ball into the back of the net for his first
goal of the season.
?It was interesting,? Rugg said. ?We
have a play we do, but we decided to
switch it up that time, so I was able to

complexion of the game.

get a head on it and Stefan did a great
job of staying with it and giving us our

first goal.?
The Eagles ended the game with 13
corner kicks to NC States? five, proving
the set pieces to be a major factor in this
game.

Luthy, Defense Solid

The Eagles played a great defensive
game, only allowingsix total shots and
three shots on goal. Center back Chris
Ager led theBC defenseand had a strong

in the box to prevent any offensive threat
that NC State could create.
Despite facing few shots, goalkeeper
JustinLuthy came up big when his num-

Weather Makes a Difference
The weather also impacted the
game on Friday night, as there was a
constant downpour for most of the
match.
?The weather was actually in our favor,? said head coach Ed Kelly. ?They [NC
State]were coming in on a bit of a losing
streak, so thelast thingthey neededwere
toughconditions.?
The Eagles changed their game plan
due to the weather, focusing on crossing balls into the box, as it was tough
to play the ball on the ground during
the rainstorm. The plan worked, as BC
was able to manufacture two goals out

archive

DeFilippo preserved class
Today marks thefirst dayin 15years
that DeFilippo is not the athletic director at the Heights. A look back at Gene?s
introductory press conference can provide
a framework to see just howsuccessful he

Luthy (left) had a solid game in net for the Eagles, only letting one ball by him. On offense, Rugg scoredfor the second straight game

/ heights

Father Leahy introduced DeFilippo as Athletic Director in September of 1997, as seen above.

competitive in a broad-based sports

program,including clubs, intramurals,
and Division I. Thirdly, we will always be
compliant with rules. We will live therules
with the BC spirit. Lastly, we will always do
everythingwith the class that BC has and
is known for.?
Was every decision made with the
students in mind? How competitive was
BC in a broad-based sports program? Has
BC been compliant with the rules? And
lastly, were DeFilippo?s actions made with
class? He wasn?t perfect, but I?d say Coach
Flip is pretty close to four forfour as he
could get.

DeFilippo didnot want to talk to the
mediaonce he had madehis decision, as to
not take away attention from the football
team and the start of the fall sports seasons. But I?m hopeful that after DeFilippo
takes his vacation of sorts with his family,
he?ll come back to Chestnut Hill and sit
downto talk about his 15 years at BC.
There were many challengeshe encoun-

tered, but also many triumphs. It would
be great to hear DeFilippo talk allof it out,
mainly so that the BC community can
get some insight into themindsetof BC?s
mastermindof thepast 15 years.
A new athletic director is expected
to be named in the coming weeks. Vice
president of Human Resources, Leo Sullivan, had hoped to name a new AD by
today, but thatis not the case. Sullivan said
two

weeks agothat this was their target

date,but that they were not going to rush
to make a

decision by today if they didn?t

have theright person. ApparentlySullivan
and thesearch committee haven?t found
that person yet.
For the interim, John Kane will be
the athletic director. It could befor a few
days, a few weeks, or even a few months.
The longer BC waits to make a decision,
the worse off the athletic department

will be. It?s not a good sign that nobody
has been hiredfor the position yet. The
sooner BC can find someone to head its
athletic department, the better off everyone involved will be. Changes willlikely
be made in various departments, and new
relationships must beestablished. We are
about to enter into a new era of BC athletics, and it would be best to get started
with that now instead of having Kane be
the interim AD, when nothing substantial
is likely to happen.
Maybe it?s just me, but I?d think that if
the search committee was that enthusiastic
about a candidate, or vice versa, we?d know
who the new AD is by now. They haven?t
found their man or woman just yet, and
only time will tell who the next head of
athletics at BC will be.
But when they do find that right person, we better hope that he or she is just
as committedto BC as DeFilippo was. He

truly cared about and lovedhis student
athletesandhis school. I?m sure DeFilippo
wouldbe the first to tell you that he?d like
a few of his decisionsback, but the same
could be said for many ADs across the
country. What can?t besaid for allthose
ADs is the extent to which they loved their
student athletes and their school.
A lot of times, wins and losses can
blur your perspectiveon a player, coach,
or administrator.But when allthat clears
away and you get down to the crux of what
DeFilippo did, you?ll see that it was done
with one thing at heart: class. BC teams
have won and lost many games in the past
15 years. Class was not one of thelosses.
That remained true.

Greg Joyce is the Sports Editor for The

Heights. He

can

be reached

at sports@

bcheights.com.

of it and earn its first ACC victory of

the season. n

Eagles secure
wins over Duke
and Longwood
Field Hockey, from B1
of this win.?
The Eagles continued their hot streak
on Sunday afternoon when they travelled
to Farmville, Va. to take on Longwood
University. The Eagles fell behind early
after the Lancers got a goal from Stacey
de Grandhomme only eight minutes
into the game. BC would rally, however,
equalizing the game about six minutes
later. Kelcie Hromisin whacked a hard
shot off Lancers goalieMeg Mitchell, and
Chapin Duke was there to slam home the
rebound and tie the game.
The Eagles would take the lead for
good with five minutes to go in the
first half when Paige Norris calmly beat
Mitchell on a penalty stroke goal. In the
second half, BC addedan insurance goal
with Muma scoring five minutes into the
half on a rebound from a shot by Sebia.
Settipane was again called upon to
preserve a BC lead down the stretch
and she did just that, snuffing out three
Longwood shots in the final six minutes
of the game. Settipane concluded an

grahaM Beck

/

heights

editOr

The Eagles were unable to put anything past Pepperdine?s goalkeeperon Sunday, losing 1-0.

No. 20 Pepperdine blanks BC
grahaM Beck / heights editOr

Virgynia Muma scored her team-leadingfifth goal yesterday againstLongwood University.
excellentweekend by stopping five of six
Lancer shots.
Lamb was extremely complimentary
of Settipane?s play, both over the weekend
and throughout the entire season.
?Leah was excellent all weekend. She
probably single-handedly won us the
Duke game and while she wasn?t tested
as much against Longwood, she made
all the saves we needed her too,? Lamb
said. ?We have all been so impressed
by her play coming in here as freshman
goalkeeper.?
Lamb was also happy with her team?s
overall performance over the weekend.
?These two wins go a longwaytowards
?

getting this program where we want to
be,? Lamb said.?We can come out of this

weekend withsomething to build on and
I feel it gives us momentum heading into
the next part of our season.?
BC will look to continue its hot streak
in a huge conference game against conference leading North Carolina on Saturday
in Newton, Mass. Lamb is confident that
her squad will continue its great play
when the Tar Heels come to town.
?UNC is a top-notchprogram,? Lamb
said. ?I am confident that we will match
them in intensity and that we will elevate
our game. I?m confident heading into next
weekend.? n

Women?s Soccer, from B1
and contributed heavily to the Eagles?
offensive pressure in the first half.

Head coach Alison Foley called the
half ?sloppy,? but did give credit to the
substitutesfor adding energy and cleaning up the play.
The second half started off with a
bang, due to Pepperdine?s goal at the
beginning. This changed the momentum of the game, and then BC began to
dominate.

They kept a majority of possession
and chances, and a multitudeof crosses
were sent into the Waves? box.
It lookedas if the Eagles would score,
but the ball never found the back of the
goal. One of the better chances came

from Patrice Vettori, when she snatched
up a cross in the box, but put it over the
crossbar.
Defender Casey Morrison did not
let her position define her when she
began to send in accurate long balls
from behind the halfway mark. One of
these landed on the head of Meehan,

who headed it just wide.
Toward the end of the game, the entire team stood up near the sidelines to
cheer on their teammates, but despite
their efforts, the Eagles could not find
consolation.
?A bit sloppy on our half, a bit unlucky,
probably summarizes it,? Foley said.
She added, ?We had some decent
chances. I thought, you hate to say it,
that we were a bit unlucky.? n
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Basketball gains valuable experience during time in Spain
And we weren?t great the first game and our
legsweren?t really there,butfor the mostpart I

thoughtthey learnedfrom thatfirst gameand
came back from that struggle. Thefirst game
was kind of getting used to two new players
in Joe [Rahon] and O [Hanlan], and two new
playersplaying a lot becausethat?s 40 percent
of your lineup even though they?re only two
new pieces.?
Donahue also had to havehis playersadjust
to a 24-second shot clock.

?When you have a 24-second clock, you
just don?t have the luxury of messing around
with the ball,? Donahue said. ?You?ve got to
get into something. You?ve got to attack, and
that?s how we want to play anyway. So I think
that it became second nature after a while,
and it?s something we?ll probably continue
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Dennis Clifford made huge strides in Spain thatshould translate to more success this season.
BY AUSTIN TEDESCO
Asst. Sports Editor
Last year?s Boston Collegemen?s basketball
potential at times, but

ing of that tempo with these kinds of players,
so it was an adjustment on my body. My body
was a lot sorer thatweekthanit?s probablyever
been, justbecause of the workload.?

team flashed promising

inexperienceandfatigue wore the squaddown

the course of the season on its way to a
9-22 record. This year, the Eagles are looking
to turn that inexperienceinto confidence and
success in headcoach SteveDonahue?s system,
and a preseason trip to Spain during the last
week of August has played a huge role in the
team?s development headinginto the season.
?I?ve done these trips three times, and
they?ve all really been great experiencesin all
aspects of [the players?] lives,? Donahue said
before the summer began. ?The one thing
they always remember out of theirfour years
is theirforeign trip, and wherewe went, and
the fun we had, and just the experiences of
seeing a part of the world that maybe you?ll
over

neversee again.
?For us, basketball-wise, I think it?s so key

because we?re really still growing in chemistry
and still trying to figure out who we are. So I
think it?s a huge advantage for someone like
us, as young as we are, to do this trip andthen
obviously to get that experiencebefore the
seasoneven starts.?
After spending the summer taking classes
and getting in two one-hourworkoutsa week,
the players finally had an opportunity to get
in real two and half hour practices as a whole
unit with the coaching staff one weekbefore
headingto Spain.

?We had some of the hardest practices,?
said sophomorepoint guard Jordan Daniels.
?They were just highly intense. We knew we
were beingprepared to play against professional guys down there in Spain. And then
our mindset is a little different this year. We
feel more comfortable.?
Added to the sophomore-heavy lineup

this season are two freshmen: 6-foot-4point
guard Olivier Hanlan from Quebec and 6foot-2 shooting guard Joe Rahon out of San
Diego. Both players can play each position, and
Donahue sees them as immediateltyintegral
to the team.
?They both have great basketball IQ,?
Donahue said. ?They both really compete,
which is critical. It comes naturally to them.
They both really defend. They?re really good
in all aspects of the gameand they have pretty
goodsize for guards.Both have long arms and
both are goodathletes.Both are probablymore
physicallyready to play in the ACC than the
group last year was initially. They both can
be point guards?they both can be shooting
guards.They?re just greatall-aroundbasketball
players.?
For both players, the intensity of the first
few practices was an adjustment initially.
?It was fun, but it was really different,? Rahonsaid.?Coming from highschool, we?d have
our fair shareof two-hourpractices but noth-

Donahuehad to slowdowntheoffenselast
year so his team could stay competitive, but
this year he?s looking to pick up the pace so
he can get these players to workthe same way
his Sweet 16 team did at Cornell.

?We have to play a whole lotfasterthan we
did last year,? Donahue said. ?So that was our
first chance to get the guys, and we ran a ton
of stufffull court. For us to play the way we?re
going to have to continue to try to play is to
make sure that in practice we?re going as hard
as we can for as long as we can to build up the
cardio fitness, because I thought that was an
issue with so many of the young guys last year
thatwe?d kind of run out of gas and thenI?d
have to find out away to play a littleslower to
keep us in the gamea lot longer.?
That conditioningthatheld the team back
last year has already made a significant leap
heading into the 2012-2013 campaign.
?I think they?ve done an incredible job
over the last six months building themselves
up strength-wise and cardio fitness-wise,?
Donahue said. ?Every single guy is so much
more along than they were a yearago. It?s just
amazing.?
After a weekof practice, the team tookoff
for Madrid, landing around 7 a.m. Hardly any
of the players slept on the plane, and although
they had a few hours to rest before their 1
p.m. practice, most of the players took off to
explorethe city. Everyone met back up at 1for
a shootaroundto get thekinks out.
?We started out dragging at first,? Daniels
said.?The time difference got to us.?
?It was very hard,? Donahue said. ?We
weren?t going to practice again soI just wanted
to get our legs out, get used to playing over
there with the balls and the funky courts and
everything about it. For the first day, I always
think it?s good to exercise and get your legs
going not even for the basketballside of it but
just to enjoy the trip.?
The next day, the team faced Eurocolegio
Casvi and fell 86-77. The players had to adjust
to bent rims and foreign officiating as well as
their own sloppy play.
?In the first game, I felt like we were just
sloppy and I was trying to get used to how
everything went at game speed, especially
against real competition,? Rahon said. ?This
offense is pretty complex, so it just takes time
to get to know it and get to know the ins and
outs of it, but by the fourthgame Ifeltlike I was
a lot more comfortablepersonally.?
Although the team lost, Donahue saidbefore the trip that wins and losses wouldn?t be
the most important thing about the contests.
?I try to see a couple key things,? Donahue
said. ?Their abilityto play fast andplay the way
we want to play, which is getting great shots as
quick as you can, and playing for 40 minutes.
?

to dobecause we?ve always done that. We?ve
played with a 16-second clock, a 20-second,
24-second, justso you get into that mentality
of attacking before the defense is set, which I
think is criticalfor how we play.?
Sophomorecenter Dennis Clifford ledthe
Eagles with 25 points and 10rebounds in the
first game and was a huge factor on both sides
of the ball during all of the games for BC.
?What I think you?re seeingfrom Dennis is,
there?s maturation in every aspect ofhis game,
but what he?s really startingto get comfortable
with is really being a great finisher,? Donahue
said.?A lotofhis stuff came off of pick androlls,
pick and pops, driving to the basket, and he?s
reallyfinishingbecausehe?s stronger, he?s more
athletic, he?s more confident, slowing down,
not being nervous and rushing his stuff in
smallareas, and hescored everything. I think
hemissed like three shots the wholenight. So
it was an impressive performance.?
?He was just working,? Rahon said. ?He
came out from the start?and we didn?t play
particularlywell in thatfirst game,but Dennis
was phenomenal. He carried us in that first
game. He was really our go-to guy all trip.
Whenever we needed a bucket or anything,
we?d throw him the ball in the post or give
him the ball in the high post and let him facilitateand decidewhat to do with it. He never
stopped working on the glass offensively, and
defensively he was great. He?s been a great

leader for us too this past summer.?

Clifford?s development and the current
progression ofall of theplayersfrom last year
has openedup the possibilities for Donahue?s
offense.
?All five guys have to be able to pass,
dribble, and shoot, and we probably limited
the way we did that too much last year just
becauseof their inexperience,?Donahue said.
?We wouldn?t letDennis dribble theball up the
court, for instance, but I think it?d be great if

I got two hours a weekwith these guys and our

terminologyandhow we want to play. Plus we
know thesetwo guys a lot better. We recruited
Joe and O a lot longer, but I think they?ll tell
you, and I talkedto both of them, how much
they like being around the guys already, and
the chemistry that was built from the summer
into the trip has been great.?
?Coming in and being a new guy, right
awayin summer school these guys did a great
jobof making me and Olivierfeel comfortable
and like we were part of a family,? Rahon said.
?So we got to know each other pretty well in
summer schooland then in Spain spending10
straightdays with these guys, it was great.?
Thefreshmen have alsohad the luxury of
looking up to the olderguys to see how things
are done.
?There?s someone else doing it who has
already done it, so they can watch,? Donahue
said. ?Last year, we couldn?t doanything during
the summer, and then come September and
October we are able to tell the guys what we
want but there?s nobody doingit. There are not
five or six veterans out there.?
Having two extra players to compete for
significant minutes has also helped Donahue
start to solidifythe shapeof his program.
?I think it?s essential,? Donahuesaid. ?I think
competitionbrings thebest out of everybody.
Better players goingagainst each other every
day competing for spots. I think that?s what
raises the level of your play and you?ll see
more of that. There?s a lot of competition,
and I?m sure the guys feel that. It makesthem
make sure they get in the gym for extras. If
there wasn?t motivation before, there?s a great

country that go over there and don?t takeadvantage ofwhat the trip is offering,? Donahue
said. ?I was impressed with our guys being re-

allyengaged in the tours and asking questions
and takingpictures, which didn?t surprise me
because I know the type ofkids they are and I
knew they wouldtakeadvantage ofit?but it?s
still really great to see at a young age they?re
realizing it?s a specialtrip and they?re going to
try to get everythingthey can out of it.?
He also got to know his playersbetter outside of the usual setting on campus.
?I think that?s thebiggest thing for me as a
coach that I enjoy about it,? Donahuesaid.?It?s
really the only time of the year where I?m not
always saying, ?Hey, what did you do in class?
Did you get to the learningresource center?
How?s the strength coach going?? And then
obviouslyyou?re in practice and you?re worried
about getting them better for the next game.
And we didn?t practice after that first one. I

didn?t really talkabout the games necessarily,
did mention a couple things
each game that were important. But I knew
they weren?t going to have their legs for the
games since we were touring all the time and
not really doing what we shoulddo to try to
win gamesand the other teams are. I just
thought it was a great time to get to know them
except that we

and for them to get to know me, so when we
come back into this environment thatthey feel
a comfort level and a trust that they may have
not previouslyhad before the trip.?

That connection will be integral for their
progression not only this season but during

their whole career at BC.
?It was goodfor them to have fun with me
motivation now.?
around. I think it?s hard sometimes for kids to
Thetrip wasn?t allaboutbasketball,though. relax around the head coach,? Donahue said.
The players had a rare opportunity to bond ?There?s probablyone ortwo things with every
with their coach and with each other.
guy that I didn?t realize about them and it?s
?I had a blast,? Rahon said. ?It was one of good to see that side too, and that helps me
those things where you?ve got to appreciate read into what?s going on in the locker room.
whereyou are, and hardly any of us had been The final thing with building a great team is
to Europe before, soeven though we dida lotof
all about that lockerroom and their accountwalking and you get tired, the excitement still ability to each other. As much as I can try to
stayedup because you were seeing such differ- do it, it?s going to have to come from within.
ent things that you wouldn?t see in the States,
By seeing that I can help themfurther it along
so it was an eye-opening experience to what?s
in theirprogression as a team andtheir unity,
really out there in the world. I couldn?t have and I can see it come together too, which is
spent the time with a better group of guys.?
reassuring as well. I see guys really getting
?We saw so many historic sites,? Daniels along and understanding each other and besaid. ?It just mademe say ?Wow,? because not ing selfless.?
The goal this year, just like every year for
everybody gets to see those things. We were
just tryingto makethe most of our tripwith the Donahue, is to makethe NCAA Tournament.
team and people we love being around.?
The ACC will once again be one of the best
Donahue enjoyed how energetically his conferences in the country, and although this
players took advantage of their opportunity squad is still youngand still trying to fit all of
to beabroad.
the pieces in the right place, those 10 days in
?I?ve been with groups before, and I?m sure Spain will give the Eagles an incalculable adthere are a lot of collegebasketball teams in this
vantage as they begin their journey. n

we couldlet our big take a couple of dribbles
and find a guy. That?s why we play the way we
do, and that?s why we recruit guyslike that. He

wasn?t necessarilyready last year, but I think
he?ll beready this year.?
BC played a lotbetterin thesecond gameof
the trip, notching a 60-56 win over Real Canoe
Madrid with help from sophomore power
forward Ryan Anderson?s 17 points and 11
rebounds and a strong defensive effort, which
was Donahue?s focus going in. The Eagles lost
in their final two games of the trip to clubs
from Valencia and Barcelona, but continued
to improve their play.

?The progression was pretty obvious,?
Danielssaid.?We all felt more comfortable on
the floor running the offense and it definitely
didshow. We were down there playingsome
professional guys and for the most part we
definitely gave them a tough run. We look
smootherin the offenseand we justlook a lot
better. It?s obvious that we?re growing.?
One of the biggest and most essentialimprovements from thebeginningof the summer
to now has beenmade by the two freshmen.
?I think having them up here for the
summer, which is a relatively new rule in the
NCAA, is a huge advantage,? Donahue said.
?Being able to work the guys out during the
summer, which is a newrule this year, gaveJoe
and O in particular a leg up on even the guys
we had last year, because last year I couldn?t
workwith these guys during the summer. But
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JordanDaniels and his teammateswere faced with some of the toughestworkoutsof their careers.

Despite changes in offense, football continues to fall short of expectations
STEPHEN SIKORA

year. His close work with Chase Rettig has
paid off tremendously, as the junior from

that wouldhave re-energized thefan base.

California has evolvedfrom a mediocre
quarterback to the ACC?s leadingpasser.
Rettig threwfor 369 yards andthree
touchdowns yesterday?those numbers
were unheard of over the past two years.
That predictableoffense? Gone. The
trick play where Bobby Swigert took the

Instead, it was another game that featured
great offensive play, a porous defense, and

ball on a reverse and threw to Jonathan
Coleman downfieldfor 28 yards was a

Boston College did nothingto change
the season?s status quo on Saturday.
The Eagles? 45-31 loss to No. 17 Clemson was neither the epic blowoutto signal
the endfor the coachingstaff nor a victory

thing of beauty. Same for Rettig?s punt
from shotgun on fourth downthat pinned
Clemson at its four-yard line.
So that?s why fans really can?t be upset
at the team?s 1-3 start to the year. The
level of excitement from watching this
team is greaterthan in the past two years
combined.When it was 45-31 with seven
minutes left on Saturday, we still felt like

rollercoaster of a gamefinally came to

our team could come back because the

a top quarterbackand a great scheme,
our defense just does not match up. Our
secondary was repeatedlyburned this
past Saturday. There were numerous
plays when a Clemsonreceiver was wide

offense had delivered all day. When the

a number of missed opportunities.
After being subjected to a stale offense
that could barely score points in my first
two years on the Heights, it?s quite fun to
have a great offense this season. BC has

just had.

If the offensehas beenplaying well,
then obviously, the defense must not be
up to par. While we?ve been ableto compete against ACC schools on offense with

open.

Simply put, the Eagles were overmatched.And to be fair to our coaching
staff and players, there?s really not much
the team could have done differently. We
just don?t have the players to compete

scored 30 points in three of its first four
games this year. It hit thenumber only
once in each of thepast two seasons.
Fans were tired of those 2010-2011

Eagles. We were tired of constantly seeing
third-and-long drawsfromthe shotgun
when the team was down 10 points early
in the fourth quarter. We were tiredof falling behind 24-10 andknowing the game
was over because there was no way the
offense could score that many points. We
were tiredof a predictable offense where
everyone in thestadium knewwhat play

with these schools, and with our current
recruiting, it?ll likely stay that way.
That?s why the situation the team is in
right now can?t continue in the long term.
This season and next are certainly going
to be fun to watch as BC fans, even if we
don?t havemuch success. Next year, the
team willbring back allof its major offensive personnel, includingRettig, running
back Andre Williams, and leadingreceivers Alex Amidon, Coleman, and Swigert.

was coming next.
This season, those days are over.

New offensive coordinator Doug Martin has breathed life into this offense while
using essentially the same personnel as last

an end on Rettig?s late fourth-downpick,
fans were disappointed theride was over,
but didn?t forget the great experiencethey

Daniel lee
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Despite Chase Rettig?s three 300-plus passing games,the Eagles are 1-3 on the

There?s no reason why theoffense can?t be
even betternext season.
There?s no improvement in sight,

however, on the defensive side. Allowing
40 points against Clemson and Miami is
justifiablein fans? eyes when each game
is a close shootoutthat our team happens
to lose. But if our offense weren?t keeping
pace, it?d be a much different story.

Unfortunately, that?s what may happen
once Rettig graduates. BC has recently
been blessed to have major quarterbacks
like Matt Ryan and now Rettig, but they
don?t come along veryoften. Our offense
cannot stay at this level withoutan elite

signal caller.
We don?t know if anyone on the current
roster will be ready to take over once Rettig?s gone. And BC?s already a tough sell to
recruits, with elevatedacademicstandards
and thecold-weatherelement. Now add in
a subpar defense and a coachingsituation
that?s in flux, and it?s not yet clear where
the next quarterbackwill come from.
To freshmen and sophomores, I urge
you to enjoy this explosionof offense while
it lasts. Because if BC is losing during your
junior and senior years?but scoring 20 or
fewer points per game?you?ll think back
to those great memories like Saturday,
when we put up 31 points against a nation-

ally-ranked Clemson team.
Stephen Sikora is a staff columnist for The
Heights. He can be reached at sports@
bcheights.com.
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ELECTION 2012:
BY BRANDON SHORT
For The Heights
In a dramaticbut somewhat

one woman, and in 2009 when, at a
Human Rights Campaign event, he

drew a parallel between the issues of
marriage equality and the issues faced

predictable move, President Barack
Obama became the first sitting president to announce his support for same

by African-Americans during the Civil
Rights struggles.
Mitt Romney is a staunch sup-

sex marriage when he said this in May
of 2012: ??[l]t is important for me to
go ahead and affirm that I think same
sex couples should be able to get mar-

porter of marriage as an institution
between one man and one woman.
In 2006, Romney reiteratedthat he
agrees ?with 3,000 years of recorded

ried.? But, despite the commanderin-chief?s nod of approval, this battle
of the Civil Rights war is far from
over?and the attitudes of the next
president of the United States toward
gay marriage and gay rights are criti-

history? and believes that ?marriage
is a sacred institution between a man
and a woman,? and that he?s been
?rock solid in [his] support of traditional marriage.? He has expressed
support for the notion of a federal

cal to the direction of the momentum
of both marriage equality forces and
traditionalmarriage forces.

constitutional amendment that would
define marriage as a union between
one man and one woman. His party
agrees:The 2012 GOP platform holds
that marriage, as a union of one man

Presumably, when Obama voiced
his support for marriage equality, he
meant that same-sex marriages would
exist in such away that there would
be no legal differencebetween the
marriage of a heterosexualcouple
and the marriage of a homosexual
couple. In fact, Obama has a solid
record of holding pro-marriage equality positions, including in 2006 when
he voted against a federal constitu-

tional amendmentwhich would define
marriage as between one man and

B7
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and one woman, must be upheld as
the national standard and promoted
through laws governing marriage.
Romney is also against civil unions
if they differfrom marriage onlyby
name?stating that domestic partnership benefits, including hospital visitation, are all that?s appropriate.
Regarding issues besides marriage,
the two candidatesalso hold quite dissimilar views. Obama supports adop-

GLBTQ OUTLO KROCK THE OTE

tion by all legally married couples,
which would include same-sex
couples. On the other hand, Romney has stressed the importance of
government?s role in ensuring all children have one mother and one father.
When it comes to good old Don?t

ponent of including sexual orientation in federal anti-discrimination

Ask Don?t Tell, Obama championed
its repeal in 2011, while Romney has
stated that even though it sounded
silly, it was an ?effective program.? In
2008, he reiteratedhis position that
gays should not serve openly in the

token, as far as we?ve heard, he has
no intention of introducing a federal

legislation.
Obama, while a far cry from the
ideal pro-gay rights candidate, is
the most outwardly supportive sitting president to-date.By the same
amendment that would end marriage
discrimination(a la Civil Rights Act
of 1964). Romney supports domestic
agreements that afford some rights,
such as hospital visitation and certain
tax breaks, to same-sex couples that
closely parallel those of their straight
counterparts. Such domesticagreements, however, eerily harken back

military.
On the question of other types
of discrimination(the types which
usually come to mind when one hears
?discrimination,? like housing or
to the infamous label of ?separate but
employment discrimination), the two
equal.? In fact, such partnerships are
candidates again maintain differing
not even equal, by any measure.
opinions. Romney has stated that he
would not support including GLBTQ
Neither candidatebrings an
extreme, radical, or absolute version
individuals under the protection of
anti-gay rights stance to
the Employment Non-Discrimination
of a proAct (ENDA), and in 2003, as governor the table. But, relatively speaking,
of Massachusetts, he vetoed a bill
it is abundantly clear that Obama?s
funding hate-crimes prevention. On
position falls closely in line with the
the other hand, Obama signed the
Human Rights Campaign?marMatthew Shepard and James Byrd, Jr.
riage for 100 percent of Americans,
Hate Crimes Prevention Act, which
whereas Romney?s stance is similar to
expanded federal hate-crimelaws to
that of the National Organization for
Marriage?supporting marriage for
include crimes motivated by sexual
orientation. He has also been a proonly 90 percent. n

or

No need to go far to see
fine art, head to McMullen
McMullen, from 810
permanent collection,the museum displays
specialexhibitionsbiannually,havingpreviously displayed works of such esteemed
artists as Jackson Pollack, Edvard Munch,
and MichelangeloMerisi da Caravaggio.

Currently, the special exhibition
features the works of Paul Klee and approaches his work from a philosophical
viewpoint. TitledPaulKlee: Philosophical
Vision: from Nature to Art, the exhibit
features sketches, paintings, prints, and
lithographs wherein Klee depicted the
human experience in nature through
explorationin form, line, and movement.

This exhibition is the first of its kind to
pair Klee?s work with essays of esteemed
philosophers like Martin Heidegger and

Michael Foucault.
At a Jesuit, Catholic University that
adheres to the liberal arts approach to
education and where all students are
required to take two courses in philosophy, it is fitting that the exhibitions at
the McMullen Museum often reflect this

breadth and depth. The current special
exhibit in particular reveals that: Klee,
though known primarily for his art, was
also a poet, teacher, musician, and prolific writer. The works in the exhibit are

paired with Klee?s own writing as well as
that of philosophers, and the result is a

fascinating example of explorations of
thought, nature, and society.
Born in Switzerland in 1879, Klee
spent much of his life in both Switzerland
and Germany before his death in 1940.
Some of his drawings from his time in
Germany during Nazi occupation, currently on display, are fascinating in his
use ofloose line to recreate the immense
anxiousness of the period. In Violence

(1933), Klee depicts two figures, one of
which is striking the other who, arms up
in surrender, tries to evade the blows.
The work seems incomplete, the face
on the aggressor almost juvenile in its
rendering. Despite its draft-like quality,
however, the sketch produces a profound
emotion and a comment on oppression

overeat foods that are labeled or advertised as healthy. Furthermore, such
?health? foods do not necessarily differ
very much from the initial, nonfat, or fatfree versions of the food. One example

found on the website of the United States

Department of Health and Human Services is a comparison between reduced

ment with these

processed foods that
are more expensive than their original

fat cookies, which have 118 calories, and
then the regular version with only 142
calories.

counterparts. It is in the industry?s best
interest to make people think they need a

?diet? processed food to achieve a healthy

Daniel

lee/HeigHts eDitOr

Klee?s exhibitis one of the most prestigious that McMullen can boast in its history at BC.
ing itself with the Jesuit tradition that
emphasizes a reverence for nature, the
importance of educationand a keen and

critical social awareness, BC?s own museum is an incrediblyappropriate setting
for an exhibit worthy of more prominent
museums. With its central location on
campus and thoughtful and acclaimed
exhibits, the McMullen Museum of Art
is a part of this University that students
must not overlook. n

intake,? she said.
Low-fat, gluten free, organic the list
goes on. Perhaps the best thing we can
all do for our health is to go back to the
...

basics. Tucker agrees with the idea that
moving awayfrom seeminglyhealthydiet
foods may be in all of our best interests,
noting that, ?It is more nutritious and less
costly (and better for the planet) to avoid
the packaged foods and get back to eating
realfood in a balanced, moderatewaywith
plenty of variety.?
Balance is probably more valuable

than the new trend being marketed to
consumers, and education about such
developments within the food industry
can motivate one to ask questions that
lead to more transparency. Ice cream will
continue to be ice cream no matter what
kinds of waysmanufacturers come up with
to alter it, and maybe some old fashioned,
non-processed ice cream is a good thing
to have now and then. It might not be fat
or sugar free, but it sure will taste a heck
of a lot better, especiallyafter a longnight

of studying in O?Neill.

ON-CAMPUS QUIRKS

High-traffic confusion around Maloney?s elevator
BRIDGET NORRIS
Between referring to the different
sections of campus as ?Upper? and

?Lower,? spending a million dollars on
a set of stairs, and using the nickname
as a spinoff for literally every extracurricular group at this school (including this newspaper),you can only
assume that there must be some truth
behind Boston College?s most popular

epithet, ?The Heights.?
Let?s face it: getting from point A
to point B around this campus is no

cakewalk.When making the trek to
class, students are faced with a crucial
decision. Take the stairs and arrive to
class sweating yet attempting to act
like you?re not completely winded, or
take the path of least resistance and
use the

elevators.

Yet elevators at BC are not as
simple as get in and go up. Rather,
elevatorriding is a science of unspo-

ken laws and incontestableformulas.
Certain situations spell disaster, while
others create potential for making a
new best friend within seconds, especially in Hillside.
This is arguably the most high-traf-

fic elevator on campus, especially during interim class hours and on cold,
snowy, or rainy days. More often than
not, the time spent waiting in the line
to enter the elevator could have been
spent walking up the staircase seven
feet awayfrom it. Yet we stand there,
staring at the steel threshold, anx-

iously awaiting the illumination of the
little white light telling us it?s finally
our turn to go up.
The real drama starts once inside
this elevator. Going up from the Hillside lobby?Floor four. Heading down
from the O?Neill staircase? Floor one.
Interested in getting off at two, three,
or five? You better be ready to endure
some obvious eye-rolls, a-little-tooloud sighs, and even the occasional
?You gotta be kidding me.? That?s
right, the 10 seconds it takes for the
elevator to let you off at your desired
floor troublesseasonedriders enough
to make you seriously regret not taking the stairs.
The animosity doesn?t stop there.
When entering the elevator during a
less crowded time, it?s likely that riders get on, select their desired floor,
and then jab, punch, smack, and poke
the ?Close Door? button until the

zation. It was established just four years

ago, so several of this year?s seniors were
members of the inaugural squad. The
team has since developedinto one of the
most prominent groups on campus.
Every such organization must have
a center, and for the Pom Squad, that
center is coach Lauren Millette. Considered the central authority of not just this
groupbut of the entire spirit program,
Millette, whom her athletes refer to af-

fectionately as ?Lauren,? spearheaded
the effort to bring a dancecomponent to
BC cheerleading.A graduate of Syracuse
University, Millette was familiar with the
system of two cheerleadingsquads, one
the more traditional gymnastics-based
and the other more dance-oriented,with
the latter used primarily for basketball
games. Upon her arrival at BC in 2005,
however, she instead found two cheerleading teams, one all-female and the
other co-ed. According to Millette, ?I

didn?t see the point of having two groups
thatdid essentiallythe same thing.? That
first year, she beganthinking about adding a dance component.
The next year, Millette held tryouts
for a dance team in the style of the one
she knew at Syracuse, but, as she explained, ?I just couldn?t find what I was
lookingfor.? She ended up accepting no
one. The following basketball season,
Millette tried to incorporate dancing
into cheerleading routines. ?That season, in the middle of the game, all the
cheerleaderswouldrun and change into
dance outfits for a performance,? says
Millette, ?and people went crazy?that?s
when I knew a dance squad could work
here.? Still, although some of the cheerleaders proved particularly adept at the
routines, a number of them lacked the
dance background to do what she envisioned, limiting the potential of such

she had been looking for. Still, she
accepted only eight dancers into her
program, noting, ?I was really picky. I
knew exactly what I wanted.?
It is this dedication to excellence
that has catapulted the Pom Squad to
the competitive level. Not only will the
team compete at its first Nationals this
year, but it will do so with a gold bid,
a mark of recognition granted by the
National Dance Alliance following the
team?s performance at NDA camp this
ent

that cannot be ignored.
Other works exhibited demonstrate figure with unexpected line work and he
an interesting deviation from conveneven gives the witch arrows for hands.
tional use of color and line in the form This lithograph, as well as other pieces
of elaborate doodle-like drawings and in the exhibit, forces the viewer to relithographs. Some are so abstract that the consider how he or she views and makes
title and informationplaque is necessary sense of the world because of the largely
to contextualizethe piece, butleft to their
abstract nature of Klee?s work.
Philosophical Vision: From Nature
own devices, the pieces seem to be situated in a wild dream. In The Witch with to Art shows how those at the McMulthe Comb (1922) the viewer can make len Museum created an exhibit that is
out the witch form but Klee distorts the
incredibly original. Moreover, in align-

?It is important to be aware that none
of those labelclaims is a free licenseto eat
as much as you want or assume that they
are low in calories,? Tuckersaid regarding
such labels.
?I think we are seeing the food industry responding to consumer demand for
quick fix approaches to weight manage-

Pom Squad, from 810

performances.
In the spring of 2008, she tried again,
and this time, Millette found the tal-

What you need to know for your own journey to health
Nutrition, from 810

BC dancers
bring their
?A? game

doors come to a secure shut. God forbid another person trying to get from
O?Neill to Hillside in as few seconds
as possible stiff-arms the door and
inhibits themfrom completing a solo
ride. You got it: more eye-rolling.
The most perplexing thing about
elevators is the awkward silence that
can rarely be tamed. You could be
having the most interesting, engrossing conversation in the universe, yet

gratitude or give up our devotion to
its stair-eliminatingservices.
All in all, elevator etiquette should
be sandwiched between the Tech
Support and Study Abroad presentations at Freshman Orientation. But
the harsh reality is that it?s not, and
some of us have to learn the hard way.
Here?s hoping it?s not you.

because of these girls andhow hard they
work,? Millette said.
According to Sullivan, ?Even for vets,
there?s no guaranteethat there will be a
spot. We have to make sure we?re keeping up, learning the new cheers and
keeping ourselves healthy.? She said she
sees other members in the gym seven
days a week, apart from the team?s twoday per week practice schedule, and
knowing the dances from the previous
year does not ensure a place on a team
that adds entirely new sideline cheers
and dance routines to the existing repertoire each year. It is Millette?s decision
which members are ready to perform any
given week.
Current members are quick to note
that they put the work in because they
love it. As Sullivan noted, none of the

members are on a scholarship: ?We?re
not at college to dance, but we?re at
college and love to dance.? Elliot added,
?This is an outlet,it?s something we love
to do and are passionate about, so the
practices are by no means a burden.?

The relatively fluid schedule means
that members are among the most wellrounded of BC?s athletes. Many pursue
other types of dance outside of the Pom
Squad, such as campus groups Synergy
and DOBC, bringing other elementsof
dance to the table. Furthermore,according to Millette, the vast majority of Pom
Squad members boast GPAs over 3.0.
The Pom Squad remains close to
thesedancers? hearts, though. ?We?re all
so close?some of my best friends from
college were made on this team. We just
havesuch a great dynamic,? Sullivansaid.
According to Elliot, ?This is my family

walk onto an elevatorof strangers
and for some reason, it?s just not the
same conversation anymore. Trying
to keep it going just makes it awkward
for all parties not involved, so most
rides come with a complementary and
creepy quietness.

Contrary to all of this, the Hillside
elevator is not always a warzone. No
two elevator rides are the same and
anything can happen in that 16 second
journey, even a friendly experience.
Sometimes, a caring co-ed will hold
open the door or even strike up some
small talk. Often, riders will bond
over their mutual frustration with
the daringkid who pressed floor two

during primetime. Yes, the infamous
elevator may be a little edgy at times,
but not so much that we suspend our

past summer that will pay the majority
of the team?s expenses. ?That the NDA is
willing to spend its own money to have
us at Nationals, especially for a team
that has only been around four years,
is an amazing achievement. But it?s all

Bridget Norris is a staff writer for The
Heights. She welcomes comments at
features@bcheights.com.

away fromhome.?
For them, Pom Squadis not just about
cheering, but about representing their
school. ?They love being ambassadors
for Boston College,? Millette noted. As a
squad, they have worked with organizations such as Team Impact, an organization to support terminally ill children,
and the BC Healthapalooza, to educate
their classmates about healthy living.
In the end, though, it?s all about the
performance. The electric atmosphere
of a big game??That?s what you live for,?
Elliot said. ?We get an experience that
no one else at the football games can
get. Being there, performing in front of
your school?l wouldn?t trade that for
any tailgate,? Sullivan agreed. n
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EDITOR?S
COLUMN

The return
of the selfie
to BC

ALEXANDRA SCHAEFFER
The nice thing about the Features
section is that there is a lot of freedom
when it comes to writing articles and
columns. As one fellow editoraffectionatelyreferred to this section as
?Fun News,? I don?t think that that?s an
entirely inaccurate description of what
we cover. Therefore, I?m going to take
the liberty of using my weekly Editor?s

UNSUNG HEROES: PETER HATZIS

The man behind the omelette grill in Lower
BY KELLY FARRELL
For The Heights
For students livingon Lower Campus
without kitchens, almost every meal is
eaten at Corcoran Commons. On Sun-

day mornings, everyone seems to need
the same thing to eat: an omelette. Apparently, half of Walsh and Vanderslice
Halls share thisSunday morning desire,
so the line weaves like a snake around
the dining hall. Despite the daunting
length, many students confidently step
into line once they see that Peter Hatzis,
a favorite chef, is working the grill. Peter always serves students quickly, and
the food is always delicious. Lindsey
Ellermeyer, A&S ?l4, said, ?I?m always
relieved when I see Peter working the
line because I know my omelette will be
delicious and my steak will be cooked
to perfection.?
As students at a highly competitive
university such as Boston College,life is
often a haze:
runrun

-

Column to remark on something
that?s come to my attention lately, and,
in my opinion, is takingBoston Collegeby storm.
Can anyone rememberback two
years ago whenthe best punch line
to any joke, the worst insult to throw
onto someone, andthe most effective

ning to class, the library, the gym, and
back to class. Intermittently within
these hectic schedules, students get an
opportunity to stop by one of the many
Boston College dining locationsto grab
a bite. One of these busy students, Anita
Goyal, A&S ?l4, a biochemistry major,
said, ?I have really unusual hours because I?m up late studying. I like to grab
a croissant in the morning to bring to
my chem class, and last night I needed
to cram for an exam so I ran over to
late night to grab a coffee. I love how
convenient it is for me!? Goyal is like
most students who depend on the efficient and friendly food service at BC.
Like Goyal, however,most don?t always
stop in the midst of their high-pressure
lives to appreciate the integralrole that
people like Hatzis play.
One student,Katina Russell, A&S ?l4,
commentedabouther morning stops at
Hillside Cafe. ?Every morning I stop in
Hillside to get a coffee, and I know the
two cashiers there. They are always a
bright spot in my morning.? She added
as an afterthought, ?They greet me by
my name every morning, but I just
realized that I don?t know
their names.? Russell
makes a good
point, as

these two workers at Hillside and other from pastries to ice sculptures.? The chef
BC diningemployees pay attention and offered thestaff cooking lessons, and at
take pride in getting to know us. Like night Hatzis would go home and try to
much of the BC community, Russell replicate the food, including omelets.
appreciates the dining staff?s service, Hatzis admitted that he couldn?t seem
but as a quiet math major she isn?t to recreate the chef?s food, at least not at
always apt to spark up a conversation first. When Hatzis was 18, he moved to
Boston and continued to cook at a reswith them.
Hatzis started working at BC in 1999. taurant called University Coffee Shop.
Prior to working at BC, Hatzis had
During his 14 years here, he has built
relationships with students through been an entrepreneur. Over a 20-year
the food he cooks for them. He knows period, he owned three restaurants in
his regulars on a first-name basis and the Boston area. After he sold the last
enjoys being able to make them their restaurant, he decidedhe was too young
favorite meals without them having to retire so he started working for BC.
to ask. When these regulars graduate,
In his free time, Hatzis likes to read
they make sure to say their goodbyesto about history, specifically revolutions
Hatzis, and he even reconnected with and the World Wars. Additionally, he
enjoys going to see action movies like
one of his old patrons while he was visiting BC during a five-year reunion. ?BC is Indiana Jones with his 23-year-old
a great place to work,? Hatzis said. The daughter.
part of his job that he likes the most is
It?s important to recognize how vital
the service staff members are to stugetting to know the students.
Hatzis became the chef he is today dents? sustenance and happiness. Like
in Montreal after he immigrated from Hatzis, they take pride in working hard,
Greece with his father and sister in
feeding us with kindness and a smile
on their faces. Hatzis said that in the
order to live with Peter?s brother. During Hatzis? teen years, he said that he morning whenhe comes into Corcoran
became interested in cooking while Commons, he ?leaves everything else
working as a bus boy in Montreal and outside? in order to focus on his job.
taking classes at night. Hatzis described If students too can focus on paying athis culinary mentor, the hotel?s head tention to the staffers, maybe they can
chef, saying, ?I?ve never seen anyone reciprocate the efforts of the dining
like him. He did everything staff in being a friendly ?bright spot?
in their days. n

way to deplete everyoneof respect
for you was to take a selfie? Let?s be
honest, selfies were completely con-

fined to therealm ofmiddle school
bathroom mirrors, with tiny overmade up girls in soffi shorts and wife
beaters or camis, most often throwing up the deucesor reverting to the
seemingly sassy ?fish face? pose. Yes,
I?m sure we all took this picture at
least once, only as a mockery of those
that actually took them seriously and
posted them on Facebook, of course.
We were all too dignified and had too
much self-respect to bring ourselves
down to this demeaninglevel of the
selfie, and God forbid you were actually the person awkwardlyholding the
camera behind and above the group
in the mirror and then posting it online. These selfies were equated with
MySpace and those kids who actually

people and made ?friends? online.
My point is that about two years ago,
it was a fairly well-establishedfact
met

that selfies were tacky and undignified?a great way to makefun of
someone, but nothing more.
Then somethingchanged. This
slow shift in the societal views of selfies can probably be traced to correlate
pretty well with what can be termed

the final switch from Blackberries to
iPhones. In the past two years, the
majority of BC students have made
the switch from BBM-ing to iMessaging, and with that shift came the
wonderfulworldof the dual-sided
camera phone. Iphones have made it
possible to not only take alarmingly
clear photos with our cellphones (let?s
be honest, they?re significantly better
than those pictures we were getting
from our Razrs in middle school), but
to switch the camera?s view to focus
on the same direction as the screen.
This afforded us the ability to, at first,
more accurately makefun of those

middleschool bathroom mirror girls.
We rationalized it to ourselves that
we were only doing it as a mockery,
because we are NOT those girls,
but the ability to see yourself doing it made you slightly more aware
of how you looked in those photos.
Yes, I understand some people have
no vanity whatsoeverand don?t care
what photos of themselveslook like,
but most of us do care, at least a little,
and by seeing ourselves as the picture
was taken, we were afforded a little
bit of power over how we lookedin

the picture. Although we would never
admit it at the time, it served the same
role as the bathroom mirror.
So, at this point: we still weren?t
necessarilyadmitting we were taking
selfies, posting on Facebook or any
social media was in the back of our
minds, but few of us had the guts to
actually do it. Then someone discovered Snap

Chat. This application, for

those who are unfamiliar with it, is
essentiallya methodof sending selfies
that have a timer and are deletedfrom
the receivers phoneafter a certain
number ofseconds. This opened the
floodgates, allowingpictures to be
taken with the assurance they would
soon be deletedremoved muchof
the vanity from the selfie, and thus
it spread to the masses. People can

be seen taking selfies more than ever
before, on the walkto class, on the
T, in the library, in a waiting room,
everywhere.Though no one willreally
acknowledge it, the selfie is no longer
the bane of cellphoneexistence. In
fact, it?s kind of cool now, and really
fun.
Alexandra Schaeffer is the Asst. Features editor for The Heights. She can
be reached at features@bcheights.
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PROFESSOR PROFILE: CELESTE WELLS

Enthusiasm and passion in Rhetorical Tradition
BY JAE SHIN
For The Heights
Celeste Wells bounds into her 12
p.m. Rhetorical Tradition class with
more energy than the 150 students
there.She talks with animation reminiscent of her students. Wells is a woman
with many dimensions. She is incredibly
fun, dynamic, and engaging when the
situation calls for it, but she?s also very
serious and helps others open up without fear of criticism. Wells describes
herself as ?childish? and when asked
about her quirks, she said, ?I can?t keep
my feet on the ground.My grandmother
always called me ?Little Bird? as a child
because I would always flit around and
find a place to perch my feet.?
She seems so fragile with her big
eyes, light hair, and slimbuild. But many

who have had the honor of talking with
her find out that she?s incrediblystrong
and resilient thanks to some trying
past experiences. Her enthusiasm and
positive attitude are inescapable and
make those who?ve had the privilege of
getting to know her want to remain in
her presence.
Wells makes learning attractive.
She?ll pull up You Tube videos that
relate to the subject at hand and say,

?Whoops!? when something inappropriate comes up as a ?suggested video.?
She has taken classes outside to do a
?communication activity? or her ver-

HE SAID, SHE

Jae

Shin/FOr The heighTS

Wellshas taken control in Rhetorical Tradition.
sion of the game Man Overboard. She
has employed Beyonce videos to help

people firmly understand the subject
matter at hand,

through

a

relatable

topic. ?Call me whenever you need me,

but call me maybe not after 10 p.m.,?
Wells told her class at the beginning of
?

the semester. When a student expressed in learning for more than the sake of a
that public speakingwasn?t her niche, grade. I want to teach so people will be
she responded with, ?Sometimes, Igo excited, not afraid. Secondly, I would
back to my TAs and ask, ?Did I make tell freshmen to find one adult on camsense? Did you understand what I was pus they trust. Not an upperclassman,
but someone whohas graduatedcollege
talking about???
Wells graduatedfrom the University who can be absolutely real with them.?
of Utah with her bachelor?s, master?s,
When asked about what she does
and doctorate degrees in communioutside the classroom, she said, ?I?m
cation. She researches the study of boring. I don?t do much except spend
the treatment of workers in America, time with my family, but that?s good
specifically immigrants, as well as isenough for me. I am a functioning
sues dealing with identity, gender, and
individualwithout my family, but with
race.
my family I am a whole and complete
Before starting her doctorate, individual.?
Wells worked in the Human Resources
This family-oriented lifestyle is evidepartment at a local Utah business dent in her favoritememory, Christmas
before deciding that she wanted to Eve. ?It?s when every single memberof
obtain her doctorate. She said that it my family is present, and we don?t do
was a gradual process. She primarily anything except hang around and talk
teaches juniors and seniors who find around the Christmas tree. It is perfection,? Wells said.
themselves in classes such as Communication Criticism, Argumentation
Although she insists ?there is nothTheory, and Research Methods, but she ing extraordinaryabout me,? people who
found herself teaching The Rhetorical know her say otherwise. She is worth
Tradition this year, a typicallyfreshmen the attention because she allows people
and sophomore-filledcourse.
whom she comes into contact with to
?I need to talk this out. I wrote six feel comfortableand be themselves, no
pages on it. But the main points would pretenses involved. Her positive attibe that I want to show people that you
tude?as well as her love for her family,
students, and classes?draw people to
can love things that matter,? Wells said
of her personal philosophy, which was her, and though there was much regret
also her advice to freshmen. ?Grades and sadness at the retirement of former
don?t have to be the sum total. If I can Rhetorical Tradition professor, Bonnie
show students that I love what I teach, Jefferson, Wells appears have a brilliant
hopefully they?ll see that there is value and long future in her new role. n

SAID
What do you do with a non-communicative roommate who may not have
chosen this particular housing situation, but is in it nonetheless?

Not

getting alongwith your room-

mate can really put a damper on
any year at Boston College.I?ve

been fortunate enough to have
great roommates throughout my
time here, but I?ve talked to multiplepeople who
have avoidedtheir room as much as possible in
particular years strictly because they could not
handle the tension or awkwardnessbetween
ALEX MANTA
themselvesand their roommate. While there are
some people who are going to be non-communicative and uninterested in being friends no matter what you say or do, you
shoulddefinitely at least make an effort to connect with your roommate.
Start simply with an ?I?ll see you later? when leaving the room, or ?Hey
how?s it going?? when you get back from class. Small talk can lead to
more talk which can lead to real talk and a much more enjoyableliving
situation for everyone involved.
Although it is undoubtedly easier said than done, be patient with it
and don?t let the initialfew dull conversations stop you from making an
effort to build some sort of relationship. Also keep in mind that you?re
not trying to becomeyour roommate?s best friend (if that does happen,
though, it?s a huge bonus), you?re just looking to develop a sense of ease
and understandingwith each other so when stuff does come up that you
need to talk to your roommate about, you won?t be nervous or anxious
about the looming conversation. You?re going to avoid a lot of frustration
later on if you are proactive about the situation now. At the end of the
day,however,a relationship takes two people to work, so if your roommate doesn?t put forth some effort as well and meet yousomewhere in
the middle, then do the bestyou can to be cordial and find yourself some
better roommates for next year.
Alex Manta is an editor for The Heights. He can be reached at
features@bcheights.com.

Housing

at Boston

College is a

metaphorical obstacle course of
friendships and promises. The situation gets a bit more complicated
whenrandom peoplesomehow

get involved in your housing arrangement?while
it makes the initial process easier, it changes the

living dynamic.
Having a ?rando,? as they?re so eloquently
called, may be difficult, but it is a chance to get to
know someone new that you may not have ever
TAYLOR CAVALLO
met, which is alwaysexciting. He or she is probably really nervous about being thrown into a quad or eight-manwith
a group of friends, so they automatically feel like an outsider. But this is
easy to overcome. As a memberof the core group in the living arrangement, it is your job to be welcoming?invite her to parties with you and
your friends, ask her to grab late night, or plan a dinner out in Boston to
get to know her. This will make her feel more at home in the new environment.

It may be that she?s not the ?going out? type, which would make getting to know her a bit more difficult. In this case, the easiest and more
sincere way to put her more at ease is to talk to her just while you?re
hanging out in your room. Ask her about home, her friends, her interests, etc. Who knows?maybe you?ll discover you guys have way more in
common than you think.

If she?s really quiet and doesn?t seem to be super hyped about getting very acclimatedinto yourgroup, establishing a goodliving environment may be the best situation for everyone involved and will ensure

everyone?s happiness. While she by no means has to be your best friend,
she shoulddefinitelyfeel comfortable.

Taylor Cavallo is an editor for The Heights. She can be reached at
features@bcheights.com.
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EAGLE DATES

Proper protocol
for ordering a
cheesesteak at BC

HOW-TO

How to survive
a musicfestival

MEET THE DATERS:

JULIETTE SAN FILLIPO

DAN SIERING

So, you?ve taken the leap. You have

purchased a hefty-priced ticket to your
Freshman Orientation does a nice job
getting youngsters acquainted with the
inner workings of the Boston College
campus. They give you pithy ways to

first music festival: congratulationsare in
order. A littleknown fact among college
students is that the weekend you attend a
music festival will most likely be one of the
most fun weekends of your life. At what
other occasion do you get to take a scenic
road trip, attend upwards of 30 shows,
go camping, and spend quality time with
friends all in one fell swoop? It?s like your
birthday and Christmas combined.
After attending about five music
festivals this past summer, both day-long
and weekend-long,close by or many
states away, I would say I am accustomed

rememberthe names of the buildings on
campus (Doug Flutie Likes Girls), and
teach you the ?Eagles on the Warpath?
chant (but fail to mention the repercussions of actually using it in public). Yet
there is one thing thatis verymuch lacking in the orientation itinerary: proper
cheesesteak ordering protocol at Corcoran Commons.

Corcoran Commons has several different eatery options than McElroy, none
being more glaring than the marvelous
chicken and steak sandwich-making line.
But with this unique line comes unique
responsibilities.
It is a process that bunches together
six to eight individuals, who may have
never seen each otherbefore and perhaps
may never be together again. But, for
this moment in time, they are bonded
togetherby a common craving for a
combinationof meat, cheese, bread, and
veggies. Once the ordering process begins, thisrandom cluster quickly becomes
a collective unit, like a Spartan soldier

NAME: Kelly Miller
YEAR:2OIS
MAJOR: Psychology
FAVORITE HILLSIDESANDWICH: Baja Chicken
FAVORITE MOVIE: ?Step Brothers?

NAME:CoIin Cinder
YEAR: 2015
MAJOR: Economics
FAVORITE HILLSIDE SANDWICH: Baja Chicken
FAVORITE MOVIE: ?Caddyshack?

A Parent?s Weekend lunch date may open the door to future

phalanx or a football offensiveline. The

group is evidentlyonly as strong as its
weakest link.
So here are a couple things to know
so you don?t become the runt of theline
(freshmen, please take detailednotes):
The ordering process is thus: the first
(optional) step is to take a smallbowl and
fill it with veggies, then place the bowl
on top of the glasscounter. Then wait
patiently, and when the chef is ready,
promptly yell your choice of meat AND
size of sandwich at him through the
glass (steak or chicken, large or regular
size, NO SAUCES. THAT WILL COME
LATER). Proceed to identify your veggie
bowl and match it with your protein.
Then, when you?re asked, shout your
choice of sauce (make sure to study the
available options beforehand). After this,
the chef will occasionally ask you whether
or not you want cheese, so always be
ready for that. After all thesesteps, your
concoction will be stuffed in a roll, and
wrapped in paper. The intricate process is
now complete.

Throughout allthese steps, make
sure you are giving the line your fullest
attention. Nothing is worse than having the chef halt the procedure in order
to scream his

questions at a participant

who is talking to an outsider, glued to the
television, or looking down at their phone
(we allknow you don?t get any service

anyway).
These tips will undoubtedlysave
you from a serving up an embarrassing
cheesesteakorder and getting dirty looks
from your fellow patrons. A successful
cheesesteakorder is the first step toward
a successful tenure at BC.

So in review, it?s veggies, then meat,
then sauce, and then cheese. And don?t
forget to be attentive to theline and vocal
with your orders. Once you master these
steps, you can graduate to more advanced,
off the menu items, such as the buffalo

chicken cheesesteak (a late night delicacy
patentedby Patrick Kessock, A&S ?l3).
But, for now, just stick to thebasics.

HEIgHTS:

How did youfeel before your date began?

KELLY: I waskind of nervous. I didn?tknow whatto expect. I?ve heard
his name before, andwhen I saw him I definitelyrecognized him.

HEIgHTS: Where

COLIN: Crazy Dough?s.
HEIgHTS: Were

HEIgHTS:

Where did you go to eat?

COLIN: I was super nervous because I?m not
definitely seen her walking around campus

where close.
How was the conversation? What did you guys talk

goodwith girls. I?ve
before and noticed

that she?s really pretty.
HEIgHTS: How

KELLY: From there we walkedto Crazy Dough?s. We were going to
go into Boston, but it was raining so we decided just to go some-

HEIgHTS:

you nervous at all?

How did your datebegin?

KELLY: It was good, heseemedreally nice. We met in Lower, and I
spotted him because he was wearing a yellowrain jacket.
HEIgHTS:

did you go on your date?

did the conversation go?

COLIN: It was flowing absolutelysuperbly. I know so muchabout
hernow. I learnedshe has a pet snakenamedChilldo and a younger
sister and brother. She?s from New Jersey, and she?s training for
a half marathon. We realized we had mutual friends, which is

pretty cool.

about?
HEIgHTS:

KELLY: It was good,easy. We talked about school, his siblings, what
he did over the summer. He went to Martha?s Vineyard with his
family. We also talked about mutual friends and discovered we
actually had many friends in common.
HEIgHTS:

What was the most surprising thing youlearned?

COLIN: She?s training for a half marathon, which is very impressive.
We talkedabout the RedBandana Run, and I toldher sheshould
do it becauseit?s for a really good cause. She?s really into running,
and she actually ran eight miles this morning, which is crazy.

Were there any awkward moments?
HEIgHTS: How

KELLY: No, the conversation went

grabbedcoffee at Dunkin? Donuts and walkedback to
The Heights office togetherto takeour picture and beinterviewed.

about.

COLIN: We

HEIgHTS:

Were there any interesting discoveries?

KELLY: I found out that he was an Econ major and thatwe livedin
the same dormlast year.
HEIgHTS:

How was the meal? What didyou doafter youate?

KELLY: I ordered a salad. After, we walkedto Dunkin? Donuts and I
got a pumpkin spiced latte. We walkedback to The Heights office
together and took our leftovers to go. We took the bus back to
Lower and huggedgoodbye.

What does the future hold for you two? Are there any
plans for a second date?
HEIgHTS:

KELLY: I think we can definitelybe friends, especially considering
we know so many of the same people. Yes, we willpossibly go on
more dates. Next time, we definitely want to go into Boston and
try something a little more exciting.

WANT TO gO ON YOuR OWN EAgLE DATE?
CONTACT FEATuRES@BCHEIgHTS.COM

Dan Siering is an editorfor The Heights.
He welcomes comments at features@
bcheights.com.

did you endthe date?

really well. We had a lot to talk
She got a salad and I got a Reuben. We had some great conversation on the walk back and talked about living on Upper last year
on our walk to Mac. We took the bus back together to Lower
because it was raining.
HEIgHTS: What

doesthe future holdfor you two?

COLIN:Maybe a second date.We?ll see how it goes. We?re thinking

aboutmeeting for coffee one morning this weekbeforeclass.

RATE YOuR DATES

I attendedmy first Boston College football game at the age of eight.
When my grandfather told me that he
and my dad had an extra ticket to his
alma mater?s first game of the season,
naturally I had to attend. Not knowing anything about BC or its football
program at the time, I did what a typical clueless 8-year-old girl would do:
run upstairs and put on my brother?s
oversized Drew Bledsoe jersey.
Twelve years later, I?ve learned a
thing or two about BC footballand
have ditchedmy Patriots jersey for a
more acceptable tailgatingwardrobe.
Being a junior now and having been
present for two complete football
seasons as a student, it?s safe to say that
the BC tailgating scene has a wardrobe of its own. Like most campuses
around the country whose schools bear
a strong football culture, what to wear
to a tailgate is arguably just as important as any big event where one may

contemplate outfits.
While students of southern universities such as Alabama, Vanderbilt, and
University of South Carolina channel a
classic preppy feel composed of dress-

button-downsand lots of southern

charm, west-coast schools such as
UCLA, USC, and University of Arizona
embrace the warm weather by sporting flip flops, jean cutoffs and tank tops

all season long. Ultimately, no matter
whereyou are in the country, game
day rituals consist of lots of spirit and
plenty of style.
Recently, many college websites
such as Uscoop and CollegeFashionista are even commenting on tailgating
trends around the country, proving
that school pride is no longer just
about wearing your school colorsbut
about wearing a style that?s unique to
your part of the country.
So where does tailgatingstyle stand
on the scale of importance for BC
students? Although it may not be as
prominent as it is in other parts of the
country, many would argue that there
is certainlyan underlyingstyle mentality amongst students. This of course is
not to generalize, but in away, it adds
a certain elementof fun to the game

knowing that like many other schools,
we have our own tailgatingstyle that is
unique to the Heights.
Being at a New England school
wherefall weather begins in mid-September, it?s safe to say that students

start planning.Before the event, make

sure that if you are going to a festival
where you must take a road trip, you have
enough people to drive with you so that
you can split up theroad time?the wheel
of a car is no place for sleeping. Some
festivals can be a 10 to 20-hour drive away,
so you havethat to survive on top of the
wholeweekend.The only way to really
learn how to brave a music festival is to
go through one yourself, but there are
definitely a boatloadof tips andadvice you
should consider before embarking on your

journey.
First things first: if you plan to attend
a music festival that is not close enough

geographicallyto commute to each day,
did you make sure to buy a camping
pass with your ticket? Some festivals are
weekend-longevents but are intendedfor
people to buy weekend passes or one-day
passes and goback and forth each day. If
you bought a ticket to a more traditional
music festival, chances are you bought a
camping pass. These usuallyhappen on
large rural ranches, and people travelfar
and wide to get there, usuallyby car?everyone parks their cars as they arrive on
all of the fields and they camp right next to
their car, and that is the accommodation
for theweekend. Some people rent RVs,
and sleep in those, or some people just
straight up sleep in their cars.
But I am here to tell you that thebest
way to do it is to camp out. So your next
move is to secure a tent. Consider how
many people you plan on going with, and
make sure your tent is big enough to fit
everyone. If you have four people and you
have a tent that fits five or six, you will be

glad to have the extra room inside to move
around and put some stuff. Always lock
your valuables in the car and don?t leave
them in the tent! Once you have a tent,
use the time you have before the festival
to gather campsite equipment. If you want
to get fancy, you can even bring a camping
own meals?but more on that later. The
more amenities you cover, the more comfortable you will be with camping out for a

NAME: Kelly Miller

NAME: Colin Cinder
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embrace the cool weather in a multitude
of creative ways. Although we were able
to get two warm-weatheredgames in, it
appears that the shift has officially been
made to fall weather attire. The days
of shorts, BC tanks, and the surplus of
America gear will sadly be stored away.
While shopping with my roommates

who come to visit point out, but we all
know this is not completely the case. In
many instances, BC students are very
effective in embodying their own style
and trends. Yet if there?s one case where
students are bound to dress alike, it is
none other than one that involves great

last week in Boston, our list of must-

The trends still continue into this
year as the cool weather brings more

haves included maroon and gold flannels, Patagonia vests, new jeans, and of
course a top-notchpair of boots. While
most of these items were bought as
classroom attire, the underlying intention was undoubtedlyfootball season,
which we all had to laugh about.
I think I first officiallyrealized that
BC had its own style as my friends and
I boarded the plane to Indiana for the

BC/Notre Dame football game last year.
As I was about to sit down, an older
woman next to me turned and asked
why everyone on the plane was dressed
the same. Looking around at the sea
of Barbour jackets, boots, jeans, and
plaids, it seemed clearly obvious:?Well,
we?re all going to the Notre Dame

amounts of school

spirit.

opportunities to break out our favorite items from last year. In addition to
the sea of preppy items, most students
would agree that an important element
of any game day outfit is, naturally,
some form of BC attire. I myself am

guilty of purchasing two

new

t-shirts

and a new sweatshirt while buying my
books at the McElroy Commons bookstore this year. But we all know it?s true.
You can never have enough BC items in
your dormroom closet.
So as Parents? Weekend comes to an
end, the start to fall weather tailgating
attire officially begins. As you may have

alreadyguessed, flannels are
reserved for Fridays.

few days and thebetter time you will have.
The next most important thing is
to make sure you have enough water
for the trip, which is vital. Most music
festivals happen in the summertime when
it is blazing hot, and many people are in
danger of dehydrationif they don?t make
sure to stay cool and drink water when
going from show to show. You also will
want a central source of water for your

The students? guide to gameday tailgating fashion
es,

of 300 artists in one sitting. It?s like paying
your dues to the gods of fun. Once you
have purchased your ticket, you have to

stove with utensils so you can make your
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enough to these events by now to impart
some guidance. These things are well
worth the money and the trip. Ticket
prices are generallypretty steep, but that
is usually because you are seeing upwards

no longer

campsite for cleaning,washing, andcooking that you can refill at the pump stations
provided by the festival. Go to your local
supermarket or outdoor outfitters and get
a two-gallon jug of H2O with a spigot?-

you will hug yourself repeatedly for this.
It is perfect for brushing your teeth, filling
up your water bottle, or rinsing your hair.
As for food, I say gowith the two ?G?s?:

granola bars and Goldfish. Other solid
food staplesare apples, jerky,bagels, and
peanut butter. Festivals also have plenty of
exotic anddeliciousfood vendors.
Finally, there are clothes. Bring fun
clothes, weird clothes, cool clothes, and
nothing you own that you would not want
to get ruined, because it most likely will.
Neon colors and hippie gear are popular
amongfestival-goers. Wear literally whatever your heart desires?musicfestivals
are where people let theirfreak flags fly, so
have fun with it. People enjoy themselves
at all times at music festivals, which is why
they transforminto the best weekendsof
the summer. Bring glowsticks, face paint,
Cornhole, frisbees, a positive attitude,
and your dancing shoes, and you will be
guaranteedto have the time of your life.
Did I forget to mention the music?
Chances are, you are attending a music
festival to see your favorite artists and beyond, so you should havethat pretty much
down pat. All I can say on that matter is
that I once saw Ludacris and the Beach
Boys in one day, andalso every type of
music in between. Enough said.

game.?

BC has often been generalized as
college culture, which can
sometimes seem even more apparent during game days, as many people
a preppy

Jenn Lavoie is a contributor to The
Heights. She welcomes comments at
features@bcheights.com.

JulietteSan Fillipo is a contributor to
The Heights. She welcomes comments
features@bcheights.com.
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BC pom
squad
brings
the spirit

Is it really
healthy?
Food labels can
be deceiving,
and knowing
your facts is an

BY JENNIFER HEINE
For The Heights
Boston College football games can
an exercise in sensory overload.
Between the clashes on the field, the
uproar of yellow-shirted fans, the

be

important step
to taking care of
JosePh CAstlen/heights illustrAtion

BY KELLY SWEENEY
For The Heights

tame or

If you were one of the students that attended the Office of Health

Promotion?s Healthapalooza last week, you were likely reminded
of some of the ways in which you can stay healthythroughout the
school year. Talking abouthow to become healthier seems to be a
common topic of interest in the United States, especially as obesity rates have skyrocketed during the past 20 years, to the point
that one-third of U.S. adults are currently obese. Whether you
are watching television, reading a magazine, or even talking
with friends, you are likely to come across various messages
related to improving your physical fitness or health. But such
an overwhelmingamount of information can be difficult to
sort out, and accurate suggestions of how to live a healthier
lifestyle can becomemixed in with other, more questionable
solutions to improve your physical self.
Throughout the 19905, low-carbohydrate diets were
the trend as individuals swore off things like bread and
replaced them with high-proteinfoods. Today is no different than the low-carb craze days except for the fact
thatwe stoppedblaming carbohydrates andhave begun
pointing fingers at new culprits: sugar and fat.
According to the Dietary Guidelinesfor Americans
by the U.S. Department of Agriculture, 16 percent of
thetotalcaloriesin an averageAmerican?s diet come
from addedsugars, much higher than the 100-150
calories that the American Heart Association
recommends. Unlike the natural sugars found
in foods such as fruit, added sugars in things
like candy or soda are typically easy to overeat
without realizing the amount of empty calories
one is actually consuming. What makes this
even more difficult is the numerous names
sugar can disguise itself under (sucrose, high
fructose corn syrup), and the fact that some
foods have unexpectedly high sugar contents, like certain kinds of spaghetti sauce,

yogurt, or cereal.
The concern with individuals taking
in such excess amounts of sugar is what

led to the recent New York City Board
of Health decision to ban large sugary
drinks throughout the city, and it is
the reason that companies are now
turning to things likeartificialsweeteners or reducing the sugar in their
products. Yet a product marketed
as ?sugar-free? or ?reduced sugar?
is not necessarilyhealthy. For example, the term ?reduced sugar?
is usedwhen a food has at least
25 percent less sugar than whatever product it is comparing
itself to, leaving thepossibility

that the food is still high in
sugar or calories.
Sheila Tucker, a registereddietitian for the Office of Health Promotion
and a part-time faculty
member in the Con-

sucralose, in place of sugar. Studies conducted in the 1970s

found

a connection between the artificial sweetener saccharin to
bladder cancer, causing it to be banned until 2000 when it was
declared safe. Still, the skepticism some feel toward artificial sweeteners that have been deemedsafe by the Federal Drug Administration is not unreasonablewhen one considers the time frame
in whichsuch sweeteners have been researched. The National
Cancer Institute claims that there ?is no clear evidence that
theartificial sweeteners available commercially in the United
States are associatedwith cancer risk in humans,? andthe FDA
stillrecommendsa maximum amount thatcan beconsumed
dailyfor the sweetener to be considered safe.
Sarah Loiselle, a member of the rowing team and A&S

acknowledgesthat the way she gets around havingadded sugars is by using sweeteners like Splenda, which she
believes can give consumers a ?false sense of security.?
?I use them, although I have gotten mixedinformation about whether or not they?ll hurt you in the long
run,? she said.
Like sugar, fat has had the reputation of being
directly connected with weight gain and thus not
compatible with a healthy diet. But just as sugars
have become grouped together and generalizedas
?bad? without acknowledging such exceptions as
sugarsfrom fruits and vegetables,fat has similarly
developeda badreputation. Although eating fat
is often associated with increased body fat, the
reality is that fats are simply one of the three
macronutrients that our bodies require, along
with carbohydrates and protein. Dietary fat
not only provides us with energy, but it is
also necessary for normal growth, absorb-

?l3,

high-flying stunts of the cheerleaders,
and the brassy clamor of the marching
band, standing out wouldseem to be an
extraordinary feat.
Yet a handful of young women do
just that.Clad in understatedblack and
bearing gold pom-poms, the dancers
of the BC Pom Squad have made the
football stadium their audienceandthe
end-zone their stage.
Although the Pom Squad operates
under the same umbrella organization as the cheerleaders, sharing some
practice times, cheers, a budget, and
even a coach, most of its members
entered college with no cheerleading
experience, but are classically trained
dancersinstead. ?Spiriting was a foreign
concept at first,? said Corrine Sullivan,
A&S ?l4, ?we didn?t know how to get
people excited.? ?It was very weird going
from dance to cheerleading.At first, the
screaming was hard?the cheerleaders
had it down but we were all squealing!?
said Nikki Elliot, CSOM ?l4.
The Pom Squad is also a relatively
new component in the BC spirit organi-

See Pom Squad, B7

ing specific vitamins and maintaining cell
membranes.
While it is true that unsaturated fats
are beneficial for us compared to saturated or trans fats, it is also important
to recognize that fully eliminating fat

from one?s diet may not be the solution either. If you come across a treat
that tastes sweet but has no sugar, or
a food that is normally high in fat
but is made in a fat-free version, it
raises the questionof just how it got
that way.Some foods are currently
made with fat substitutes, defined
by the American Heart Association as ?ingredients that mimic
one or more of the roles of fat
in a food.? Although the U.S.

Food and Drug Administration has declaredthemto be
safe, the longterm effects of
fat substitutes are still not

known for sure.
Low-fat or fat-free
foods are similar to sugar-free products in the
sense that the overall
nutritionalvalue or the
amount of calories in
the food has the abil-

nell School of Nursing, confirmed that

ity to be overlooked.
Pierre Chandon, a
professor of mar-

such label claims do
not ?denote that the
product is healthy
or unhealthy?the
label claims are
only specific to
one nutrient and
thus do not give

keting at Harvard
Business School
and director of
INSEAD So-

cial Research
Center in
Paris, has researched the
effects of
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Devlin Hall houses the prestigious
McMullen art museum, home to theKlee

exhibit.

McMullen
Museum
drawsKlee
BY ERIN MAHONEY
For The Heights
Although students pass Devlin Hall
daily and have likely taken a science
core class in one of its rooms or even
recall waiting for a campus tour in its
Admission?s Office, it is less likely that
students have taken advantage of a notso-very-hidden gem on our campus: the
McMullen Museum of Art.
?I?ve neverbeen inside.Where is that??
is not an uncommon sentiment among
the grades, including the senior class.
Some assume the museum is dedicated
history. TheMcMullen Museum, in fact, is located on the first floor
of Devlin Hall and houses a permanent
to University

collection of paintings and tapestriesby
American, Italian, and Flemish artists
that range from the 1500s to laterAmerican pieces from the first half of the 20th
century. Works range from Christian to
classical, pastoral to nautical, and hail
from a number of movements including
the Baroque, Gothic, and Realist movements.

Opened in the early ?9os after comprehensive renovations on Devlin, the
Museum was named in 1996 for Boston

Collegebenefactor John J.McMullen and
his wife, Jacqueline. In addition to the

See McMullen, B7
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